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Chepakovich valuation model
The Chepakovich valuation model uses the discounted cash flow valuation approach. It was first developed by
Alexander Chepakovich in 2000 and perfected in subsequent years. The model was originally designed for valuation
of “growth stocks” (ordinary/common shares of companies experiencing high revenue growth rates) and is
successfully applied to valuation of high-tech companies, even those that do not generate profit yet. At the same
time, it is a general valuation model and can also be applied to no-growth or negative growth companies. In a
limiting case, when there is no growth in revenues, the model yields similar (but not the same) valuation result as a
regular discounted cash flow to equity model.

Example of future financial performance of a currently loss-making but fast-growing
company

The key distinguishing feature of the
Chepakovich valuation model is
separate forecasting of fixed (or
quasi-fixed) and variable expenses
for the valuated company. The model
assumes that fixed expenses will only
change at the rate of inflation or other
predetermined rate of escalation, while
variable expenses are set to be a fixed
percentage of revenues (subject to
efficiency improvement/degradation in
the future – when this can be
foreseen). This feature makes possible
valuation of start-ups and other
high-growth companies on a
fundamental basis, i.e. with
determination of their intrinsic values.
Such companies initially have high fixed costs (relative to revenues) and small or negative net income. However,
high rate of revenue growth insures that gross profit (defined here as revenues minus variable expenses) will grow
rapidly in proportion to fixed expenses. This process will eventually lead the company to predictable and
measurable future profitability. Unlike other methods of valuation of loss-making companies, which rely primarily
on use of comparable valuation ratios, and, therefore, provide only relative valuation, the Chepakovich valuation
model estimates intrinsic (i.e. fundamental) value.

Other distinguishing and original features of the Chepakovich valuation model are:
• Variable discount rate (depends on time in the future from which cash flow is discounted to the present) to reflect

investor’s required rate of return (it is constant for a particular investor) and risk of investment (it is a function of
time and riskiness of investment).[1] The base for setting the discount rate is the so-called risk-free rate, i.e. the
yield on a corresponding zero-coupon Treasury bond. The riskiness of investment is quantified through use of a
risk-rating procedure.

• Company’s investments in means of production (it is the sum of tangible and intangible assets needed for a
company to produce a certain amount of output – we call it ‘production base’) is set to be a function of the
revenue growth (there should be enough production capacity to provide increase in production/revenue).
Surprisingly many discounted cash flow (DCF) models used today do not account for additional production
capacity need when revenues grow.

• Long-term convergence of company’s revenue growth rate to that of GDP.[2] This follows from the fact that 
combined revenue growth of all companies in an economy is equal to GDP growth and from an assumption that
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over- or underperformance (compared to the GDP) by individual companies will be eliminated in the long run
(which is usually the case for the vast majority of companies – so vast, indeed, that the incompliant others could
be treated as a statistical error).

• Valuation is conducted on the premise that change in company’s revenue is attributable only to company’s organic
growth rate. This means that historical revenue growth rates are adjusted for effects of acquisitions/divestitures.

• Factual cost of stock-based compensation of company’s employees that does not show in the company’s income
statement is subtracted from cash flows. It is determined as the difference between the amount the company could
have received by selling the shares at market prices and the amount it received from selling shares to employees
(the actual process of stock-based compensation could be much more complicated than the one described here,
but its economic consequences are still the same).

• It is assumed that, subject to availability of the necessary free cash flow, the company’s capital structure
(debt-to-equity ratio) will converge to optimal. This would also have an effect on the risk rating of the company
and the discount rate. The optimal capital structure is defined as the one at which the sum of the cost of debt
(company’s interest payments) and its cost of equity (yield on an alternative investment with the same risk – it is a
function of the company’s financial leverage) is at its minimum.
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Fundamental analysis
Fundamental analysis of a business involves analyzing its financial statements and health, its management and
competitive advantages, and its competitors and markets. When applied to futures and forex, it focuses on the overall
state of the economy, interest rates, production, earnings, and management. When analyzing a stock, futures
contract, or currency using fundamental analysis there are two basic approaches one can use; bottom up analysis and
top down analysis.[1] The term is used to distinguish such analysis from other types of investment analysis, such as
quantitative analysis and technical analysis.
Fundamental analysis is performed on historical and present data, but with the goal of making financial forecasts.
There are several possible objectives:
• to conduct a company stock valuation and predict its probable price evolution,
• to make a projection on its business performance,
• to evaluate its management and make internal business decisions,
• to calculate its credit risk.

Two analytical models
When the objective of the analysis is to determine what stock to buy and at what price, there are two basic
methodologies
1. Fundamental analysis maintains that markets may misprice a security in the short run but that the "correct" price

will eventually be reached. Profits can be made by trading the mispriced security and then waiting for the market
to recognize its "mistake" and reprice the security.

2. Technical analysis maintains that all information is reflected already in the stock price. Trends 'are your friend'
and sentiment changes predate and predict trend changes. Investors' emotional responses to price movements lead
to recognizable price chart patterns. Technical analysis does not care what the 'value' of a stock is. Their price
predictions are only extrapolations from historical price patterns.

Investors can use any or all of these different but somewhat complementary methods for stock picking. For example
many fundamental investors use technicals for deciding entry and exit points. Many technical investors use
fundamentals to limit their universe of possible stock to 'good' companies.
The choice of stock analysis is determined by the investor's belief in the different paradigms for "how the stock
market works". See the discussions at efficient-market hypothesis, random walk hypothesis, capital asset pricing
model, Fed model Theory of Equity Valuation, Market-based valuation, and Behavioral finance.
Fundamental analysis includes:
1. Economic analysis
2. Industry analysis
3. Company analysis
On the basis of these three analyses the intrinsic value of the shares are determined. This is considered as the true
value of the share. If the intrinsic value is higher than the market price it is recommended to buy the share . If it is
equal to market price hold the share and if it is less than the market price sell the shares.
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Use by different portfolio styles
Investors may use fundamental analysis within different portfolio management styles.
• Buy and hold investors believe that latching onto good businesses allows the investor's asset to grow with the

business. Fundamental analysis lets them find 'good' companies, so they lower their risk and probability of
wipe-out.

• Managers may use fundamental analysis to correctly value 'good' and 'bad' companies. Eventually 'bad'
companies' stock goes up and down, creating opportunities for profits.

• Managers may also consider the economic cycle in determining whether conditions are 'right' to buy
fundamentally suitable companies.

• Contrarian investors distinguish "in the short run, the market is a voting machine, not a weighing machine".[2]

Fundamental analysis allows you to make your own decision on value, and ignore the market.
• Value investors restrict their attention to under-valued companies, believing that 'it's hard to fall out of a ditch'.

The value comes from fundamental analysis.
• Managers may use fundamental analysis to determine future growth rates for buying high priced growth stocks.
• Managers may also include fundamental factors along with technical factors into computer models (quantitative

analysis).

Top-down and bottom-up
Investors can use either a top-down or bottom-up approach.
• The top-down investor starts his analysis with global economics, including both international and national

economic indicators, such as GDP growth rates, inflation, interest rates, exchange rates, productivity, and energy
prices. He narrows his search down to regional/industry analysis of total sales, price levels, the effects of
competing products, foreign competition, and entry or exit from the industry. Only then he narrows his search to
the best business in that area.

• The bottom-up investor starts with specific businesses, regardless of their industry/region.

Procedures
The analysis of a business' health starts with financial statement analysis that includes ratios. It looks at dividends
paid, operating cash flow, new equity issues and capital financing. The earnings estimates and growth rate
projections published widely by Thomson Reuters and others can be considered either 'fundamental' (they are facts)
or 'technical' (they are investor sentiment) based on your perception of their validity.
The determined growth rates (of income and cash) and risk levels (to determine the discount rate) are used in various
valuation models. The foremost is the discounted cash flow model, which calculates the present value of the future
• dividends received by the investor, along with the eventual sale price. (Gordon model)
• earnings of the company, or
• cash flows of the company.
The amount of debt is also a major consideration in determining a company's health. It can be quickly assessed using
the debt to equity ratio and the current ratio (current assets/current liabilities).
The simple model commonly used is the Price/Earnings ratio. Implicit in this model of a perpetual annuity (Time
value of money) is that the 'flip' of the P/E is the discount rate appropriate to the risk of the business. The multiple
accepted is adjusted for expected growth (that is not built into the model).
Growth estimates are incorporated into the PEG ratio, but the math does not hold up to analysis. Its validity depends
on the length of time you think the growth will continue. IGAR models can be used to impute expected changes in
growth from current P/E and historical growth rates for the stocks relative to a comparison index.
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Computer modelling of stock prices has now replaced much of the subjective interpretation of fundamental data
(along with technical data) in the industry. Since about year 2000, with the power of computers to crunch vast
quantities of data, a new career has been invented. At some funds (called Quant Funds) the manager's decisions have
been replaced by proprietary mathematical models.[3]

Criticisms
• Economists such as Burton Malkiel suggest that neither fundamental analysis nor technical analysis is useful in

outperforming the markets[4]
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Investment banking
An investment bank is a financial institution that assists individuals, corporations and governments in raising
capital by underwriting and/or acting as the client's agent in the issuance of securities. An investment bank may also
assist companies involved in mergers and acquisitions, and provide ancillary services such as market making, trading
of derivatives, fixed income instruments, foreign exchange, commodities, and equity securities.
Unlike commercial banks and retail banks, investment banks do not take deposits. From 1933 (Glass–Steagall Act)
until 1999 (Gramm–Leach–Bliley Act), the United States maintained a separation between investment banking and
commercial banks. Other industrialized countries, including G8 countries, have historically not maintained such a
separation.
There are two main lines of business in investment banking. Trading securities for cash or for other securities (i.e.,
facilitating transactions, market-making), or the promotion of securities (i.e., underwriting, research, etc.) is the "sell
side", while dealing with pension funds, mutual funds, hedge funds, and the investing public (who consume the
products and services of the sell-side in order to maximize their return on investment) constitutes the "buy side".
Many firms have buy and sell side components.
An investment bank can also be split into private and public functions with a Chinese wall which separates the two
to prevent information from crossing. The private areas of the bank deal with private insider information that may
not be publicly disclosed, while the public areas such as stock analysis deal with public information.
An advisor who provides investment banking services in the United States must be a licensed broker-dealer and
subject to Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC) and Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA)
regulation.[1]

Organizational structure

Main activities
Investment banking is split into the so-called front office, middle office, and back office. While large service
investment banks offer all of the lines of businesses, both sell side and buy side, smaller ones sell side investment
firms such as boutique investment banks and small broker-dealers focus on investment banking and
sales/trading/research, respectively.
Investment banks offer services to both corporations issuing securities and investors buying securities. For
corporations, investment bankers offer information on when and how to place their to an investment bank's
reputation, and hence loss of business. Therefore, investment bankers play a very important role in issuing new
security offerings.

Core investment banking activities

Front office
• Investment banking (corporate finance) is the traditional aspect of investment banks which also involves helping 

customers raise funds in capital markets and giving advice on mergers and acquisitions (M&A). This may involve 
subscribing investors to a security issuance, coordinating with bidders, or negotiating with a merger target. 
Another term for the investment banking division is corporate finance, and its advisory group is often termed 
mergers and acquisitions. A pitch book of financial information is generated to market the bank to a potential 
M&A client; if the pitch is successful, the bank arranges the deal for the client. The investment banking division 
(IBD) is generally divided into industry coverage and product coverage groups. Industry coverage groups focus 
on a specific industry, such as healthcare, industrials, or technology, and maintain relationships with corporations
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within the industry to bring in business for a bank. Product coverage groups focus on financial products, such as
mergers and acquisitions, leveraged finance, project finance, asset finance and leasing, structured finance,
restructuring, equity, and high-grade debt and generally work and collaborate with industry groups on the more
intricate and specialized needs of a client.

• Sales and trading: On behalf of the bank and its clients, a large investment bank's primary function is buying and
selling products. In market making, traders will buy and sell financial products with the goal of making money on
each trade. Sales is the term for the investment bank's sales force, whose primary job is to call on institutional and
high-net-worth investors to suggest trading ideas (on a caveat emptor basis) and take orders. Sales desks then
communicate their clients' orders to the appropriate trading desks, which can price and execute trades, or structure
new products that fit a specific need. Structuring has been a relatively recent activity as derivatives have come
into play, with highly technical and numerate employees working on creating complex structured products which
typically offer much greater margins and returns than underlying cash securities. In 2010, investment banks came
under pressure as a result of selling complex derivatives contracts to local municipalities in Europe and the US.[2]

Strategists advise external as well as internal clients on the strategies that can be adopted in various markets.
Ranging from derivatives to specific industries, strategists place companies and industries in a quantitative
framework with full consideration of the macroeconomic scene. This strategy often affects the way the firm will
operate in the market, the direction it would like to take in terms of its proprietary and flow positions, the
suggestions salespersons give to clients, as well as the way structurers create new products. Banks also undertake
risk through proprietary trading, performed by a special set of traders who do not interface with clients and
through "principal risk"—risk undertaken by a trader after he buys or sells a product to a client and does not
hedge his total exposure. Banks seek to maximize profitability for a given amount of risk on their balance sheet.
The necessity for numerical ability in sales and trading has created jobs for physics, mathematics and engineering
Ph.D.s who act as quantitative analysts.

• Research is the division which reviews companies and writes reports about their prospects, often with "buy" or
"sell" ratings. While the research division may or may not generate revenue (based on policies at different banks),
its resources are used to assist traders in trading, the sales force in suggesting ideas to customers, and investment
bankers by covering their clients. Research also serves outside clients with investment advice (such as
institutional investors and high net worth individuals) in the hopes that these clients will execute suggested trade
ideas through the sales and trading division of the bank, and thereby generate revenue for the firm. There is a
potential conflict of interest between the investment bank and its analysis, in that published analysis can affect the
bank's profits. Hence in recent years the relationship between investment banking and research has become highly
regulated, requiring a Chinese wall between public and private functions.

Other businesses that an investment bank may be involved in
• Global transaction banking is the division which provides cash management, custody services, lending, and

securities brokerage services to institutions. Prime brokerage with hedge funds has been an especially profitable
business, as well as risky, as seen in the "run on the bank" with Bear Stearns in 2008.

• Investment management is the professional management of various securities (shares, bonds, etc.) and other
assets (e.g., real estate), to meet specified investment goals for the benefit of investors. Investors may be
institutions (insurance companies, pension funds, corporations etc.) or private investors (both directly via
investment contracts and more commonly via collective investment schemes e.g., mutual funds). The investment
management division of an investment bank is generally divided into separate groups, often known as Private
Wealth Management and Private Client Services.

• Merchant banking can be called "very personal banking"; merchant banks offer capital in exchange for share 
ownership rather than loans, and offer advice on management and strategy. Merchant banking is also a name used 
to describe the private equity side of a firm.Merchant Banking: Past and Present [3]</ref> Current examples
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include Defoe Fournier & Cie and JPMorgan's One Equity Partners and the original J.P. Morgan & Co.
Rothschilds, Barings, Warburgs and Morgans were all merchant banks. (Originally, "merchant bank" was the
British English term for an investment bank.)

• Commercial banking: see commercial bank.

Middle office
• Risk management involves analyzing the market and credit risk that traders are taking onto the balance sheet in

conducting their daily trades, and setting limits on the amount of capital that they are able to trade in order to
prevent "bad" trades having a detrimental effect on a desk overall. Another key Middle Office role is to ensure
that the economic risks are captured accurately (as per agreement of commercial terms with the counterparty),
correctly (as per standardized booking models in the most appropriate systems) and on time (typically within 30
minutes of trade execution). In recent years the risk of errors has become known as "operational risk" and the
assurance Middle Offices provide now includes measures to address this risk. When this assurance is not in place,
market and credit risk analysis can be unreliable and open to deliberate manipulation.

• Corporate treasury is responsible for an investment bank's funding, capital structure management, and liquidity
risk monitoring.

• Financial control tracks and analyzes the capital flows of the firm, the Finance division is the principal adviser to
senior management on essential areas such as controlling the firm's global risk exposure and the profitability and
structure of the firm's various businesses via dedicated trading desk product control teams. In the United States
and United Kingdom, a Financial Controller is a senior position, often reporting to the Chief Financial Officer.

• Corporate strategy, along with risk, treasury, and controllers, also often falls under the finance division.
• Compliance areas are responsible for an investment bank's daily operations compliance with government

regulations and internal regulations. Often also considered a back-office division.

Back office
• Operations involves data-checking trades that have been conducted, ensuring that they are not erroneous, and

transacting the required transfers. While some believe that operations provides the greatest job security and the
bleakest career prospects of any division within an investment bank,[4] many banks have outsourced operations. It
is, however, a critical part of the bank. Due to increased competition in finance related careers, college degrees
are now mandatory at most Tier 1 investment banks. A finance degree has proved significant in understanding the
depth of the deals and transactions that occur across all the divisions of the bank.

• Technology refers to the information technology department. Every major investment bank has considerable
amounts of in-house software, created by the technology team, who are also responsible for technical support.
Technology has changed considerably in the last few years as more sales and trading desks are using electronic
trading. Some trades are initiated by complex algorithms for hedging purposes.

Size of industry
Global investment banking revenue increased for the fifth year running in 2007, to a record US$84.3 billion,[5] which
was up 22% on the previous year and more than double the level in 2003. Subsequent to their exposure to United
States sub-prime securities investments, many investment banks have experienced losses since this time.
The United States was the primary source of investment banking income in 2007, with 53% of the total, a proportion 
which has fallen somewhat during the past decade. Europe (with Middle East and Africa) generated 32% of the total, 
slightly up on its 30% share a decade ago. Asian countries generated the remaining 15%. Over the past decade, fee 
income from the US increased by 80%. This compares with a 217% increase in Europe and 250% increase in Asia 
during this period. The industry is heavily concentrated in a small number of major financial centers, including
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London, New York City, Hong Kong and Tokyo.
Investment banking is one of the most global industries and is hence continuously challenged to respond to new
developments and innovation in the global financial markets. New products with higher margins are constantly
invented and manufactured by bankers in the hope of winning over clients and developing trading know-how in new
markets. However, since these can usually not be patented or copyrighted, they are very often copied quickly by
competing banks, pushing down trading margins.
For example, trading bonds and equities for customers is now a commodity business, but structuring and trading
derivatives retains higher margins in good times—and the risk of large losses in difficult market conditions, such as
the credit crunch that began in 2007. Each over-the-counter contract has to be uniquely structured and could involve
complex pay-off and risk profiles. Listed option contracts are traded through major exchanges, such as the CBOE,
and are almost as commoditized as general equity securities.
In addition, while many products have been commoditized, an increasing amount of profit within investment banks
has come from proprietary trading, where size creates a positive network benefit (since the more trades an
investment bank does, the more it knows about the market flow, allowing it to theoretically make better trades and
pass on better guidance to clients).
The fastest growing segment of the investment banking industry are private investments into public companies
(PIPEs, otherwise known as Regulation D or Regulation S). Such transactions are privately negotiated between
companies and accredited investors. These PIPE transactions are non-rule 144A transactions. Large bulge bracket
brokerage firms and smaller boutique firms compete in this sector. Special purpose acquisition companies (SPACs)
or blank check corporations have been created from this industry.

Vertical integration
In the U.S., the Glass–Steagall Act, initially created in the wake of the Stock Market Crash of 1929, prohibited banks
from both accepting deposits and underwriting securities, and led to segregation of investment banks from
commercial banks. Glass–Steagall was effectively repealed for many large financial institutions by the
Gramm–Leach–Bliley Act in 1999.
Another development in recent years has been the vertical integration of debt securitization. Previously, investment
banks had assisted lenders in raising more lending funds and having the ability to offer longer term fixed interest
rates by converting lenders' outstanding loans into bonds. For example, a mortgage lender would make a house loan,
and then use the investment bank to sell bonds to fund the debt, the money from the sale of the bonds can be used to
make new loans, while the lender accepts loan payments and passes the payments on to the bondholders. This
process is called securitization. However, lenders have begun to securitize loans themselves, especially in the areas
of mortgage loans. Because of this, and because of the fear that this will continue, many investment banks have
focused on becoming lenders themselves,[6] making loans with the goal of securitizing them. In fact, in the areas of
commercial mortgages, many investment banks lend at loss leader interest rates in order to make money securitizing
the loans, causing them to be a very popular financing option for commercial property investors and developers.
Securitized house loans may have exacerbated the subprime mortgage crisis beginning in 2007, by making risky
loans less apparent to investors.

2008 Financial Crisis

The 2007 credit crisis proved that the business model of the investment bank no longer worked[7] without the 
regulation imposed on it by Glass-Steagall. Once Robert Rubin, a former co-chairman of Goldman Sachs became 
part of the Clinton administration and deregulated banks, the previous conservatism of underwriting established 
companies and seeking long-term gains was replaced by lower standards and short-term profit.[8] Formerly, the 
guidelines said that in order to take a company public, it had to be in business for a minimum of five years and it had 
to show profitability for three consecutive years. After deregulation, those standards were gone, but small investors
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did not grasp the full impact of the change.[8]

Investment banks Bear Stearns, founded in 1923 and Lehman Brothers, over 100 years old, collapsed; Merrill Lynch
was acquired by Bank of America, which remained in trouble, as did Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley. The
ensuing financial crisis of 2008 saw Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley "abandon their status as investment banks"
by converting themselves into "traditional bank holding companies", thereby making themselves eligible[7] to receive
billions of dollars each in emergency taxpayer-funded assistance.[8] By making this change, referred to as a
technicality, banks would be more tightly regulated.[7] Initially, banks received part of a $700 billion Troubled Asset
Relief Program (TARP) intended to stabilize the economy and thaw the frozen credit markets.[9] Eventually,
taxpayer assistance to banks reached nearly $13 trillion dollars, most without much scrutiny,[10] lending did not
increase[11] and credit markets remained frozen.[12]

A number of former Goldman-Sachs top executives, such as Henry Paulson and Ed Liddy moved to high-level
positions in government and oversaw the controversial taxpayer-funded bank bailout.[13] The TARP Oversight
Report released by the Congressional Oversight Panel found, however, that the bailout tended to encourage risky
behavior and "corrupt[ed] the fundamental tenets of a market economy".[14]

“The TARP has all but created an expectation, if not an emerging sense of entitlement, that certain financial and non-financial institutions are
simply “too-big-or-too-interconnected-to-fail” and that the government will promptly honor the implicit guarantee issued for the benefit of any
such institution that suffers a reversal of fortune. This is the enduring legacy of the TARP. Unfortunately, by offering a strong safety net
funded with unlimited taxpayer resources, the government has encouraged potential recipients of such largess to undertake inappropriately
risky behavior secure in the conviction that all profits from their endeavors will inure to their benefit and that large losses will fall to the
taxpayers. The placement of a government sanctioned thumb-on-the-scales corrupts the fundamental tenets of a market economy – the ability
to prosper and the ability to fail. ”

—Congressional Oversight Panel, TARP Oversight Report

Under threat of a subpoena by Senator Chuck Grassley, Goldman Sachs revealed that through TARP bailout of AIG,
Goldman received $12.9 billion in taxpayer aid (some through AIG), $4.3 billion of which was then paid out to 32
entities, including many overseas banks, hedge funds and pensions.[15] The same year it received $10 billion in aid
from the government, it also paid out multi-million dollar bonuses to 603 employees and hundreds more received
million-dollar bonuses. The total paid in bonuses was $4.82 billion.[16] [17]

Morgan Stanley received $10 billion in TARP funds and paid out $4.475 billion in bonuses. Of those, 428 people
received more than a million dollars and of those, 189 received more than $2 million.[18]

Possible conflicts of interest
Conflicts of interest may arise between different parts of a bank, creating the potential for market manipulation.
Authorities that regulate investment banking (the FSA in the United Kingdom and the SEC in the United States)
require that banks impose a Chinese wall to prevent communication between investment banking on one side and
equity research and trading on the other.
Some of the conflicts of interest that can be found in investment banking are listed here:
• Historically, equity research firms have been founded and owned by investment banks. One common practice is

for equity analysts to initiate coverage of a company in order to develop relationships that lead to highly
profitable investment banking business. In the 1990s, many equity researchers allegedly traded positive stock
ratings for investment banking business. On the flip side of the coin: companies would threaten to divert
investment banking business to competitors unless their stock was rated favorably. Laws were passed to
criminalize such acts, and increased pressure from regulators and a series of lawsuits, settlements, and
prosecutions curbed this business to a large extent following the 2001 stock market tumble.

• Many investment banks also own retail brokerages. Also during the 1990s, some retail brokerages sold consumers
securities which did not meet their stated risk profile. This behavior may have led to investment banking business
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or even sales of surplus shares during a public offering to keep public perception of the stock favorable.
• Since investment banks engage heavily in trading for their own account, there is always the temptation for them

to engage in some form of front running – the illegal practice whereby a broker executes orders for their own
account before filling orders previously submitted by their customers, there benefiting from any changes in prices
induced by those orders.

Further reading
• Fleuriet Michel Investment Banking Explained: An Insider's Guide to the Industry Mc Graw-Hill New York NY

2008 ISBN 978-0-07-149733-6
DePamphilis, Donald (2008). Mergers, Acquisitions, and Other Restructuring Activities. New York: Elsevier,
Academic Press. p. 740. ISBN 978-0-12-374012-0.
• Cartwright, Susan; Schoenberg, Richard (2006). "Thirty Years of Mergers and Acquisitions Research: Recent

Advances and Future Opportunities". British Journal of Management 17 (S1): S1–S5.
doi:10.1111/j.1467-8551.2006.00475.x.

• Harwood, I. A. (2006). "Confidentiality constraints within mergers and acquisitions: gaining insights through a
'bubble' metaphor". British Journal of Management 17 (4): 347–359. doi:10.1111/j.1467-8551.2005.00440.x.
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Acquisitions. Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons. ISBN 0-470-44220-4.
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Leverage (finance)
In finance, leverage is a general term for any technique to multiply gains and losses.[1] Common ways to attain
leverage are borrowing money, buying fixed assets and using derivatives.[2] Important examples are:
• A public corporation may leverage its equity by borrowing money. The more it borrows, the less equity capital it

needs, so any profits or losses are shared among a smaller base and are proportionately larger as a result.[3]

• A business entity can leverage its revenue by buying fixed assets. This will increase the proportion of fixed, as
opposed to variable, costs, meaning that a change in revenue will result in a larger change in operating income.[4]

[5]

• Hedge funds often leverage their assets by using derivatives. A fund might get any gains or losses on $20 million
worth of crude oil by posting $1 million of cash as margin.[6]

Measuring leverage
A good deal of confusion arises in discussions among people who use different definitions of leverage. The term is
used differently in investments and corporate finance, and has multiple definitions in each field.[7]

Investments
Accounting leverage is total assets divided by total assets minus total liabilities.[8] Notional leverage is total notional
amount of assets plus total notional amount of liabilities divided by equity.[1] Economic leverage is volatility of
equity divided by volatility of an unlevered investment in the same assets. To understand the differences, consider
the following positions, all funded with $100 of cash equity.[9]

• Buy $100 of crude oil. Assets are $100 ($100 of oil), there are no liabilities. Accounting leverage is 1 to 1.
Notional amount is $100 ($100 of oil), there are no liabilities and there is $100 of equity. Notional leverage is 1 to
1. The volatility of the equity is equal to the volatility of oil, since oil is the only asset and you own the same
amount as your equity, so economic leverage is 1 to 1.

• Borrow $100 and buy $200 of crude oil. Assets are $200, liabilities are $100 so accounting leverage is 2 to 1.
Notional amount is $200, equity is $100 so notional leverage is 2 to 1. The volatility of the position is twice the
volatility of an unlevered position in the same assets, so economic leverage is 2 to 1.

• Buy $100 of crude oil, borrow $100 worth of gasoline and sell the gasoline for $100. You now have $100 cash,
$100 of crude oil and owe $100 worth of gasoline. Your assets are $200, liabilities are $100 so accounting
leverage is 2 to 1. You have $200 notional amount of assets plus $100 notional amount of liabilities, with $100 of
equity, so your notional leverage is 3 to 1. The volatility of your position might be half the volatility of an
unlevered investment in the same assets, since the price of oil and the price of gasoline are positively correlated,
so your economic leverage might be 0.5 to 1.

• Buy $100 of a 10-year fixed-rate treasury bond, and enter into a fixed-for-floating 10-year interest rate swap to
convert the payments to floating rate. The derivative is off-balance sheet, so it is ignored for accounting leverage.
Accounting leverage is therefore 1 to 1. The notional amount of the swap does count for notional leverage, so
notional leverage is 2 to 1. The swap removes most of the economic risk of the treasury bond, so economic
leverage is near zero.
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Corporate finance
Degree of Operating Leverage (DOL)= (EBIT + Fixed costs) / EBIT; Degree of Financial Leverage (DFL)= EBIT / (
EBIT - Total Interest expense ); Degree of Combined Leverage (DCL)= DOL * DFL
Accounting leverage has the same definition as in investments.[10] There are several ways to define operating
leverage, the most common.[11] is:

Financial leverage is usually defined[8] as:

Operating leverage is an attempt to estimate the percentage change in operating income (earnings before interest and
taxes or EBIT) for a one percent change in revenue.[8]

Financial leverage tries to estimate the percentage change in net income for a one percent change in operating
income.[12] [13]

The product of the two is called Total leverage,[14] and estimates the percentage change in net income for a one
percent change in revenue.[15]

There are several variants of each of these definitions,[16] and the financial statements are usually adjusted before the
values are computed.[8] Moreover, there are industry-specific conventions that differ somewhat from the treatment
above.[17]

Leverage and ROE
If we have to check real effect of leverage on ROE, we have to study financial leverage. Financial leverage refers to
the use of debt to acquire additional assets. Financial leverage may decrease or increase return on equity in different
conditions. Financial over-leveraging means incurring a huge debt by borrowing funds at a lower rate of interest and
utilizing the excess funds in high risk investments in order to maximize returns.[18]

Leverage and risk
The most obvious risk of leverage is that it multiplies losses. A corporation that borrows too much money might face
bankruptcy during a business downturn, while a less-levered corporation might survive. An investor who buys a
stock on 50% margin will lose 40% of his money if the stock declines 20%.[9]

There is an important implicit assumption in that account, however, which is that the underlying levered asset is the
same as the unlevered one. If a company borrows money to modernize, or add to its product line, or expand
internationally, the additional diversification might more than offset the additional risk from leverage.[9] Or if an
investor uses a fraction of his or her portfolio to margin stock index futures and puts the rest in a money market fund,
he or she might have the same volatility and expected return as an investor in an unlevered equity index fund, with a
limited downside.[6] So while adding leverage to a given asset always adds risk, it is not the case that a levered
company or investment is always riskier than an unlevered one. In fact, many highly-levered hedge funds have less
return volatility than unlevered bond funds,[6] and public utilities with lots of debt are usually less risky stocks than
unlevered technology companies.[9]
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Popular risks
There is a popular prejudice against leverage rooted in the observation that people who borrow a lot of money often
end up badly. But the issue here is those people are not leveraging anything, they're borrowing money for
consumption.[9]

In finance, the general practice is to borrow money to buy an asset with a higher return than the interest on the
debt.[7] That at least might work out. People who consistently spend more than they make have a problem, but it's
overspending (or underearning), not leverage. The same point is more controversial for governments.
People sometimes borrow money out of desperation rather than calculation. That also is not leverage.[9] But it is true
that leverage sometimes increases involuntarily. When Long-Term Capital Management collapsed with over 100 to 1
leverage, it wasn't that the principals tried to run the firm at 100 to 1 leverage, it was that as equity eroded and they
were unable to liquidate positions, the leverage level was beyond their control. One hundred to one leverage was a
symptom of their problems, not the cause (although, of course, part of the cause was the 27 to 1 leverage the firm
was running before it got into trouble, and the 55 to 1 leverage it had been forced up to by mid-August 1998 before
the real troubles started).[9] But the point is the fact that collapsing entities often have a lot of leverage does not mean
that leverage causes collapses.
Involuntary leverage is a risk.[7] It means that as things get bad, leverage goes up, multiplying losses as things
continue to go down. This can lead to rapid ruin, even if the underlying asset value decline is mild or temporary.[9]

The risk can be mitigated by negotiating the terms of leverage, and by leveraging only liquid assets.[6]

Forced position reductions
A common misconception is that levered entities are forced to reduce positions as they lose money. This is only true
if the entity is run at maximum leverage.[1] For example, if a person has $100, borrows another $100 and buys $200
worth of oil, he has 2 to 1 accounting leverage. If the price of oil declines 25%, he has $50 of equity supporting $150
worth of oil, 3 to 1 accounting leverage. If 2 to 1 is the maximum his counterparties will allow him, he has to sell
one-third of his position to pay his debt down to $50. Now if oil goes back up to the original price, he has only $83
of equity. He lost 17 percent of his equity, even though the p (say) $10 of cash margin to enter into $200 of long oil
futures contracts. Now if the price of oil declines 25%, the investor has to put up an additional $50 of margin, but she
still has $40 of unencumbered cash. She may or may not wish to reduce the position, but she is not forced to do so.
The point is that it is using maximum leverage that can force position reductions, not simply using leverage.[6] It
often surprises people to learn that hedge funds running at 10 to 1 or higher notional leverage ratios hold 80 percent
or 90 percent cash.

Model risk
Another risk of leverage is model risk. Many investors run high levels of notional leverage but low levels of
economic leverage (in fact, these are the type of strategies hedge funds are named for, although not all hedge fund
pursue them). Economic leverage depends on model assumptions.[6] For example, a fund with $100 might feel
comfortable holding $1,000 long positions in crude oil futures and $1,000 of short positions in gasoline futures. The
notional leverage is 20 to 1 (accounting leverage is zero) but the fund might estimate economic leverage is only 1 to
1, that is the fund may assume a 10% fall in the price of oil will cause a 9% fall in the price of gasoline, so the fund
will lose only 10% net ($100 loss on the oil long and $90 profit on the gasoline short). If that assumption is incorrect,
the fund may have much more economic leverage than it thinks. For example, if refinery capacity is shut down by a
hurricane, the price of oil may fall (less demand from refineries) while the price of gasoline might rise (less supply
from refineries). A 5% fall in the price of oil and a 5% rise in the price of gasoline could wipe out the fund.[9]
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Counterparty risk
Leverage may involve a counterparty, either a creditor or a derivative counterparty. It doesn't always do that, for
example a company levering by acquiring a fixed asset has no further reliance on a counterparty.[2] In the case of a
creditor, most of the risk is usually on the creditor's side, but there can be risks to the borrower, such as demand
repayment clauses or rights to seize collateral.[9] If a derivative counterparty fails, unrealized gains on the contract
may be jeopardized. These risks can be mitigated by negotiating terms, including mark-to-market collateral.[6]

Mathematical Example
[19] Calculate equity return given: 5% Projected Return on Investment 4% Cost of Debt 8:1 Leverage Debt:Equity
LONG-FORM MATH
Investment (8+1) * 5% = 45 less Interest (8) * 4% = 32 equals Equity 1 * 13%= 13
SHORT-FORM GENERIC CALCULATION
Interest Rate Differential (5-4) = 1% Debt to Equity Multiple (8/1) = 8 Multiply Line1 * Line2 (1*8) = 8% Add
Investment Return + 5% Equals Total Return (8+5) = 13%

Leverage and bank regulation
Prior to the 1980s, quantitative limits on bank leverage were rare. Banks in most countries had a reserve requirement,
a fraction of deposits that was required to be held in liquid form, generally precious metals or government notes or
deposits. This does not limit leverage. A capital requirement is a fraction of assets that is required to be held in the
form of equity or equity-like securities. Although these two are often confused, they are in fact opposite. A reserve
requirement is a fraction of certain liabilities (from the right hand side of the balance sheet) that must be held as a
certain kind of asset (from the left hand side of the balance sheet). A capital requirement is a fraction of assets (from
the left hand side of the balance sheet) that must be held as a certain kind of liability or equity (from the right hand
side of the balance sheet). Before the 1980s, regulators typically imposed judgmental capital requirements, a bank
was supposed to be "adequately capitalized," but not objective rules.[20]

National regulators began imposing formal capital requirements in the 1980s, and by 1988 most large multinational
banks were held to the Basel I standard. Basel I categorized assets into five risk buckets, and mandated minimum
capital requirements for each. This limits accounting leverage. If a bank is required to hold 8% capital against an
asset, that is the same as an accounting leverage limit of 1/.08 or 12.5 to 1.[21]

While Basel I is generally credited with improving bank risk management it suffered from two main defects. It did
not require capital for off-balance sheet risks (there was a clumsy provisions for derivatives, but not for other
off-balance sheet exposures) and it encouraged banks to pick the riskiest assets in each bucket (for example, the
capital requirement was the same for all corporate loans, whether to solid companies or ones near bankruptcy, and
the requirement for government loans was zero).[20]

Work on Basel II began in the early 1990s and it was implemented in stages beginning in 2005. Basel II attempted to
limit economic leverage rather than accounting leverage. It required advanced banks to estimate the risk of their
positions and allocate capital accordingly. While this is much more rational in theory, it is more subject to estimation
error, both honest and opportunitistic.[21] The poor performance of many banks in during the financial crisis of
2007-2009 led to calls to reimpose leverage limits, by which most people meant accounting leverage limits, if they
understood the distinction at all. However, in view of the problems with Basel I, it seems likely that the some hybrid
of accounting and notional leverage will be used, and the leverage limits will be imposed in addition to, not instead
of, Basel II economic leverage limits.[22]
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Leverage and the financial crisis of 2007-2009
The financial crisis of 2007-2009, like many previous financial crises, was blamed in part on “excessive leverage.”
However, the word is used in several different senses.
• Consumers in the United States and many other developed countries borrowed large amounts of money, $2.6

trillion in the United States alone.[23] For most of this, “leverage” is a euphemism as the borrowing was used to
support consumption rather than to lever anything.[24] Only people who borrowed for investment, such as
speculative house purchases or buying stocks, were using leverage in the financial sense.

• Financial institutions were highly levered. Lehman Brothers, for example, in its last annual financial statements,
showed accounting leverage of 30.7 times ($691 billion in assets divided by $22 billion in stockholders’
equity).[25] Bankruptcy examiner Anton Valukis determined that the true accounting leverage was higher, it had
been understated due to dubious accounting treatments including “repo 105” (Allowed by Ernst & Young
LLP).[26] Accounting leverage is the ratio usually cited by the press.

• Notional leverage more than twice as high, due to off-balance sheet transactions. At the end of 2007, Lehman had
$738 billion of notional derivatives in addition to the assets above, plus significant off-balance sheet exposures to
special purpose entities, structured investment vehicles and conduits, plus various lending commitments,
contractual payments and contingent obligations.[25]

• On the other hand, almost half of Lehman’s balance sheet consisted of closely offsetting positions and very low
risk assets such as regulatory deposits. The company emphasized “net leverage” which excluded these assets. On
that basis, Lehman held $373 billion of “net assets” and a “net leverage ratio” of 16.1.[25] This is not a
standardized computation, but it probably corresponds more closely to what most people think of when they hear
a leverage ratio.

Use of Language
Levering has come to be known as Leveraging, in financial communities. This may have originally been a slang
adaptation, since leverage was a noun, however, modern dictionaries (such as Random House Dictionary and
Merriam-Webster's Dictionary of Law) refer to its use as a verb as well.[27] It was first adopted for use as a verb in
American English in 1957.[28]
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Leveraged buyout
A leveraged buyout (or LBO, or highly-leveraged transaction (HLT), or "bootstrap" transaction) occurs when an
investor, typically financial sponsor, acquires a controlling interest in a company's equity and where a significant
percentage of the purchase price is financed through leverage (borrowing). The assets of the acquired company are
used as collateral for the borrowed capital, sometimes with assets of the acquiring company. Typically, leveraged
buyout uses a combination of various debt instruments from bank and debt capital markets. The bonds or other paper
issued for leveraged buyouts are commonly considered not to be investment grade because of the significant risks
involved.[1]

Companies of all sizes and industries have been the target of leveraged buyout transactions, although because of the
importance of debt and the ability of the acquired firm to make regular loan payments after the completion of a
leveraged buyout, some features of potential target firms make for more attractive leverage buyout candidates,
including:
• Low existing debt loads;
• A multi-year history of stable and recurring cash flows;
• Hard assets (property, plant and equipment, inventory, receivables) that may be used as collateral for lower cost

secured debt;
• The potential for new management to make operational or other improvements to the firm to boost cash flows;
• Market conditions and perceptions that depress the valuation or stock price.

Characteristics

Diagram of the basic structure of a generic leveraged buyout transaction

Leveraged buyouts involve
institutional investors and financial
sponsors (like a private equity firm)
making large acquisitions without
committing all the capital required for
the acquisition. To do this, a financial
sponsor will raise acquisition debt (by
issuing bonds or securing a loan)
which is ultimately secured upon the
acquisition target and also looks to the
cash flows of the acquisition target to
make interest and principal payments.
Acquisition debt in an LBO is
therefore usually non-recourse to the
financial sponsor and to the equity
fund that the financial sponsor manages. Furthermore, unlike in a hedge fund, where debt raised to purchase certain
securities is also collateralized by the fund's other securities, the acquisition debt in an LBO is recourse only to the
company purchased in a particular LBO transaction. Therefore, an LBO transaction's financial structure is
particularly attractive to a fund's limited partners, allowing them the benefits of leverage but greatly limiting the
degree of recourse of that leverage.

This kind of acquisition brings leverage benefits to an LBO's financial sponsor in two ways: (1) the investor itself
only needs to provide a fraction of the capital for the acquisition, and (2) assuming the economic internal rate of
return on the investment (taking into account expected exit proceeds) exceeds the weighted average interest rate on
the acquisition debt, returns to the financial sponsor will be significantly enhanced.
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As transaction sizes grow, the equity component of the purchase price can be provided by multiple financial
sponsors "co-investing" to come up with the needed equity for a purchase. Likewise, multiple lenders may band
together in a "syndicate" to jointly provide the debt required to fund the transaction. Today, larger transactions are
dominated by dedicated private equity firms and a limited number of large banks with "financial sponsors" groups.
As a percentage of the purchase price for a leverage buyout target, the amount of debt used to finance a transaction
varies according to the financial condition and history of the acquisition target, market conditions, the willingness of
lenders to extend credit (both to the LBO's financial sponsors and the company to be acquired) as well as the interest
costs and the ability of the company to cover those costs. Typically the debt portion of a LBO ranges from 50%-85%
of the purchase price, but in some cases debt may represent upwards of 95% of purchase price. Between 2000-2005
debt averaged between 59.4% and 67.9% of total purchase price for LBOs in the United States.[2]

To finance LBO's, private-equity firms usually issue some combination of syndicated loans and high-yield bonds.
Smaller transactions may also be financed with mezzanine debt from insurance companies or specialty lenders.
Syndicated loans are typically arranged by investment banks and financed by commercial banks and loan fund
managers, such as mutual funds, hedge funds, credit opportunity investors and structured finance vehicles. The
commercial banks typically provide revolving credits that provide issuers with liquidity and cash flow while fund
managers generally provided funded term loans that are used to finance the LBO. These loans tend to be senior
secured, floating-rate instruments pegged to the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR). They are typically
pre-payable at the option of the issuer, though in some cases modest prepayment fees apply.[3] High-yield bonds,
meanwhile, are also underwritten by investment banks but are financed by a combination of retail and institutional
credit investors, including high-yield mutual funds, hedge funds, credit opportunities and other institutional accounts.
High-yield bonds tend to be fixed-rate instruments. Most are unsecured, though in some cases issuers will sell senior
secured notes. The bonds usually have no-call periods of 3–5 years and then high prepayment fees thereafter.
Issuers, however, will in many cases have a "claw-back option" that allows them to repay some percentage during
the no-call period (usually 35%) with equity proceeds.
Another source of financing for LBO's is seller's notes, which are provided in some cases by the entity as a way to
facilitate the transaction.

History

Origins of the leveraged buyouts
The first leveraged buyout may have been the purchase by McLean Industries, Inc. of Pan-Atlantic Steamship
Company in January 1955 and Waterman Steamship Corporation in May 1955.[4] Under the terms of that
transaction, McLean borrowed $42 million and raised an additional $7 million through an issue of preferred stock.
When the deal closed, $20 million of Waterman cash and assets were used to retire $20 million of the loan debt.[5]

Similar to the approach employed in the McLean transaction, the use of publicly traded holding companies as
investment vehicles to acquire portfolios of investments in corporate assets was a relatively new trend in the 1960s,
popularized by the likes of Warren Buffett (Berkshire Hathaway) and Victor Posner (DWG Corporation), and later
adopted by Nelson Peltz (Triarc), Saul Steinberg (Reliance Insurance) and Gerry Schwartz (Onex Corporation).
These investment vehicles would utilize a number of the same tactics and target the same type of companies as more
traditional leveraged buyouts and in many ways could be considered a forerunner of the later private equity firms. In
fact it is Posner who is often credited with coining the term "leveraged buyout" or "LBO"[6]

The leveraged buyout boom of the 1980s was conceived by a number of corporate financiers, most notably Jerome 
Kohlberg, Jr. and later his protégé Henry Kravis. Working for Bear Stearns at the time, Kohlberg and Kravis, along 
with Kravis' cousin George Roberts, began a series of what they described as "bootstrap" investments. Many of the 
target companies lacked a viable or attractive exit for their founders, as they were too small to be taken public and 
the founders were reluctant to sell out to competitors. Thus a sale to a financial buyer might prove attractive. Their
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acquisition of Orkin Exterminating Company in 1964 is among the first significant leveraged buyout transactions.[7] .
In the following years the three Bear Stearns bankers would complete a series of buyouts including Stern Metals
(1965), Incom (a division of Rockwood International, 1971), Cobblers Industries (1971), and Boren Clay (1973) as
well as Thompson Wire, Eagle Motors and Barrows through their investment in Stern Metals.[8] By 1976, tensions
had built up between Bear Stearns and Kohlberg, Kravis and Roberts leading to their departure and the formation of
Kohlberg Kravis Roberts in that year.

Leveraged buyouts in the 1980s
In January 1982, former US Secretary of the Treasury William Simon and a group of investors acquired Gibson
Greetings, a producer of greeting cards, for $80 million, of which only $1 million was rumored to have been
contributed by the investors. By mid-1983, just sixteen months after the original deal, Gibson completed a $290
million IPO and Simon made approximately $66 million.[9] The success of the Gibson Greetings investment
attracted the attention of the wider media to the nascent boom in leveraged buyouts.[10] Between 1979 and 1989, it
was estimated that there were over 2,000 leveraged buyouts valued in excess of $250 billion[11]

During the 1980s, constituencies within acquired companies and the media ascribed the "corporate raid" label to
many private equity investments, particularly those that featured a hostile takeover of the company, perceived asset
stripping, major layoffs or other significant corporate restructuring activities. Among the most notable investors to be
labeled corporate raiders in the 1980s included Carl Icahn, Victor Posner, Nelson Peltz, Robert M. Bass, T. Boone
Pickens, Harold Clark Simmons, Kirk Kerkorian, Sir James Goldsmith, Saul Steinberg and Asher Edelman. Carl
Icahn developed a reputation as a ruthless corporate raider after his hostile takeover of TWA in 1985.[12] [13] Many
of the corporate raiders were onetime clients of Michael Milken, whose investment banking firm, Drexel Burnham
Lambert helped raise blind pools of capital with which corporate raiders could make a legitimate attempt to take over
a company and provided high-yield debt financing of the buyouts.[14]

One of the final major buyouts of the 1980s proved to be its most ambitious and marked both a high water mark and
a sign of the beginning of the end of the boom that had begun nearly a decade earlier. In 1989, KKR closed in on a
$31.1 billion dollar takeover of RJR Nabisco. It was, at that time and for over 17 years, the largest leverage buyout in
history. The event was chronicled in the book (and later the movie), Barbarians at the Gate: The Fall of RJR
Nabisco. KKR would eventually prevail in acquiring RJR Nabisco at $109 per share marking a dramatic increase
from the original announcement that Shearson Lehman Hutton would take RJR Nabisco private at $75 per share. A
fierce series of negotiations and horse-trading ensued which pitted KKR against Shearson Lehman Hutton and later
Forstmann Little & Co. Many of the major banking players of the day, including Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs,
Salomon Brothers, and Merrill Lynch were actively involved in advising and financing the parties. After Shearson
Lehman's original bid, KKR quickly introduced a tender offer to obtain RJR Nabisco for $90 per share—a price that
enabled it to proceed without the approval of RJR Nabisco's management. RJR's management team, working with
Shearson Lehman and Salomon Brothers, submitted a bid of $112, a figure they felt certain would enable them to
outflank any response by Kravis's team. KKR's final bid of $109, while a lower dollar figure, was ultimately
accepted by the board of directors of RJR Nabisco.[15] At $31.1 billion of transaction value, RJR Nabisco was by far
the largest leveraged buyout in history. In 2006 and 2007, a number of leveraged buyout transactions were
completed that for the first time surpassed the RJR Nabisco leveraged buyout in terms of nominal purchase price.
However, adjusted for inflation, none of the leveraged buyouts of the 2006–2007 period would surpass RJR Nabisco.
By the end of the 1980s the excesses of the buyout market were beginning to show, with the bankruptcy of several
large buyouts including Robert Campeau's 1988 buyout of Federated Department Stores, the 1986 buyout of the
Revco drug stores, Walter Industries, FEB Trucking and Eaton Leonard. Additionally, the RJR Nabisco deal was
showing signs of strain, leading to a recapitalization in 1990 that involved the contribution of $1.7 billion of new
equity from KKR.[16]
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Drexel Burnham Lambert was the investment bank most responsible for the boom in private equity during the 1980s
due to its leadership in the issuance of high-yield debt.
Drexel reached an agreement with the government in which it pleaded nolo contendere (no contest) to six
felonies—three counts of stock parking and three counts of stock manipulation.[17] It also agreed to pay a fine of
$650 million—at the time, the largest fine ever levied under securities laws. Milken left the firm after his own
indictment in March 1989.[18] On February 13, 1990 after being advised by United States Secretary of the Treasury
Nicholas F. Brady, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), the New York Stock Exchange, and the
Federal Reserve, Drexel Burnham Lambert officially filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection.[18]

Age of the mega-buyout 2005-2007
The combination of decreasing interest rates, loosening lending standards and regulatory changes for publicly traded
companies (specifically the Sarbanes-Oxley Act) would set the stage for the largest boom private equity had seen.
Marked by the buyout of Dex Media in 2002, large multi-billion dollar U.S. buyouts could once again obtain
significant high yield debt financing and larger transactions could be completed. By 2004 and 2005, major buyouts
were once again becoming common, including the acquisitions of Toys "R" Us,[19] The Hertz Corporation,[20] [21]

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer[22] and SunGard[23] in 2005.
As 2005 ended and 2006 began, new "largest buyout" records were set and surpassed several times with nine of the
top ten buyouts at the end of 2007 having been announced in an 18-month window from the beginning of 2006
through the middle of 2007. In 2006, private equity firms bought 654 U.S. companies for $375 billion, representing
18 times the level of transactions closed in 2003.[24] Additionally, U.S. based private equity firms raised $215.4
billion in investor commitments to 322 funds, surpassing the previous record set in 2000 by 22% and 33% higher
than the 2005 fundraising total[25] The following year, despite the onset of turmoil in the credit markets in the
summer, saw yet another record year of fundraising with $302 billion of investor commitments to 415 funds[26]

Among the mega-buyouts completed during the 2006 to 2007 boom were: Equity Office Properties, HCA,[27]

Alliance Boots[28] and TXU.[29]

In July 2007, turmoil that had been affecting the mortgage markets, spilled over into the leveraged finance and
high-yield debt markets.[30] [31] The markets had been highly robust during the first six months of 2007, with highly
issuer friendly developments including PIK and PIK Toggle (interest is "Payable In Kind") and covenant light debt
widely available to finance large leveraged buyouts. July and August saw a notable slowdown in issuance levels in
the high yield and leveraged loan markets with only few issuers accessing the market. Uncertain market conditions
led to a significant widening of yield spreads, which coupled with the typical summer slowdown led to many
companies and investment banks to put their plans to issue debt on hold until the autumn. However, the expected
rebound in the market after Labor Day 2007 did not materialize and the lack of market confidence prevented deals
from pricing. By the end of September, the full extent of the credit situation became obvious as major lenders
including Citigroup and UBS AG announced major writedowns due to credit losses. The leveraged finance markets
came to a near standstill.[32] As 2007 ended and 2008 began, it was clear that lending standards had tightened and the
era of "mega-buyouts" had come to an end. Nevertheless, private equity continues to be a large and active asset class
and the private equity firms, with hundreds of billions of dollars of committed capital from investors are looking to
deploy capital in new and different transactions.
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Rationale
The purposes of debt financing for leveraged buyouts are twofold:
1. The use of debt increases (leverages) the financial return to the private equity sponsor. Under the

Modigliani-Miller theorem,[33] the total return of an asset to its owners, all else being equal and within strict
restrictive assumptions, is unaffected by the structure of its financing. As the debt in an LBO has a relatively
fixed, albeit high, cost of capital, any returns in excess of this cost of capital flow through to the equity.

2. The tax shield of the acquisition debt, according to the Modigliani-Miller theorem with taxes, increases the value
of the firm. This enables the private equity sponsor to pay a higher price than would otherwise be possible.
Because income flowing through to equity is taxed, while interest payments to debt are not, the capitalized value
of cash flowing to debt is greater than the same cash stream flowing to equity.

Germany currently introduces new tax laws, taxing parts of the cash flow before debt interest deduction. The
motivation for the change is to discourage leveraged buyouts by reducing the tax shield effectiveness.
Historically, many LBOs in the 1980s and 1990s focused on reducing wasteful expenditures by corporate managers
whose interests were not aligned with shareholders. After a major corporate restructuring, which may involve selling
off portions of the company and severe staff reductions, the entity would likely be producing a higher income
stream. Because this type of management arbitrage and easy restructuring has largely been accomplished, LBOs
today focus more on growth and complicated financial engineering to achieve their returns. Most leveraged buyout
firms look to achieve an internal rate of return in excess of 20%.

Management buyouts
A special case of a leveraged acquisition is a management buyout (MBO), which occurs when a company's managers
buy or acquire a large part of the company. The goal of an MBO may be to strengthen the managers' interest in the
success of the company. In most cases when the company is initially listed, the management will then make it
private. MBOs have assumed an important role in corporate restructurings beside mergers and acquisitions. Key
considerations in an MBO are fairness to shareholders, price, the future business plan, and legal and tax issues. One
recent criticism of MBOs is that they create a conflict of interest—an incentive is created for managers to
mismanage (or not manage as efficiently) a company, thereby depressing its stock price, and profiting handsomely
by implementing effective management after the successful MBO, as Paul Newman's character attempted in the
Coen brothers' film The Hudsucker Proxy.
Of course, the incentive to artificially reduce share price extends beyond management buyouts.

It is fairly easy for a top executive to reduce the price of his/her company's stock - due to information asymmetry.
The executive can accelerate accounting of expected expenses, delay accounting of expected revenue, engage in off
balance sheet transactions to make the company's profitability appear temporarily poorer, or simply promote and
report severely conservative (e.g. pessimistic) estimates of future earnings. Such seemingly adverse earnings news
will be likely to (at least temporarily) reduce share price. (This is again due to information asymmetries since it is
more common for top executives to do everything they can to window dress their company's earnings forecasts).
A reduced share price makes a company an easier takeover target. When the company gets bought out (or taken
private) - at a dramatically lower price - the takeover artist gains a windfall from the former top executive's actions to
surreptitiously reduce share price. This can represent tens of billions of dollars (questionably) transferred from
previous shareholders to the takeover artist. The former top executive is then rewarded with a golden parachute for
presiding over the firesale that can sometimes be in the hundreds of millions of dollars for one or two years of work.
(This is nevertheless an excellent bargain for the takeover artist, who will tend to benefit from developing a
reputation of being very generous to parting top executives).
Similar issues occur when a publicly held asset or non-profit organization undergoes privatization. Top executives 
often reap tremendous monetary benefits when a government owned or non-profit entity is sold to private hands. Just
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as in the example above, they can facilitate this process by making the entity appear to be in financial crisis - this
reduces the sale price (to the profit of the purchaser), and makes non-profits and governments more likely to sell.
Ironically, it can also contribute to a public perception that private entities are more efficiently run reinforcing the
political will to sell of public assets.
Again, due to asymmetric information, policy makers and the general public see a government owned firm that was a
financial 'disaster' - miraculously turned around by the private sector (and typically resold) within a few years.
Nevertheless, the incentive to artificially reduce the share price of a firm is higher for management buyouts, than for
other forms of takeovers or LBOs.

Failures
Some LBOs in the 1980s and 1990s resulted in corporate bankruptcy, such as Robert Campeau's 1988 buyout of
Federated Department Stores and the 1986 buyout of the Revco drug stores. The failure of the Federated buyout was
a result of excessive debt financing, comprising about 97% of the total consideration, which led to large interest
payments that exceeded the company's operating cash flow. In response to the threat of LBOs, certain companies
adopted a number of techniques, such as the poison pill, to protect them against hostile takeovers by effectively
self-destructing the company if it were to be taken over.
The inability to repay debt in an LBO can be caused by initial overpricing of the target firm and/or its assets.
Because LBO funds often attempt to increase the value of an acquired company by liquidating certain assets or
selling underperforming business units, the bought-out firm may face insolvency as depleted operating revenues
become insufficient to repay the debt. Over-optimistic forecasts of the revenues of the target company may also lead
to financial distress after acquisition. Some courts have found that LBO debt constitutes a fraudulent transfer under
U.S. insolvency law if it is determined to be the cause of the acquired firm's failure. [34] However, the Bankruptcy
Code includes a so-called "safe harbor" provision, preventing bankruptcy trustees from recovering settlement
payments to the bought-out shareholders.[35] In 2009, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit held that such
settlement payments could not be avoided, irrespective of whether they occurred in an LBO of a public or private
company.[36]

Secondary buyouts
A secondary buyout is a form of leveraged buyout where both the buyer and the seller are private equity firms or
financial sponsors (i.e. a leveraged buyout of a company that was acquired through a leveraged buyout). A secondary
buyout will often provide a clean break for the selling private equity firms and its limited partner investors.
Historically, however, secondary buyouts were perceived as distressed sales by both seller and buyer, were
considered unattractive by limited partner investors and were largely avoided.
The increase in secondary buyout activity in 2000s was driven in large part by an increase in capital in the leveraged
buyout space. Often, selling private equity firms will pursue a secondary buyout for a number of reasons:
• Sales to strategic buyers and IPOs may not be possible for niche or undersized businesses.
• Secondary buyouts may generate liquidity more quickly than other routes (i.e., IPOs).
• Some kinds of businesses—e.g., those with relatively slow growth but which generate high cash flows—may be

most appealing to private equity firms than they are to public stock investors or other corporations.
Often, secondary buyouts have been successful if the investment has reached an age where it is necessary or
desirable to sell rather than hold the investment further or where the investment had already generated significant
value for the selling firm.[37]

Secondary buyouts differ from secondaries or secondary market purchases which typically involve the acquisition of
portfolios of private equity assets including limited partnership stakes and direct investments in corporate securities.
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LBO Analysis
An LBO analysis is designed to estimate the current value of a company to a financial buyer, based on the company's
forecasted financial performance. LBO analysis typically builds upon a medium-term forecast (typical investment
horizon for financial sponsors is 3–7 years) to project future operating results.
The analysis works similarly, in many respects, to a discounted cash flow. The analysis will project the debt repaid
by the company during the forecast period and make assumptions about the multiple of earnings at which the
business will be sold after a period of time. By targeting returns consistent with historical targets for private equity
firms, the LBO analysis will provide an estimate of what purchase price a buyer would be willing to pay to achieve
those returns.

In Art
LBOs form the basis of several cultural works. In addition to the aforementioned Barbarians at the Gate: The Fall of
RJR Nabisco and the film adaptation, based on actual events, a fictional LBO is the basis of the 1963 Japanese film
High and Low.
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Mergers and acquisitions
Mergers and acquisitions (abbreviated M&A) refers to the aspect of corporate strategy, corporate finance and
management dealing with the buying, selling, dividing and combining of different companies and similar entities that
can aid, finance, or help an enterprise grow rapidly in its sector or location of origin or a new field or new location
without creating a subsidiary, other child entity or using a joint venture. The distinction between a "merger" and an
"acquisition" has become increasingly blurred in various respects (particularly in terms of the ultimate economic
outcome), although it has not completely disappeared in all situations.

Acquisition
An acquisition is the purchase of one business or company by another company or other business entity.
Consolidation occurs when two companies combine together to form a new enterprise altogether, and neither of the
previous companies survives independently. Acquisitions are divided into "private" and "public" acquisitions,
depending on whether the acquiree or merging company (also termed a target) is or is not listed on public stock
markets. An additional dimension or categorization consists of whether an acquisition is friendly or hostile.
Achieving acquisition success has proven to be very difficult, while various studies have shown that 50% of
acquisitions were unsuccessful.[1]

The acquisition process is very complex, with many dimensions influencing its outcome.
[2]

   

Whether a purchase is perceived as being a "friendly" one or a "hostile" depends significantly on how the proposed
acquisition is communicated to and perceived by the target company's board of directors, employees and
shareholders. It is normal for M&A deal communications to take place in a so-called 'confidentiality bubble' wherein
the flow of information is restricted pursuant to confidentiality agreements.[3] In the case of a friendly transaction,
the companies cooperate in negotiations; in the case of a hostile deal, the board and/or management of the target is
unwilling to be bought or the target's board has no prior knowledge of the offer. Hostile acquisitions can, and often
do, ultimately become "friendly", as the acquiror secures endorsement of the transaction from the board of the
acquiree company. This usually requires an improvement in the terms of the offer and/or through negotiation.
"Acquisition" usually refers to a purchase of a smaller firm by a larger one. Sometimes, however, a smaller firm will
acquire management control of a larger and/or longer-established company and retain the name of the latter for the
post-acquisition combined entity. This is known as a reverse takeover. Another type of acquisition is the reverse
merger, a form of transaction that enables a private company to be publicly listed in a relatively short time frame. A
reverse merger occurs when a privately held company (often one that has strong prospects and is eager to raise
financing) buys a publicly listed shell company, usually one with no business and limited assets.[4]

There are also a variety of structures used in securing control over the assets of a company, which have different tax
and regulatory implications:
• The buyer buys the shares, and therefore control, of the target company being purchased. Ownership control of

the company in turn conveys effective control over the assets of the company, but since the company is acquired
intact as a going concern, this form of transaction carries with it all of the liabilities accrued by that business over
its past and all of the risks that company faces in its commercial environment.

• The buyer buys the assets of the target company. The cash the target receives from the sell-off is paid back to its 
shareholders by dividend or through liquidation. This type of transaction leaves the target company as an empty 
shell, if the buyer buys out the entire assets. A buyer often structures the transaction as an asset purchase to 
"cherry-pick" the assets that it wants and leave out the assets and liabilities that it does not. This can be 
particularly important where foreseeable liabilities may include future, unquantified damage awards such as those 
that could arise from litigation over defective products, employee benefits or terminations, or environmental
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damage. A disadvantage of this structure is the tax that many jurisdictions, particularly outside the United States,
impose on transfers of the individual assets, whereas stock transactions can frequently be structured as like-kind
exchanges or other arrangements that are tax-free or tax-neutral, both to the buyer and to the seller's shareholders.

The terms "demerger", "spin-off" and "spin-out" are sometimes used to indicate a situation where one company splits
into two, generating a second company separately listed on a stock exchange.
As per the knowledge based views, firms can generate greater values through the retention of knowledge-based
resources which they generate and integrate. Extracting technological benefits during and after acquisition is ever
challenging issue because of organizational differences. Based on the content analysis of seven interviews authors
concluded five following components for their grounded model of acquisition:
1. Improper documentation and changing implicit knowledge makes it difficult to share information during
acquisition.
2. For acquired firm symbolic and cultural independence which is the base of technology and capabilities are more
important than administrative independence.
3. Detailed knowledge exchange and integrations are difficult when the acquired firm is large and high performing.
4. Management of executives from acquired firm is critical in terms of promotions and pay incentives to utilize their
talent and value their expertise.
5. Transfer of technologies and capabilities are most difficult task to manage because of complications of acquisition
implementation. The risk of losing implicit knowledge is always associated with the fast pace acquisition.
Preservation of tacit knowledge, employees and literature are always delicate during and after acquisition. Strategic
management of all these resources is a very important factor for a successful acquisition.
Increase in acquisitions in our global business environment has pushed us to evaluate the key stake holders of
acquisition very carefully before implementation. It is imperative for the acquirer to understand this relationship and
apply it to its advantage. Retention is only possible when resources are exchanged and managed without affecting
their independence.

Distinction between mergers and acquisitions
Although often used synonymously, the terms merger and acquisition mean slightly different things.[5] When one
company takes over another and clearly establishes itself as the new owner, the purchase is called an acquisition.
From a legal point of view, the target company ceases to exist, the buyer "swallows" the business and the buyer's
stock continues to be traded.
In the pure sense of the term, a merger happens when two firms agree to go forward as a single new company rather
than remain separately owned and operated. This kind of action is more precisely referred to as a "merger of equals".
The firms are often of about the same size. Both companies' stocks are surrendered and new company stock is issued
in its place. For example, in the 1999 merger of Glaxo Wellcome and SmithKline Beecham, both firms ceased to
exist when they merged, and a new company, GlaxoSmithKline, was created.
In practice, however, actual mergers of equals don't happen very often. Usually, one company will buy another and,
as part of the deal's terms, simply allow the acquired firm to proclaim that the action is a merger of equals, even if it
is technically an acquisition. Being bought out often carries negative connotations; therefore, by describing the deal
euphemistically as a merger, deal makers and top managers try to make the takeover more palatable. An example of
this would be the takeover of Chrysler by Daimler-Benz in 1999 which was widely referred to as a merger at the
time.
A purchase deal will also be called a merger when both CEOs agree that joining together is in the best interest of
both of their companies. But when the deal is unfriendly (that is, when the target company does not want to be
purchased) it is always regarded as an acquisition.
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Business valuation
The five most common ways to valuate a business are
• asset valuation,
• historical earnings valuation,
• future maintainable earnings valuation,
• relative valuation (comparable company & comparable transactions),
• discounted cash flow (DCF) valuation
Professionals who valuate businesses generally do not use just one of these methods but a combination of some of
them, as well as possibly others that are not mentioned above, in order to obtain a more accurate value. The
information in the balance sheet or income statement is obtained by one of three accounting measures: a Notice to
Reader, a Review Engagement or an Audit.
Accurate business valuation is one of the most important aspects of M&A as valuations like these will have a major
impact on the price that a business will be sold for. Most often this information is expressed in a Letter of Opinion of
Value (LOV) when the business is being valuated for interest's sake. There are other, more detailed ways of
expressing the value of a business. While these reports generally get more detailed and expensive as the size of a
company increases, this is not always the case as there are many complicated industries which require more attention
to detail, regardless of size.

Financing M&A
Mergers are generally differentiated from acquisitions partly by the way in which they are financed and partly by the
relative size of the companies. Various methods of financing an M&A deal exist:

Cash
Payment by cash. Such transactions are usually termed acquisitions rather than mergers because the shareholders of
the target company are removed from the picture and the target comes under the (indirect) control of the bidder's
shareholders.

Stock
Payment in the acquiring company's stock, issued to the shareholders of the acquired company at a given ratio
proportional to the valuation of the latter.

Which method of financing to choose?
There are some elements to think about when choosing the form of payment. When submitting an offer, the 
acquiring firm should consider other potential bidders and think strategically. The form of payment might be 
decisive for the seller. With pure cash deals, there is no doubt on the real value of the bid (without considering an 
eventual earnout). The contingency of the share payment is indeed removed. Thus, a cash offer preempts competitors 
better than securities. Taxes are a second element to consider and should be evaluated with the counsel of competent 
tax and accounting advisers. Third, with a share deal the buyer’s capital structure might be affected and the control of 
the New co modified. If the issuance of shares is necessary, shareholders of the acquiring company might prevent 
such capital increase at the general meeting of shareholders. The risk is removed with a cash transaction. Then, the 
balance sheet of the buyer will be modified and the decision maker should take into account the effects on the 
reported financial results. For example, in a pure cash deal (financed from the company’s current account), liquidity 
ratios might decrease. On the other hand, in a pure stock for stock transaction (financed from the issuance of new 
shares), the company might show lower profitability ratios (e.g. ROA). However, economic dilution must prevail 
towards accounting dilution when making the choice. The form of payment and financing options are tightly linked.
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If the buyer pays cash, there are three main financing options:
- Cash on hand: it consumes financial slack (excess cash or unused debt capacity) and may decrease debt rating.
There are no major transaction costs.
- Issue of debt: it consumes financial slack, may decrease debt rating and increase cost of debt. Transaction costs
include underwriting or closing costs of 1% to 3% of the face value.
- Issue of stock: it increases financial slack, may improve debt rating and reduce cost of debt. Transaction costs
include fees for preparation of a proxy statement, an extraordinary shareholder meeting and registration.
If the buyer pays with stock, the financing possibilities are:
- Issue of stock (same effects and transaction costs as described above).
- Shares in treasury: it increases financial slack (if they don’t have to be repurchased on the market), may improve
debt rating and reduce cost of debt. Transaction costs include brokerage fees if shares are repurchased in the market
otherwise there are no major costs.
In general, stock will create financial flexibility. Transaction costs must also be considered but tend to have a greater
impact on the payment decision for larger transactions. Finally, paying cash or with shares is a way to signal value to
the other party, e.g.: buyers tend to offer stock when they believe their shares are overvalued and cash when
undervalued.[6]

Specialist M&A advisory firms
Although at present the majority of M&A advice is provided by full-service investment banks, recent years have
seen a rise in the prominence of specialist M&A advisers, who only provide M&A advice (and not financing). These
companies are sometimes referred to as Transition companies, assisting businesses often referred to as "companies in
transition." To perform these services in the US, an advisor must be a licensed broker dealer, and subject to SEC
(FINRA) regulation. More information on M&A advisory firms is provided at corporate advisory.

Motives behind M&A
The dominant rationale used to explain M&A activity is that acquiring firms seek improved financial performance.
The following motives are considered to improve financial performance:
• Economy of scale: This refers to the fact that the combined company can often reduce its fixed costs by removing

duplicate departments or operations, lowering the costs of the company relative to the same revenue stream, thus
increasing profit margins.

• Economy of scope: This refers to the efficiencies primarily associated with demand-side changes, such as
increasing or decreasing the scope of marketing and distribution, of different types of products.

• Increased revenue or market share: This assumes that the buyer will be absorbing a major competitor and thus
increase its market power (by capturing increased market share) to set prices.

• Cross-selling: For example, a bank buying a stock broker could then sell its banking products to the stock broker's
customers, while the broker can sign up the bank's customers for brokerage accounts. Or, a manufacturer can
acquire and sell complementary products.

• Synergy: For example, managerial economies such as the increased opportunity of managerial specialization.
Another example are purchasing economies due to increased order size and associated bulk-buying discounts.

• Taxation: A profitable company can buy a loss maker to use the target's loss as their advantage by reducing their
tax liability. In the United States and many other countries, rules are in place to limit the ability of profitable
companies to "shop" for loss making companies, limiting the tax motive of an acquiring company. Tax
minimization strategies include purchasing assets of a non-performing company and reducing current tax liability
under the Tanner-White PLLC Troubled Asset Recovery Plan.
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• Geographical or other diversification: This is designed to smooth the earnings results of a company, which over
the long term smoothens the stock price of a company, giving conservative investors more confidence in investing
in the company. However, this does not always deliver value to shareholders (see below).

• Resource transfer: resources are unevenly distributed across firms (Barney, 1991) and the interaction of target and
acquiring firm resources can create value through either overcoming information asymmetry or by combining
scarce resources.[7]

• Vertical integration: Vertical integration occurs when an upstream and downstream firm merge (or one acquires
the other). There are several reasons for this to occur. One reason is to internalise an externality problem. A
common example is of such an externality is double marginalization. Double marginalization occurs when both
the upstream and downstream firms have monopoly power, each firm reduces output from the competitive level
to the monopoly level, creating two deadweight losses. By merging the vertically integrated firm can collect one
deadweight loss by setting the downstream firm's output to the competitive level. This increases profits and
consumer surplus. A merger that creates a vertically integrated firm can be profitable.[8]

• "Acq-hire": An "acq-hire" (or acquisition-by-hire) may occur especially when the target is a small private
company or is in the startup phase. In this case, the acquiring company simply hires the staff of the target private
company, thereby acquiring its talent (if that is its main asset and appeal). The target private company simply
dissolves and little legal issues are involved. Acq-hires have become a very popular type of transaction in recent
years.

• Absorption of similar businesses under single management: similar portfolio invested by two different mutual
funds (Ahsan Raza Khan, 2009) namely united money market fund and united growth and income fund, caused
the management to absorb united money market fund into united growth and income fund.</ref>

However, on average and across the most commonly studied variables, acquiring firms' financial performance does
not positively change as a function of their acquisition activity.[9] Therefore, additional motives for merger and
acquisition that may not add shareholder value include:
• Diversification: While this may hedge a company against a downturn in an individual industry it fails to deliver

value, since it is possible for individual shareholders to achieve the same hedge by diversifying their portfolios at
a much lower cost than those associated with a merger. (In his book One Up on Wall Street, Peter Lynch
memorably termed this "diworseification".)

• Manager's hubris: manager's overconfidence about expected synergies from M&A which results in overpayment
for the target company.

• Empire-building: Managers have larger companies to manage and hence more power.
• Manager's compensation: In the past, certain executive management teams had their payout based on the total

amount of profit of the company, instead of the profit per share, which would give the team a perverse incentive
to buy companies to increase the total profit while decreasing the profit per share (which hurts the owners of the
company, the shareholders).

Effects on management
A study published in the July/August 2008 issue of the Journal of Business Strategy suggests that mergers and
acquisitions destroy leadership continuity in target companies’ top management teams for at least a decade following
a deal. The study found that target companies lose 21 percent of their executives each year for at least 10 years
following an acquisition – more than double the turnover experienced in non-merged firms.[10] If the businesses of
the acquired and acquiring companies overlap, then such turnover is to be expected; in other words, there can only be
one CEO, CFO, et cetera at a time.
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Brand considerations
Mergers and acquisitions often create brand problems, beginning with what to call the company after the transaction
and going down into detail about what to do about overlapping and competing product brands. Decisions about what
brand equity to write off are not inconsequential. And, given the ability for the right brand choices to drive
preference and earn a price premium, the future success of a merger or acquisition depends on making wise brand
choices. Brand decision-makers essentially can choose from four different approaches to dealing with naming issues,
each with specific pros and cons:[11]

1. Keep one name and discontinue the other. The strongest legacy brand with the best prospects for the future lives
on. In the merger of United Airlines and Continental Airlines, the United brand will continue forward, while
Continental is retired.

2. Keep one name and demote the other. The strongest name becomes the company name and the weaker one is
demoted to a divisional brand or product brand. An example is Caterpillar Inc. keeping the Bucyrus International
name.[12]

3. Keep both names and use them together. Some companies try to please everyone and keep the value of both
brands by using them together. This can create a unwieldy name, as in the case of PricewaterhouseCoopers, which
has since changed its brand name to "PwC".

4. Discard both legacy names and adopt a totally new one. The classic example is the merger of Bell Atlantic with
GTE, which became Verizon Communications. Not every merger with a new name is successful. By
consolidating into YRC Worldwide, the company lost the considerable value of both Yellow Freight and
Roadway Corp.

The factors influencing brand decisions in a merger or acquisition transaction can range from political to tactical.
Ego can drive choice just as well as rational factors such as brand value and costs involved with changing brands.[12]

Beyond the bigger issue of what to call the company after the transaction comes the ongoing detailed choices about
what divisional, product and service brands to keep. The detailed decisions about the brand portfolio are covered
under the topic brand architecture.

The Great Merger Movement
The Great Merger Movement was a predominantly U.S. business phenomenon that happened from 1895 to 1905. 
During this time, small firms with little market share consolidated with similar firms to form large, powerful 
institutions that dominated their markets. It is estimated that more than 1,800 of these firms disappeared into 
consolidations, many of which acquired substantial shares of the markets in which they operated. The vehicle used 
were so-called trusts. In 1900 the value of firms acquired in mergers was 20% of GDP. In 1990 the value was only 
3% and from 1998–2000 it was around 10–11% of GDP. Companies such as DuPont, US Steel, and General Electric 
that merged during the Great Merger Movement were able to keep their dominance in their respective sectors 
through 1929, and in some cases today, due to growing technological advances of their products, patents, and brand 
recognition by their customers. There were also other companies that held the greatest market share in 1905 but at 
the same time did not have the competitive advantages of the companies like DuPont and General Electric. These 
companies such as International Paper and American Chicle saw their market share decrease significantly by 1929 as 
smaller competitors joined forces with each other and provided much more competition. The companies that merged 
were mass producers of homogeneous goods that could exploit the efficiencies of large volume production. In 
addition, many of these mergers were capital-intensive. Due to high fixed costs, when demand fell, these 
newly-merged companies had an incentive to maintain output and reduce prices. However more often than not 
mergers were "quick mergers". These "quick mergers" involved mergers of companies with unrelated technology 
and different management. As a result, the efficiency gains associated with mergers were not present. The new and 
bigger company would actually face higher costs than competitors because of these technological and managerial 
differences. Thus, the mergers were not done to see large efficiency gains, they were in fact done because that was
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the trend at the time. Companies which had specific fine products, like fine writing paper, earned their profits on
high margin rather than volume and took no part in Great Merger Movement.

Short-run factors
One of the major short run factors that sparked The Great Merger Movement was the desire to keep prices high.
However, high prices attracted the entry of new firms into the industry who sought to take a piece of the total
product. With many firms in a market, supply of the product remains high.
A major catalyst behind the Great Merger Movement was the Panic of 1893, which led to a major decline in demand
for many homogeneous goods. For producers of homogeneous goods, when demand falls, these producers have more
of an incentive to maintain output and cut prices, in order to spread out the high fixed costs these producers faced
(i.e. lowering cost per unit) and the desire to exploit efficiencies of maximum volume production. However, during
the Panic of 1893, the fall in demand led to a steep fall in prices.
Another economic model proposed by Naomi R. Lamoreaux for explaining the steep price falls is to view the
involved firms acting as monopolies in their respective markets. As quasi-monopolists, firms set quantity where
marginal cost equals marginal revenue and price where this quantity intersects demand. When the Panic of 1893 hit,
demand fell and along with demand, the firm’s marginal revenue fell as well. Given high fixed costs, the new price
was below average total cost, resulting in a loss. However, also being in a high fixed costs industry, these costs can
be spread out through greater production (i.e. Higher quantity produced). To return to the quasi-monopoly model, in
order for a firm to earn profit, firms would steal part of another firm’s market share by dropping their price slightly
and producing to the point where higher quantity and lower price exceeded their average total cost. As other firms
joined this practice, prices began falling everywhere and a price war ensued.[13]

One strategy to keep prices high and to maintain profitability was for producers of the same good to collude with
each other and form associations, also known as cartels. These cartels were thus able to raise prices right away,
sometimes more than doubling prices. However, these prices set by cartels only provided a short-term solution
because cartel members would cheat on each other by setting a lower price than the price set by the cartel. Also, the
high price set by the cartel would encourage new firms to enter the industry and offer competitive pricing, causing
prices to fall once again. As a result, these cartels did not succeed in maintaining high prices for a period of no more
than a few years. The most viable solution to this problem was for firms to merge, through horizontal integration,
with other top firms in the market in order to control a large market share and thus successfully set a higher price.

Long-run factors
In the long run, due to the desire to keep costs low, it was advantageous for firms to merge and reduce their
transportation costs thus producing and transporting from one location rather than various sites of different
companies as in the past. Low transport costs, coupled with economies of scale also increased firm size by two- to
fourfold during the second half of the nineteenth century. In addition, technological changes prior to the merger
movement within companies increased the efficient size of plants with capital intensive assembly lines allowing for
economies of scale. Thus improved technology and transportation were forerunners to the Great Merger Movement.
In part due to competitors as mentioned above, and in part due to the government, however, many of these initially
successful mergers were eventually dismantled. The U.S. government passed the Sherman Act in 1890, setting rules
against price fixing and monopolies. Starting in the 1890s with such cases as Addyston Pipe and Steel Company v.
United States, the courts attacked large companies for strategizing with others or within their own companies to
maximize profits. Price fixing with competitors created a greater incentive for companies to unite and merge under
one name so that they were not competitors anymore and technically not price fixing.
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Merger waves
The economic history has been divided into Merger Waves based on the merger activities in the business world as:

Period Name Facet 

1897–1904 First Wave Horizontal mergers

1916–1929 Second Wave Vertical mergers

1965–1969 Third Wave Diversified conglomerate mergers

1981–1989 Fourth Wave Congeneric mergers; Hostile takeovers; Corporate Raiding

1992–2000 Fifth Wave Cross-border mergers

2003–2008 Sixth Wave Shareholder Activism, Private Equity, LBO

[14]

Deal Objectives in More Recent Merger Waves
During the third merger wave (1965–1989), corporate marriages involved more diverse companies. Acquirers more
frequently bought into different industries. Sometimes this was done to smooth out cyclical bumps, to diversify, the
hope being that it would hedge an investment portfolio.
Starting in the fourth merger wave (1992–1998) and continuing today, companies are more likely to acquire in the
same business, or close to it, firms that complement and strengthen an acquirer’s capacity to serve customers.
Buyers aren’t necessarily hungry for the target companies’ hard assets. Now they’re going after entirely different
prizes. The hot prizes aren’t things—they’re thoughts, methodologies, people and relationships. Soft goods, so to
speak.
Many companies are being bought for their patents, licenses, market share, name brand, research staffs, methods,
customer base, or culture. Soft capital, like this, is very perishable, fragile, and fluid. Integrating it usually takes
more finesse and expertise than integrating machinery, real estate, inventory and other tangibles.[15]

Cross-border M&A
In a study conducted in 2000 by Lehman Brothers, it was found that, on average, large M&A deals cause the
domestic currency of the target corporation to appreciate by 1% relative to the acquirers.
The rise of globalization has exponentially increased the necessity for MAIC Trust accounts and securities clearing
services for Like-Kind Exchanges for cross-border M&A. In 1997 alone, there were over 2333 cross-border
transactions, worth a total of approximately $298 billion. Due to the complicated nature of cross-border M&A, the
vast majority of cross-border actions have unsuccessful anies seek to expand their global footprint and become more
agile at creating high-performing businesses and cultures across national boundaries.[16]

Even mergers of companies with headquarters in the same country are very much of this type and require MAIC
custodial services (cross-border Mergers). After all, when Boeing acquires McDonnell Douglas, the two American
companies must integrate operations in dozens of countries around the world. This is just as true for other
supposedly "single country" mergers, such as the $29 billion dollar merger of Swiss drug makers Sandoz and
Ciba-Geigy (now Novartis).
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M&A Failure
Despite the goal of performance improvement, results from mergers and acquisitions (M&A) are often
disappointing. Numerous empirical studies show high failure rates of M&A deals. Studies are mostly focused on
individual determinants. A book by Thomas Straub (2007) "Reasons for frequent failure in Mergers and
Acquisitions"[17] develops a comprehensive research framework that bridges rival perspectives and promotes a
modern understanding of factors underlying M&A performance. The first important step towards this objective is the
development of a common frame of reference that spans conflicting theoretical assumptions from different
perspectives. On this basis, a comprehensive framework is proposed with which to understand the origins of M&A
performance better and address the problem of fragmentation by integrating the most important competing
perspectives in respect of studies on M&A Furthermore according to the existing literature relevant determinants of
firm performance are derived from each dimension of the model. For the dimension strategic management, the six
strategic variables: market similarity, market complementarities, production operation similarity, production
operation complementarities, market power, and purchasing power were identified having an important impact on
M&A performance. For the dimension organizational behavior, the variables acquisition experience, relative size,
and cultural differences were found to be important. Finally, relevant determinants of M&A performance from the
financial field were acquisition premium, bidding process, and due diligence. Three different ways in order to best
measure post M&A performance are recognized: Synergy realization, absolute performance and finally relative
performance.

Major M&A

1990s
Top 10 M&A deals worldwide by value (in mil. USD) from 1990 to 1999[18] :

Rank Year Purchaser Purchased Transaction value (in mil. USD) 

1 1999 Vodafone Airtouch PLC[19] Mannesmann 183,000

2 1999 Pfizer[20] Warner-Lambert 90,000

3 1998 Exxon[21] [22] Mobil 77,200

4 1998 Citicorp Travelers Group 73,000

5 1999 SBC Communications Ameritech Corporation 63,000

6 1999 Vodafone Group AirTouch Communications 60,000

7 1998 Bell Atlantic[23] GTE 53,360

8 1998 BP[24] Amoco 53,000

9 1999 Qwest Communications US WEST 48,000

10 1997 Worldcom MCI Communications 42,000
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2000s
Top 10 M&A deals worldwide by value (in mil. USD) from 2000 to 2010[18] :

Rank Year Purchaser Purchased Transaction value (in mil. USD) 

1 2000 Fusion: America Online Inc. (AOL)[25] [26] Time Warner 164,747

2 2000 Glaxo Wellcome Plc. SmithKline Beecham Plc. 75,961

3 2004 Royal Dutch Petroleum Co. Shell Transport & Trading Co 74,559

4 2006 AT&T Inc.[27] [28] BellSouth Corporation 72,671

5 2001 Comcast Corporation AT&T Broadband & Internet Svcs 72,041

6 2009 Pfizer Inc. Wyeth 68,000

7 2000 Spin-off: Nortel Networks Corporation 59,974

8 2002 Pfizer Inc. Pharmacia Corporation 59,515

9 2004 JP Morgan Chase & Co[29] Bank One Corp 58,761

10 2008 Inbev Inc. Anheuser-Busch Companies, Inc 52,000

M&A in Popular Culture
In the novel American Psycho the protagonist Patrick Bateman, played by Christian Bale in the film adaptation,
works in mergers and acquisitions, which he once referred to as 'murders and executions' to a potential victim.
In the film The Thomas Crown Affair, Thomas Crown is the CEO of a fictional mergers and acquisitions firm, called
Crown Acquisitions.
In the sitcom How I Met Your Mother, Marshall Eriksen and Barney Stinson work at a large bank involved in M&A
transactions.
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Private equity
Private equity, in finance, is an asset class consisting of equity securities in operating companies that are not
publicly traded on a stock exchange.[1]

Private equity investments are primarily made by private equity firms, venture capital firms, or angel investors, each
with their own set of goals, preferences, and investment strategies, yet each providing working capital to a target
company to nurture expansion, new product development, or restructuring of the company’s operations,
management, or ownership.[2] Among the most common investment strategies in private equity are: leveraged
buyouts, venture capital, growth capital, distressed investments and mezzanine capital. In a typical leveraged buyout
transaction, a private equity firm buys majority control of an existing or mature firm. This is distinct from a venture
capital or growth capital investment, in which the investors (typically venture capital firms or angel investors) invest
in young or emerging companies, and rarely obtain majority control.

Leveraged buyout

Diagram of the basic structure of a generic leveraged buyout transaction

Leveraged buyout, LBO or Buyout
refers to a strategy of making equity
investments as part of a transaction in
which a company, business unit or
business assets is acquired from the
current shareholders typically with the
use of financial leverage.[3] The
companies involved in these
transactions are typically mature and
generate operating cash flows.[4]

Leveraged buyouts involve a financial
sponsor agreeing to an acquisition
without itself committing all the capital
required for the acquisition. To do this,
the financial sponsor will raise
acquisition debt which ultimately looks to the cash flows of the acquisition target to make interest and principal
payments.[5] Acquisition debt in an LBO is often non-recourse to the financial sponsor and has no claim on other
investment managed by the financial sponsor. Therefore, an LBO transaction's financial structure is particularly
attractive to a fund's limited partners, allowing them the benefits of leverage but greatly limiting the degree of
recourse of that leverage. This kind of financing structure leverage benefits an LBO's financial sponsor in two ways:
(1) the investor itself only needs to provide a fraction of the capital for the acquisition, and (2) the returns to the
investor will be enhanced (as long as the return on assets exceeds the cost of the debt).[6]

As a percentage of the purchase price for a leverage buyout target, the amount of debt used to finance a transaction
varies according the financial condition and history of the acquisition target, market conditions, the willingness of
lenders to extend credit (both to the LBO's financial sponsors and the company to be acquired) as well as the interest
costs and the ability of the company to cover those costs. Historically the debt portion of a LBO will range from
60%–90% of the purchase price, although during certain periods the debt ratio can be higher or lower than the
historical averages.[7] Between 2000–2005 debt averaged between 59.4% and 67.9% of total purchase price for
LBOs in the United States.[8]
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Venture capital
Venture capital[9] is a broad subcategory of private equity that refers to equity investments made, typically in less
mature companies, for the launch, early development, or expansion of a business. Venture investment is most often
found in the application of new technology, new marketing concepts and new products that have yet to be proven.[10]

[11]

Venture capital is often sub-divided by the stage of development of the company ranging from early stage capital
used for the launch of start-up companies to late stage and growth capital that is often used to fund expansion of
existing business that are generating revenue but may not yet be profitable or generating cash flow to fund future
growth.[12]

Entrepreneurs often develop products and ideas that require substantial capital during the formative stages of their
companies' life cycles.[13] Many entrepreneurs do not have sufficient funds to finance projects themselves, and they
must therefore seek outside financing.[14] The venture capitalist's need to deliver high returns to compensate for the
risk of these investments makes venture funding an expensive capital source for companies. Being able to secure
financing is critical to any business, whether it’s a startup seeking venture capital or a mid-sized firm that needs more
cash to grow.[15] Venture capital is most suitable for businesses with large up-front capital requirements which
cannot be financed by cheaper alternatives such as debt. Although venture capital is often most closely associated
with fast-growing technology and biotechnology fields, venture funding has been used for other more traditional
businesses.[10] [16]

Growth Capital
Growth Capital refers to equity investments, most often minority investments, in relatively mature companies that
are looking for capital to expand or restructure operations, enter new markets or finance a major acquisition without
a change of control of the business.
Companies that seek growth capital will often do so in order to finance a transformational event in their life cycle.
These companies are likely to be more mature than [venture capital] funded companies, able to generate revenue and
operating profits but unable to generate sufficient cash to fund major expansions, acquisitions or other investments.
Because of this lack of scale these companies generally can find few alternative conduits to secure capital for
growth, so access to growth equity can be critical to pursue necessary facility expansion, sales and marketing
initiatives, equipment purchases, and new product development.[17] The primary owner of the company may not be
willing to take the financial risk alone. By selling part of the company to private equity, the owner can take out some
value and share the risk of growth with partners.[18] Capital can also be used to effect a restructuring of a company's
balance sheet, particularly to reduce the amount of leverage (or debt) the company has on its balance sheet.[19] A
Private investment in public equity, or PIPEs, refer to a form of growth capital investment made into a publicly
traded company. PIPE investments are typically made in the form of a convertible or preferred security that is
unregistered for a certain period of time.[20] [21] The Registered Direct, or RD, is another common financing vehicle
used for [growth capital]. A registered direct is similar to a PIPE but is instead sold as a registered security.
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Distressed and Special Situations
Distressed or Special Situations is a broad category referring to investments in equity or debt securities of
financially stressed companies.[22] [23] [24] The "distressed" category encompasses two broad sub-strategies
including:
• "Distressed-to-Control" or "Loan-to-Own" strategies where the investor acquires debt securities in the hopes of

emerging from a corporate restructuring in control of the company's equity;[25]

• "Special Situations" or "Turnaround" strategies where an investor will provide debt and equity investments, often
"rescue financing" to companies undergoing operational or financial challenges.[26]

In addition to these private equity strategies, hedge funds employ a variety of distressed investment strategies
including the active trading of loans and bonds issued by distressed companies.

Mezzanine capital
Mezzanine capital refers to subordinated debt or preferred equity securities that often represent the most junior
portion of a company's capital structure that is senior to the company's common equity. This form of financing is
often used by private equity investors to reduce the amount of equity capital required to finance a leveraged buyout
or major expansion. Mezzanine capital, which is often used by smaller companies that are unable to access the high
yield market, allows such companies to borrow additional capital beyond the levels that traditional lenders are
willing to provide through bank loans.[27] In compensation for the increased risk, mezzanine debt holders require a
higher return for their investment than secured or other more senior lenders.[28] [29]

Secondaries
Secondary investments refer to investments made in existing private equity assets. These transactions can involve the
sale of private equity fund interests or portfolios of direct investments in privately held companies through the
purchase of these investments from existing institutional investors.[30] By its nature, the private equity asset class is
illiquid, intended to be a long-term investment for buy-and-hold investors. Secondary investments provide
institutional investors with the ability to improve vintage diversification, particularly for investors that are new to the
asset class. Secondaries also typically experience a different cash flow profile, diminishing the j-curve effect of
investing in new private equity funds.[31] [32] Often investments in secondaries are made through third party fund
vehicle, structured similar to a fund of funds although many large institutional investors have purchased private
equity fund interests through secondary transactions.[33] Sellers of private equity fund investments sell not only the
investments in the fund but also their remaining unfunded commitments to the funds.

Other strategies
Other strategies that can be considered private equity or a close adjacent market include:
• Real Estate: in the context of private equity this will typically refer to the riskier end of the investment spectrum

including "value added" and opportunity funds where the investments often more closely resemble leveraged
buyouts than traditional real estate investments. Certain investors in private equity consider real estate to be a
separate asset class.

• Infrastructure: investments in various public works (e.g., bridges, tunnels, toll roads, airports, public
transportation and other public works) that are made typically as part of a privatization initiative on the part of a
government entity.[34] [35] [36]

• Energy and Power: investments in a wide variety of companies (rather than assets) engaged in the production and
sale of energy, including fuel extraction, manufacturing, refining and distribution (Energy) or companies engaged
in the production or transmission of electrical power (Power).
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• Merchant banking: negotiated private equity investment by financial institutions in the unregistered securities of
either privately or publicly held companies.[37]

History and development

Early history and the development of venture capital
The seeds of the US private equity industry were planted in 1946 with the founding of two venture capital firms:
American Research and Development Corporation (ARDC) and J.H. Whitney & Company.[38] Before World War II,
venture capital investments (originally known as "development capital") were primarily the domain of wealthy
individuals and families. ARDC was founded by Georges Doriot, the "father of venture capitalism"[39] and founder
of INSEAD, with capital raised from institutional investors, to encourage private sector investments in businesses
run by soldiers who were returning from World War II. ARDC is credited with the first major venture capital success
story when its 1957 investment of $70,000 in Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) would be valued at over
$355 million after the company's initial public offering in 1968 (representing a return of over 500 times on its
investment and an annualized rate of return of 101%).[40] It is commonly noted that the first venture-backed startup
is Fairchild Semiconductor (which produced the first commercially practicable integrated circuit), funded in 1959 by
what would later become Venrock Associates.[41]

Origins of the leveraged buyout
The first leveraged buyout may have been the purchase by McLean Industries, Inc. of Pan-Atlantic Steamship
Company in January 1955 and Waterman Steamship Corporation in May 1955[42] Under the terms of that
transaction, McLean borrowed $42 million and raised an additional $7 million through an issue of preferred stock.
When the deal closed, $20 million of Waterman cash and assets were used to retire $20 million of the loan debt.[43]

Similar to the approach employed in the McLean transaction, the use of publicly traded holding companies as
investment vehicles to acquire portfolios of investments in corporate assets was a relatively new trend in the 1960s
popularized by the likes of Warren Buffett (Berkshire Hathaway) and Victor Posner (DWG Corporation) and later
adopted by Nelson Peltz (Triarc), Saul Steinberg (Reliance Insurance) and Gerry Schwartz (Onex Corporation).
These investment vehicles would utilize a number of the same tactics and target the same type of companies as more
traditional leveraged buyouts and in many ways could be considered a forerunner of the later private equity firms. In
fact it is Posner who is often credited with coining the term "leveraged buyout" or "LBO"[44]

The leveraged buyout boom of the 1980s was conceived by a number of corporate financiers, most notably Jerome
Kohlberg, Jr. and later his protégé Henry Kravis. Working for Bear Stearns at the time, Kohlberg and Kravis along
with Kravis' cousin George Roberts began a series of what they described as "bootstrap" investments. Many of these
companies lacked a viable or attractive exit for their founders as they were too small to be taken public and the
founders were reluctant to sell out to competitors and so a sale to a financial buyer could prove attractive. Their
acquisition of Orkin Exterminating Company in 1964 is among the first significant leveraged buyout transactions.[45]

In the following years the three Bear Stearns bankers would complete a series of buyouts including Stern Metals
(1965), Incom (a division of Rockwood International, 1971), Cobblers Industries (1971), and Boren Clay (1973) as
well as Thompson Wire, Eagle Motors and Barrows through their investment in Stern Metals.[46] By 1976, tensions
had built up between Bear Stearns and Kohlberg, Kravis and Roberts leading to their departure and the formation of
Kohlberg Kravis Roberts in that year.
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Private equity in the 1980s
In January 1982, former United States Secretary of the Treasury William Simon and a group of investors acquired
Gibson Greetings, a producer of greeting cards, for $80 million, of which only $1 million was rumored to have been
contributed by the investors. By mid-1983, just sixteen months after the original deal, Gibson completed a
$290 million IPO and Simon made approximately $66 million.[47] [48]

The success of the Gibson Greetings investment attracted the attention of the wider media to the nascent boom in
leveraged buyouts. Between 1979 and 1989, it was estimated that there were over 2,000 leveraged buyouts valued in
excess of $250 million[49]

During the 1980s, constituencies within acquired companies and the media ascribed the "corporate raid" label to
many private equity investments, particularly those that featured a hostile takeover of the company, perceived asset
stripping, major layoffs or other significant corporate restructuring activities. Among the most notable investors to be
labeled corporate raiders in the 1980s included Carl Icahn, Victor Posner, Nelson Peltz, Robert M. Bass, T. Boone
Pickens, Harold Clark Simmons, Kirk Kerkorian, Sir James Goldsmith, Saul Steinberg and Asher Edelman. Carl
Icahn developed a reputation as a ruthless corporate raider after his hostile takeover of TWA in 1985.[50] [51] [52]

Many of the corporate raiders were onetime clients of Michael Milken, whose investment banking firm, Drexel
Burnham Lambert helped raise blind pools of capital with which corporate raiders could make a legitimate attempt to
take over a company and provided high-yield debt ("junk bonds") financing of the buyouts.
One of the final major buyouts of the 1980s proved to be its most ambitious and marked both a high water mark and
a sign of the beginning of the end of the boom that had begun nearly a decade earlier. In 1989, KKR closed in on a
$31.1 billion takeover of RJR Nabisco. It was, at that time and for over 17 years, the largest leverage buyout in
history. The event was chronicled in the book (and later the movie), Barbarians at the Gate: The Fall of RJR
Nabisco. KKR would eventually prevail in acquiring RJR Nabisco at $109 per share, marking a dramatic increase
from the original announcement that Shearson Lehman Hutton would take RJR Nabisco private at $75 per share. A
fierce series of negotiations and horse-trading ensued which pitted KKR against Shearson and later Forstmann Little
& Co. Many of the major banking players of the day, including Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs, Salomon Brothers,
and Merrill Lynch were actively involved in advising and financing the parties. After Shearson's original bid, KKR
quickly introduced a tender offer to obtain RJR Nabisco for $90 per share—a price that enabled it to proceed without
the approval of RJR Nabisco's management. RJR's management team, working with Shearson and Salomon
Brothers, submitted a bid of $112, a figure they felt certain would enable them to outflank any response by Kravis's
team. KKR's final bid of $109, while a lower dollar figure, was ultimately accepted by the board of directors of RJR
Nabisco.[53] At $31.1 billion of transaction value, RJR Nabisco was by far the largest leveraged buyouts in history.
In 2006 and 2007, a number of leveraged buyout transactions were completed that for the first time surpassed the
RJR Nabisco leveraged buyout in terms of nominal purchase price. However, adjusted for inflation, none of the
leveraged buyouts of the 2006–2007 period would surpass RJR Nabisco. By the end of the 1980s the excesses of the
buyout market were beginning to show, with the bankruptcy of several large buyouts including Robert Campeau's
1988 buyout of Federated Department Stores, the 1986 buyout of the Revco drug stores, Walter Industries, FEB
Trucking and Eaton Leonard. Additionally, the RJR Nabisco deal was showing signs of strain, leading to a
recapitalization in 1990 that involved the contribution of $1.7 billion of new equity from KKR.[54] In the end, KKR
lost $700 million on RJR.[55]

Drexel reached an agreement with the government in which it pleaded nolo contendere (no contest) to six felonies –
three counts of stock parking [56] and three counts of stock manipulation.[57] It also agreed to pay a fine of
$650 million – at the time, the largest fine ever levied under securities laws. Milken left the firm after his own
indictment in March 1989.[58] [59] On 13 February 1990 after being advised by United States Secretary of the
Treasury Nicholas F. Brady, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), the New York Stock Exchange
and the Federal Reserve, Drexel Burnham Lambert officially filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection.[58]
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Age of the mega-buyout 2005–2007
The combination of decreasing interest rates, loosening lending standards and regulatory changes for publicly traded
companies (specifically the Sarbanes-Oxley Act) would set the stage for the largest boom private equity had seen.
Marked by the buyout of Dex Media in 2002, large multi-billion dollar U.S. buyouts could once again obtain
significant high yield debt financing and larger transactions could be completed. By 2004 and 2005, major buyouts
were once again becoming common, including the acquisitions of Toys "R" Us,[60] The Hertz Corporation,[61] [62]

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer[63] and SunGard[64] in 2005.
As 2005 ended and 2006 began, new "largest buyout" records were set and surpassed several times with nine of the
top ten buyouts at the end of 2007 having been announced in an 18-month window from the beginning of 2006
through the middle of 2007. In 2006, private equity firms bought 654 U.S. companies for $375 billion, representing
18 times the level of transactions closed in 2003.[65] Additionally, U.S. based private equity firms raised
$215.4 billion in investor commitments to 322 funds, surpassing the previous record set in 2000 by 22% and 33%
higher than the 2005 fundraising total[66] The following year, despite the onset of turmoil in the credit markets in the
summer, saw yet another record year of fundraising with $302 billion of investor commitments to 415 funds[67]

Among the mega-buyouts completed during the 2006 to 2007 boom were: Equity Office Properties, HCA,[68]

Alliance Boots[69] and TXU.[70]

In July 2007, turmoil that had been affecting the mortgage markets, spilled over into the leveraged finance and
high-yield debt markets.[71] [72] The markets had been highly robust during the first six months of 2007, with highly
issuer friendly developments including PIK and PIK Toggle (interest is "Payable In Kind") and covenant light debt
widely available to finance large leveraged buyouts. July and August saw a notable slowdown in issuance levels in
the high yield and leveraged loan markets with few issuers accessing the market. Uncertain market conditions led to
a significant widening of yield spreads, which coupled with the typical summer slowdown led many companies and
investment banks to put their plans to issue debt on hold until the autumn. However, the expected rebound in the
market after 1 May 2007 did not materialize, and the lack of market confidence prevented deals from pricing. By the
end of September, the full extent of the credit situation became obvious as major lenders including Citigroup and
UBS AG announced major writedowns due to credit losses. The leveraged finance markets came to a near
standstill.[73] As 2007 ended and 2008 began, it was clear that lending standards had tightened and the era of
"mega-buyouts" had come to an end. Nevertheless, private equity continues to be a large and active asset class and
the private equity firms, with hundreds of billions of dollars of committed capital from investors are looking to
deploy capital in new and different transactions.
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Investments in private equity

Diagram of the structure of a generic private equity fund

Although the capital for private equity
originally came from individual
investors or corporations, in the 1970s,
private equity became an asset class in
which various institutional investors
allocated capital in the hopes of
achieving risk adjusted returns that
exceed those possible in the public
equity markets. In the 1980s, insurers
were major private equity investors.
Later, public pension funds and
university and other endowments
became more significant sources of
capital.[74] For most institutional
investors, private equity investments
are made as part of a broad asset allocation that includes traditional assets (e.g., public equity and bonds) and other
alternative assets (e.g., hedge funds, real estate, commodities).

Most institutional investors do not invest directly in privately held companies, lacking the expertise and resources
necessary to structure and monitor the investment. Instead, institutional investors will invest indirectly through a
private equity fund. Certain institutional investors have the scale necessary to develop a diversified portfolio of
private equity funds themselves, while others will invest through a fund of funds to allow a portfolio more
diversified than one a single investor could construct.
Returns on private equity investments are created through one or a combination of three factors that include: debt
repayment or cash accumulation through cash flows from operations, operational improvements that increase
earnings over the life of the investment and multiple expansion, selling the business for a higher multiple of earnings
than was originally paid. A key component of private equity as an asset class for institutional investors is that
investments are typically realized after some period of time, which will vary depending on the investment strategy.
Private equity investments are typically realized through one of the following avenues:
• an Initial Public Offering (IPO) – shares of the company are offered to the public, typically providing a partial

immediate realization to the financial sponsor as well as a public market into which it can later sell additional
shares;

• a merger or acquisition – the company is sold for either cash or shares in another company;
• a Recapitalization – cash is distributed to the shareholders (in this case the financial sponsor) and its private

equity funds either from cash flow generated by the company or through raising debt or other securities to fund
the distribution.
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Liquidity in the private equity market

Diagram of a simple secondary market transfer of a limited partnership fund interest. The
buyer exchanges a single cash payment to the seller for both the investments in the fund

plus any unfunded commitments to the fund.

The private equity secondary market
(also often called private equity
secondaries) refers to the buying and
selling of pre-existing investor
commitments to private equity and
other alternative investment funds.
Sellers of private equity investments
sell not only the investments in the
fund but also their remaining unfunded
commitments to the funds. By its
nature, the private equity asset class is
illiquid, intended to be a long-term
investment for buy-and-hold investors.
For the vast majority of private equity
investments, there is no listed public
market; however, there is a robust and
maturing secondary market available
for sellers of private equity assets.
Increasingly, secondaries are
considered a distinct asset class with a cash flow profile that is not correlated with other private equity investments.
As a result, investors are allocating capital to secondary investments to diversify their private equity programs.
Driven by strong demand for private equity exposure, a significant amount of capital has been committed to
secondary investments from investors looking to increase and diversify their private equity exposure.

Investors seeking access to private equity have been restricted to investments with structural impediments such as
long lock-up periods, lack of transparency, unlimited leverage, concentrated holdings of illiquid securities and high
investment minimums.
Secondary transactions can be generally split into two basic categories:
• Sale of Limited Partnership Interests – The most common secondary transaction, this category includes the

sale of an investor's interest in a private equity fund or portfolio of interests in various funds through the transfer
of the investor's limited partnership interest in the fund(s). Nearly all types of private equity funds (e.g., including
buyout, growth equity, venture capital, mezzanine, distressed and real estate) can be sold in the secondary market.
The transfer of the limited partnership interest typically will allow the investor to receive some liquidity for the
funded investments as well as a release from any remaining unfunded obligations to the fund.

• Sale of Direct Interests – Secondary Directs or Synthetic secondaries, this category refers to the sale of
portfolios of direct investments in operating companies, rather than limited partnership interests in investment
funds. These portfolios historically have originated from either corporate development programs or large financial
institutions.
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Private equity firms
According to an updated 2011 ranking created by industry magazine Private Equity International[75] (published by
PEI Media called the PEI 300), the largest private equity firm in the world today is TPG, based on the amount of
private equity direct-investment capital raised over a five-year window. As ranked by the PEI 300, the 10 largest
private equity firms in the world are:
1. TPG Capital
2. Goldman Sachs Principal Investment Area
3. The Carlyle Group
4. Kohlberg Kravis Roberts
5. The Blackstone Group
6. Apollo Global Management
7. Bain Capital
8. CVC Capital Partners
9. First Reserve Corporation
10. Hellman & Friedman
Because private equity firms are continuously in the process of raising, investing and distributing their private equity
funds, capital raised can often be the easiest to measure. Other metrics can include the total value of companies
purchased by a firm or an estimate of the size of a firm's active portfolio plus capital available for new investments.
As with any list that focuses on size, the list does not provide any indication as to relative investment performance of
these funds or managers.
Additionally, Preqin (formerly known as Private Equity Intelligence), an independent data provider, ranks the 25
largest private equity investment managers. Among the larger firms in that ranking were AlpInvest Partners, AXA
Private Equity, AIG Investments, Goldman Sachs Private Equity Group and Pantheon Ventures. The European
Private Equity and Venture Capital Association ("EVCA") publishes a yearbook which analyses industry trends
derived from data disclosed by over 1, 300 European private equity funds. Finally, websites such as AskIvy.net [76]

provide lists of London-based private equity firms.

Private equity funds
Private equity fundraising refers to the action of private equity firms seeking capital from investors for their funds.
Typically an investor will invest in a specific fund managed by a firm, becoming a limited partner in the fund, rather
than an investor in the firm itself. As a result, an investor will only benefit from investments made by a firm where
the investment is made from the specific fund in which it has invested.
• Fund of funds. These are private equity funds that invest in other private equity funds in order to provide investors

with a lower risk product through exposure to a large number of vehicles often of different type and regional
focus. Fund of funds accounted for 14% of global commitments made to private equity funds in 2006.

• Individuals with substantial net worth. Substantial net worth is often required of investors by the law, since
private equity funds are generally less regulated than ordinary mutual funds. For example in the US, most funds
require potential investors to qualify as accredited investors, which requires $1 million of net worth, $200,000 of
individual income, or $300,000 of joint income (with spouse) for two documented years and an expectation that
such income level will continue.

As fundraising has grown over the past few years, so too has the number of investors in the average fund. In 2004
there were 26 investors in the average private equity fund, this figure has now grown to 42 according to Preqin ltd.
(formerly known as Private Equity Intelligence).
The managers of private equity funds will also invest in their own vehicles, typically providing between 1–5% of the
overall capital.
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Often private equity fund managers will employ the services of external fundraising teams known as placement
agents in order to raise capital for their vehicles. The use of placement agents has grown over the past few years,
with 40% of funds closed in 2006 employing their services, according to Preqin ltd (formerly known as Private
Equity Intelligence). Placement agents will approach potential investors on behalf of the fund manager, and will
typically take a fee of around 1% of the commitments that they are able to garner.
The amount of time that a private equity firm spends raising capital varies depending on the level of interest among
investors, which is defined by current market conditions and also the track record of previous funds raised by the
firm in question. Firms can spend as little as one or two months raising capital when they are able to reach the target
that they set for their funds relatively easily, often through gaining commitments from existing investors in their
previous funds, or where strong past performance leads to strong levels of investor interest. Other managers may find
fundraising taking considerably longer, with managers of less popular fund types (such as US and European venture
fund managers in the current climate) finding the fundraising process more tough. It is not unheard of for funds to
spend as long as two years on the road seeking capital, although the majority of fund managers will complete
fundraising within nine months to fifteen months.
Once a fund has reached its fundraising target, it will have a final close. After this point it is not normally possible
for new investors to invest in the fund, unless they were to purchase an interest in the fund on the secondary market.

Size of the industry – Investment activity
Over $90bn of private equity was invested globally in 2009, a significant fall from the $181bn invested in the
previous year. The 2009 total was more than 70% down on record levels seen in 2007. Deal making however
gathered momentum during the year with larger deals announced towards the end of 2009. With bank lending in
short supply, the average cost of debt financing was up and private equity firms were forced to contribute a bigger
proportion of equity into their deals.
Indicators for the first half of 2010 show that investment activity totalled $55bn with private equity firms continuing
to focus on investments in small and medium sized companies. The half-year total was up slightly on the same
period in 2009 but well down on the period between 2005 and 2008. Full year figures for 2010 may show a moderate
increase on 2009 if the gradual recovery in investments seen in recent months is sustained. Private-equity backed
deals generated 6.3% of global M&A volume in 2009, the lowest level in more than a decade and down from the
all-time high of 21% in 2006. This grew to 6.9% in the first half of 2010.
Regional breakdown of private equity activity shows that in 2009, North America accounted for 36% of private
equity investments, up from 26% in the previous year while its share of funds raised remained at around two-thirds
of the total. Europe’s share of investments fell from 44% to 37% during the year. Its share of funds also declined,
from 25% to 15%. While investments have fallen in most regions in recent years, there has been a rise in the
importance of Asia-Pacific and emerging markets, particularly China, Singapore, South Korea and India. This is
partly due to the smaller impact of the economic crisis on this region and better prospects for economic growth.[77]

Size of the industry – Fundraising activity
Private equity funds under management totalled $2.5 trillion at the end of 2009. Funds available for investments
totalled 40% of overall assets under management or some $1 trillion, a result of high fund raising volumes between
2006 and 2008.[77]

Funds raised fell by two-thirds in 2009 to $150bn, the lowest annual amount raised since 2004. The difficult fund
raising conditions have continued into 2010 with half-yearly figures showing a total of $70bn raised in the first six
months, slightly below the same period in 2009. The average time taken for funds to achieve a final close more than
doubled between 2004 and 2010 to almost 20 months and in some cases the final amounts raised were below original
targets. Prior to the economic slowdown, the market saw intense competition for private equity financing. The three
years up to 2009 saw an unprecedented amount of activity, during which more than $1.4 trillion in funds were raised.
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Private equity fund performance
Due to limited disclosure, studying the returns to private equity is relatively difficult. Unlike mutual funds, private
equity funds need not disclose performance data. And, as they invest in private companies, it is difficult to examine
the underlying investments.
An oft-cited academic paper by professors at University of Chicago and MIT (Kaplan and Schoar, Journal of
Finance, 2005) suggests that the net-of-fees returns to PE funds are roughly comparable to the S&P 500 (or even
slightly under). This analysis may actually overstate the returns because it relies on voluntarily reported data and
hence suffers from survivorship bias (i.e. funds that fail won't report data). One should also note that these returns
are not risk-adjusted. However, it is challenging to compare private equity performance to public equity
performance, in particular because private equity fund investments are drawn and returned over time as investments
are made and subsequently realized.
Commentators have argued that a standard methodology is needed to present an accurate picture of performance, to
make individual private equity funds comparable and so the asset class as a whole can be matched against public
markets and other types of investment. It is also claimed that PE fund managers manipulate data to present
themselves as strong performers, which makes it even more essential to standardize the industry.[78]

Two other findings in Kaplan and Schoar (2005): First, there is considerable variation in performance across PE
funds. Second, unlike the mutual fund industry, there appears to be performance persistence in PE funds. That is, PE
funds that perform well over one period, tend to also perform well the next period. Persistence is stronger for VC
firms than for LBO firms.
The application of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) in certain states in the United States has made certain
performance data more readily available. Specifically, FOIA has required certain public agencies to disclose private
equity performance data directly on the their websites.[79]

In the United Kingdom, the second largest market for private equity, more data has become available since the 2007
publication of the David Walker Guidelines for Disclosure and Transparency in Private Equity.[80]

Recording private equity
There is a burgeoning debate of the purpose behind private equity, a common misconception to treat private equity
separately from foreign direct investment. The difference is blurred on account of private equity not entering the
country through the stock market. Private equity generally flows to unlisted firms and to firms where the percentage
of shares is relatively smaller than the promoter or investor held shares (also known as free-floating shares)
The main point of contention behind differentiating private equity from FDI is that FDI is used solely for production
whereas in the case of private equity the investor can reclaim their money after a revaluation period and make
speculative investments in other financial assets.
Presently, most countries report private equity as a part of Foreign Direct Investment.[81]
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Private equity firm

Diagram of the structure of a generic private equity fund

A private equity firm is an
investment manager that makes
investments in the private equity of
operating companies through a variety
of loosely affiliated investment
strategies including leveraged buyout,
venture capital, and growth capital.
Often described as a financial sponsor,
each firm will raise funds that will be
invested in accordance with one or
more specific investment strategies.

Typically, a private equity firm will
raise pools of capital, or private equity
funds that supply the equity
contributions for these transactions. Private equity firms will receive a periodic management fee as well as a share in
the profits earned (carried interest) from each private equity fund managed.

Private equity firms, with their investors, will acquire a controlling or substantial minority position in a company and
then look to maximize the value of that investment. Private equity firms generally receive a return on their
investments through one of the following avenues:
• an Initial Public Offering (IPO) — shares of the company are offered to the public, typically providing a partial

immediate realization to the financial sponsor as well as a public market into which it can later sell additional
shares;

• a merger or acquisition — the company is sold for either cash or shares in another company;
• a Recapitalization — cash is distributed to the shareholders (in this case the financial sponsor) and its private

equity funds either from cash flow generated by the company or through raising debt or other securities to fund
the distribution.

Ranking private equity firms
According to an updated 2008 ranking created by industry magazine Private Equity International[1] (The PEI 50), the
largest private equity firms include The Carlyle Group, Kohlberg Kravis Roberts, Goldman Sachs Principal
Investment Group, The Blackstone Group, Bain Capital and TPG Capital. These firms are typically direct investors
in companies rather than investors in the private equity asset class and for the most part the largest private equity
investment firms focused primarily on leveraged buyouts rather than venture capital.
Preqin ltd (formerly known as Private Equity Intelligence), an independent data providers provides a ranking of the
25 largest private equity investment managers. Among the largest firms in that ranking were AlpInvest Partners,
AXA Private Equity, AIG Investments, Goldman Sachs Private Equity Group and Pantheon Ventures.
Because private equity firms are continuously in the process of raising, investing and distributing their private equity
funds, capital raised can often be the easiest to measure. Other metrics can include the total value of companies
purchased by a firm or an estimate of the size of a firm's active portfolio plus capital available for new investments.
As with any list that focuses on size, the list does not provide any indication as to relative investment performance of
these funds or managers.
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Private equity firms and private equity funds: an Illustration
The following is an illustration of the difference between a private equity firm and a private equity fund:

Private Equity Firm Private Equity Fund Private Equity Portfolio Investments (Partial List) 

Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co. (KKR) KKR 2006 Fund, L.P.
($17.6 billion of commitments)

Alliance Boots

Dollar General

Energy Future Holdings Corporation

First Data Corp

Hospital Corporation of America (HCA)

Nielsen Company

NXP Semiconductors
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Valuation (finance)
In finance, valuation is the process of estimating what something is worth. Items that are usually valued are a
financial asset or liability. Valuations can be done on assets (for example, investments in marketable securities such
as stocks, options, business enterprises, or intangible assets such as patents and trademarks) or on liabilities (e.g.,
bonds issued by a company). Valuations are needed for many reasons such as investment analysis, capital budgeting,
merger and acquisition transactions, financial reporting, taxable events to determine the proper tax liability, and in
litigation.

Valuation overview
Valuation of financial assets is done using one or more of these types of models:
1. Absolute value models that determine the present value of an asset's expected future cash flows. These kinds of

models take two general forms: multi-period models such as discounted cash flow models or single-period models
such as the Gordon model. These models rely on mathematics rather than price observation.

2. Relative value models determine value based on the observation of market prices of similar assets.
3. Option pricing models are used for certain types of financial assets (e.g., warrants, put options, call options,

employee stock options, investments with embedded options such as a callable bond) and are a complex present
value model. The most common option pricing models are the Black-Scholes-Merton models and lattice models.

Common terms for the value of an asset or liability are fair market value, fair value, and intrinsic value. The
meanings of these terms differ. For instance, when an analyst believes a stock's intrinsic value is greater (less) than
its market price, an analyst makes a "buy" ("sell") recommendation. Moreover, an asset's intrinsic value may be
subject to personal opinion and vary among analysts.
For a comprehensive discussion on financial valuation see Aswath Damodaran, Investment Valuation, (New York:
John Wiley & Sons, 2002).

Business valuation
Businesses or fractional interests in businesses may be valued for various purposes such as mergers and acquisitions,
sale of securities, and taxable events. An accurate valuation of privately owned companies largely depends on the
reliability of the firm's historic financial information. Public company financial statements are audited by Certified
Public Accountants (US), Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) or Chartered Accountants (UK and Canada) and
overseen by a government regulator. Alternatively, private firms do not have government oversight—unless
operating in a regulated industry—and are usually not required to have their financial statements audited. Moreover,
managers of private firms often prepare their financial statements to minimize profits and, therefore, taxes.
Alternatively, managers of public firms tend to want higher profits to increase their stock price. Therefore, a firm's
historic financial information may not be accurate and can lead to over- and undervaluation. In an acquisition, a
buyer often performs due diligence to verify the seller's information.
Financial statements prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) show many 
assets based on their historic costs rather than at their current market values. For instance, a firm's balance sheet will 
usually show the value of land it owns at what the firm paid for it rather than at its current market value. But under 
GAAP requirements, a firm must show the fair values (which usually approximates market value) of some types of 
assets such as financial instruments that are held for sale rather than at their original cost. When a firm is required to 
show some of its assets at fair value, some call this process "mark-to-market." But reporting asset values on financial 
statements at fair values gives managers ample opportunity to slant asset values upward to artificially increase profits 
and their stock prices. Managers may be motivated to alter earnings upward so they can earn bonuses. Despite the 
risk of manager bias, equity investors and creditors prefer to know the market values of a firm's assets—rather than
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their historical costs—because current values give them better information to make decisions.

Common business valuation methods

Discounted cash flows method

This method estimates the value of an asset based on its expected future cash flows, which are discounted to the
present (i.e., the present value). This concept of discounting future money is commonly known as the time value of
money. For instance, an asset that matures and pays $1 in one year is worth less than $1 today. The size of the
discount is based on an opportunity cost of capital and it is expressed as a percentage. Some people call this
percentage a discount rate.
The idea of opportunity cost can be illustrated in an example. A person with only $100 to invest can make just one
$100 investment even when presented with two or more investment choices. If this person is later offered an
alternative investment choice, the investor has lost the opportunity to make that second investment since the $100 is
spent to buy the first opportunity. This example illustrates that money is limited and people make choices in how to
spend it. By making a choice, they give up other opportunities.
In finance theory, the amount of the opportunity cost is based on a relation between the risk and return of some sort
of investment. Classic economic theory maintains that people are rational and averse to risk. They, therefore, need an
incentive to accept risk. The incentive in finance comes in the form of higher expected returns after buying a risky
asset. In other words, the more risky the investment, the more return investors want from that investment. Using the
same example as above, assume the first investment opportunity is a government bond that will pay interest of 5%
per year and the principal and interest payments are guaranteed by the government. Alternatively, the second
investment opportunity is a bond issued by small company and that bond also pays annual interest of 5%. If given a
choice between the two bonds, virtually all investors would buy the government bond rather than the small-firm
bond because the first is less risky while paying the same interest rate as the riskier second bond. In this case, an
investor has no incentive to buy the riskier second bond. Furthermore, in order to attract capital from investors, the
small firm issuing the second bond must pay an interest rate higher than 5% that the government bond pays.
Otherwise, no investor is likely to buy that bond and, therefore, the firm will be unable to raise capital. But by
offering to pay an interest rate more than 5% the firm gives investors an incentive to buy a riskier bond.
For a valuation using the discounted cash flow method, one first estimates the future cash flows from the investment
and then estimates a reasonable discount rate after considering the riskiness of those cash flows and interest rates in
the capital markets. Next, one makes a calculation to compute the present value of the future cash flows.

Guideline companies method

This method determines the value of a firm by observing the prices of similar companies (guideline companies) that
sold in the market. Those sales could be shares of stock or sales of entire firms. The observed prices serve as
valuation benchmarks. From the prices, one calculates price multiples such as the price-to-earnings or price-to-book
value ratios. Next, one or more price multiples are used to value the firm. For example, the average price-to-earnings
multiple of the guideline companies is applied to the subject firm's earnings to estimate its value.
Many price multiples can be calculated. Most are based on a financial statement element such as a firm's earnings
(price-to-earnings) or book value (price-to-book value) but multiples can be based on other factors such as
price-per-subscriber.
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Net asset value method

The third common method of estimating the value of a company looks to the assets and liabilities of the business. At
a minimum, a solvent company could shut down operations, sell off the assets, and pay the creditors. Any cash that
would remain establishes a floor value for the company. This method is known as the net asset value or cost method.
Normally, the discounted cash flows of a well-performing exceed this floor value. However, some companies are
"worth more dead than alive", such as weakly performing companies that own many tangible assets. This method
can also be used to value heterogeneous portfolios of investments, as well as non-profit companies for which
discounted cash flow analysis is not relevant. The valuation premise normally used is that of an orderly liquidation of
the assets, although some valuation scenarios (e.g. purchase price allocation) imply an "in-use" valuation such as
depreciated replacement cost new.
An alternative approach to the net asset value method is the excess earnings method. This method was first described
in ARM34, and later refined by the U.S. Internal Revenue Service's Revenue Ruling 68-609. The excess earnings
method has the appraiser identify the value of tangible assets, estimate an appropriate return on those tangible assets,
and subtract that return from the total return for the business, leaving the "excess" return, which is presumed to come
from the intangible assets. An appropriate capitalization rate is applied to the excess return, resulting in the value of
those intangible assets. That value is added to the value of the tangible assets and any non-operating assets, and the
total is the value estimate for the business as a whole.

Usage
In finance, valuation analysis is required for many reasons including tax assessment, wills and estates, divorce
settlements, business analysis, and basic bookkeeping and accounting. Since the value of things fluctuates over time,
valuations are as of a specific date e.g., the end of the accounting quarter or year. They may alternatively be
mark-to-market estimates of the current value of assets or liabilities as of this minute or this day for the purposes of
managing portfolios and associated financial risk (for example, within large financial firms including investment
banks and stockbrokers).
Some balance sheet items are much easier to value than others. Publicly traded stocks and bonds have prices that are
quoted frequently and readily available. Other assets are harder to value. For instance, private firms that have no
frequently quoted price. Additionally, financial instruments that have prices that are partly dependent on theoretical
models of one kind or another are difficult to value. For example, options are generally valued using the
Black-Scholes model while the liabilities of life assurance firms are valued using the theory of present value.
Intangible business assets, like goodwill and intellectual property, are open to a wide range of value interpretations.
It is possible and conventional for financial professionals to make their own estimates of the valuations of assets or
liabilities that they are interested in. Their calculations are of various kinds including analyses of companies that
focus on price-to-book, price-to-earnings, price-to-cash-flow and present value calculations, and analyses of bonds
that focus on credit ratings, assessments of default risk, risk premia and levels of real interest rates. All of these
approaches may be thought of as creating estimates of value that compete for credibility with the prevailing share or
bond prices, where applicable, and may or may not result in buying or selling by market participants. Where the
valuation is for the purpose of a merger or acquisition the respective businesses make available further detailed
financial information, usually on the completion of a Non-disclosure agreement.
It is important to note that valuation is part art and science because it requires judgment and assumptions:
1. There are different circumstances and purposes to value an asset (e.g. distressed firm, tax purposes, mergers &

acquisitions, financial reporting). Such differences can lead to different valuation methods or different
interpretations of the method results.

2. All valuation models and methods have limitations (e.g., degree of complexity, relevance of observations,
mathematical form).

3. Model inputs can vary significantly because of necessary judgment and differing assumptions.
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Users of valuations benefit when key information, assumptions, and limitations are disclosed to them. Then they can
weigh the degree of reliability of the result and make their decision.

Valuation of a suffering company
Additional adjustments to a valuation approach, whether it is market-, income- or asset-based, may be necessary in
some instances. These involve:
• excess or restricted cash
• other non-operating assets and liabilities
• lack of marketability discount of shares
• control premium or lack of control discount
• above or below market leases
• excess salaries in the case of private companies.
There are other adjustments to the financial statements that have to be made when valuing a distressed company.
Andrew Miller identifies typical adjustments used to recast the financial statements that include:
• working capital adjustment
• deferred capital expenditures
• cost of goods sold adjustment
• non-recurring professional fees and costs
• certain non-operating income/expense items.[1]

Valuation of intangible assets
Valuation models can be used to value intangible assets such as patents, copyrights, software, trade secrets, and
customer relationships. Since few sales of benchmark intangible assets can ever be observed, one often values these
sorts of assets using either a present value model or estimating the costs to recreate it. Regardless of the method, the
process is often time consuming and costly.
Valuations of intangible assets are often necessary for financial reporting and intellectual property transactions.
Stock markets give indirectly an estimate of a corporation's intangible asset value. It can be reckoned as the
difference between its market capitalisation and its book value (by including only hard assets in it).

Valuation of mining projects
In mining, valuation is the process of determining the value or worth of a mining property.
Mining valuations are sometimes required for IPOs, fairness opinions, litigation, mergers & acquisitions and
shareholder related matters.
In valuation of a mining project or mining property, fair market value is the standard of value to be used. The
CIMVal Standards are a recognised standard for valuation of mining projects and is also recognised by the Toronto
Stock Exchange (Venture). The standards spearheaded by Spence & Roscoe, stress the use of the cost approach,
market approach and the income approach, depending on the stage of development of the mining property or project.
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Asset pricing models
See also Modern portfolio theory

• Capital asset pricing model (CAPM)
• Arbitrage pricing theory (APT)
• Black-Scholes (for options)
• Single-index model
• Markov Switching Multifractal
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Income statement
Income statement (also referred as profit and loss statement (P&L), statement of financial performance, earnings
statement, operating statement or statement of operations)[1] is a company's financial statement that indicates how
the revenue (money received from the sale of products and services before expenses are taken out, also known as the
"top line") is transformed into the net income (the result after all revenues and expenses have been accounted for,
also known as the "bottom line"). It displays the revenues recognized for a specific period, and the cost and expenses
charged against these revenues, including write-offs (e.g., depreciation and amortization of various assets) and
taxes.[1] The purpose of the income statement is to show managers and investors whether the company made or lost
money during the period being reported.
The important thing to remember about an income statement is that it represents a period of time. This contrasts with
the balance sheet, which represents a single moment in time.
Charitable organizations that are required to publish financial statements do not produce an income statement.
Instead, they produce a similar statement that reflects funding sources compared against program expenses,
administrative costs, and other operating commitments. This statement is commonly referred to as the statement of
activities [2]. Revenues and expenses are further categorized in the statement of activities by the donor restrictions on
the funds received and expended.
The income statement can be prepared in one of two methods.[3] The Single Step income statement takes a simpler
approach, totaling revenues and subtracting expenses to find the bottom line. The more complex Multi-Step income
statement (as the name implies) takes several steps to find the bottom line, starting with the gross profit. It then
calculates operating expenses and, when deducted from the gross profit, yields income from operations. Adding to
income from operations is the difference of other revenues and other expenses. When combined with income from
operations, this yields income before taxes. The final step is to deduct taxes, which finally produces the net income
for the period measured.

Usefulness and limitations of income statement
Income statements should help investors and creditors determine the past financial performance of the enterprise,
predict future performance, and assess the capability of generating future cash flows through report of the income
and expenses.
However, information of an income statement has several limitations:
• Items that might be relevant but cannot be reliably measured are not reported (e.g. brand recognition and loyalty).
• Some numbers depend on accounting methods used (e.g. using FIFO or LIFO accounting to measure inventory

level).
• Some numbers depend on judgments and estimates (e.g. depreciation expense depends on estimated useful life

and salvage value).

                - INCOME STATEMENT BOND LLC -

             For the year ended DECEMBER 31 2007

                                               €          €
                                             Debit     Credit

Revenues

GROSS REVENUES (including rental income)                496,397

                                                      --------

Expenses:

  ADVERTISING                                6,300
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  BANK & CREDIT CARD FEES                      144

  BOOKKEEPING                                3,350

  EMPLOYEES                                 88,000

  ENTERTAINMENT                              5,550

  INSURANCE                                    750

  LEGAL & PROFESSIONAL SERVICES              1,575

  LICENSES                                     632

  PRINTING, POSTAGE & STATIONERY               320

  RENT                                      13,000

  RENTAL MORTGAGES AND FEES                 74,400

  TELEPHONE                                  1,000

  UTILITIES                                    491

                                                       --------

      TOTAL EXPENSES                                   (195,512)

                                                       --------

NET INCOME                                              300,885

Guidelines for statements of comprehensive income and income statements of business entities are formulated by the
International Accounting Standards Board and numerous country-specific organizations, for example the FASB in
the U.S..
Names and usage of different accounts in the income statement depend on the type of organization, industry
practices and the requirements of different jurisdictions.
If applicable to the business, summary values for the following items should be included in the income statement:[4]

Operating section
• Revenue - Cash inflows or other enhancements of assets of an entity during a period from delivering or producing

goods, rendering services, or other activities that constitute the entity's ongoing major operations. It is usually
presented as sales minus sales discounts, returns, and allowances.

• Expenses - Cash outflows or other using-up of assets or incurrence of liabilities during a period from delivering
or producing goods, rendering services, or carrying out other activities that constitute the entity's ongoing major
operations.
• Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) / Cost of Sales - represents the direct costs attributable to goods produced and

sold by a business (manufacturing or merchandizing). It includes material costs, direct labour, and overhead
costs (as in absorption costing), and excludes operating costs (period costs) such as selling, administrative,
advertising or R&D, etc.

• Selling, General and Administrative expenses (SG&A or SGA) - consist of the combined payroll costs.
SGA is usually understood as a major portion of non-production related costs, in contrast to production costs
such as direct labour.
• Selling expenses - represent expenses needed to sell products (e.g. salaries of sales people, commissions

and travel expenses, advertising, freight, shipping, depreciation of sales store buildings and equipment,
etc.).

• General and Administrative (G&A) expenses - represent expenses to manage the business (salaries of
officers / executives, legal and professional fees, utilities, insurance, depreciation of office building and
equipment, office rents, office supplies, etc.).

• Depreciation / Amortization - the charge with respect to fixed assets / intangible assets that have been 
capitalised on the balance sheet for a specific (accounting) period. It is a systematic and rational allocation of
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cost rather than the recognition of market value decrement.
• Research & Development (R&D) expenses - represent expenses included in research and development.

Expenses recognised in the income statement should be analysed either by nature (raw materials, transport costs,
staffing costs, depreciation, employee benefit etc.) or by function (cost of sales, selling, administrative, etc.). (IAS
1.99) If an entity categorises by function, then additional information on the nature of expenses, at least, –
depreciation, amortisation and employee benefits expense – must be disclosed. (IAS 1.104)

Non-operating section
• Other revenues or gains - revenues and gains from other than primary business activities (e.g. rent, income from

patents). It also includes unusual gains that are either unusual or infrequent, but not both (e.g. gain from sale of
securities or gain from disposal of fixed assets)

• Other expenses or losses - expenses or losses not related to primary business operations, (e.g. foreign exchange
loss).

• Finance costs - costs of borrowing from various creditors (e.g. interest expenses, bank charges).
• Income tax expense - sum of the amount of tax payable to tax authorities in the current reporting period (current

tax liabilities/ tax payable) and the amount of deferred tax liabilities (or assets).

Irregular items
They are reported separately because this way users can better predict future cash flows - irregular items most likely
will not recur. These are reported net of taxes.
• Discontinued operations is the most common type of irregular items. Shifting business location(s), stopping

production temporarily, or changes due to technological improvement do not qualify as discontinued operations.
Discontinued operations must be shown separately.

Cumulative effect of changes in accounting policies (principles) is the difference between the book value of the
affected assets (or liabilities) under the old policy (principle) and what the book value would have been if the new
principle had been applied in the prior periods. For example, valuation of inventories using LIFO instead of weighted
average method. The changes should be applied retrospectively and shown as adjustments to the beginning balance
of affected components in Equity. All comparative financial statements should be restated. (IAS 8)
However, changes in estimates (e.g. estimated useful life of a fixed asset) only requires prospective changes. (IAS
8)
No items may be presented in the income statement as extraordinary items. (IAS 1.87) Extraordinary items are
both unusual (abnormal) and infrequent, for example, unexpected natural disaster, expropriation, prohibitions under
new regulations. [Note: natural disaster might not qualify depending on location (e.g. frost damage would not qualify
in Canada but would in the tropics).]
Additional items may be needed to fairly present the entity's results of operations. (IAS 1.85)
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Disclosures
Certain items must be disclosed separately in the notes (or the statement of comprehensive income), if material,
including:[4] (IAS 1.98)
• Write-downs of inventories to net realisable value or of property, plant and equipment to recoverable amount, as

well as reversals of such write-downs
• Restructurings of the activities of an entity and reversals of any provisions for the costs of restructuring
• Disposals of items of property, plant and equipment
• Disposals of investments
• Discontinued operations
• Litigation settlements
• Other reversals of provisions

Earnings per share
Because of its importance, earnings per share (EPS) are required to be disclosed on the face of the income statement.
A company which reports any of the irregular items must also report EPS for these items either in the statement or in
the notes.

There are two forms of EPS reported:
• Basic: in this case "weighted average of shares outstanding" includes only actual stocks outstanding.
• Diluted: in this case "weighted average of shares outstanding" is calculated as if all stock options, warrants,

convertible bonds, and other securities that could be transformed into shares are transformed. This increases the
number of shares and so EPS decreases. Diluted EPS is considered to be a more reliable way to measure EPS.

Sample income statement
The following income statement is a very brief example prepared in accordance with IFRS. It does not show all
possible kinds of items appeared a firm, but it shows the most usual ones. Please note the difference between IFRS
and US GAAP when interpreting the following sample income statements.

                              Fitness Equipment Limited

                                 INCOME STATEMENTS

                                   (in millions)

 Year Ended March 31,                         2009          2008           2007

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Revenue                                 $ 14,580.2     $ 11,900.4     $ 8,290.3

 Cost of sales                             (6,740.2)      (5,650.1)     (4,524.2)

                                        -------------   ------------  ------------

 Gross profit                               7,840.0        6,250.3       3,766.1  

                                        -------------   ------------  ------------

 SGA expenses                              (3,624.6)      (3,296.3)     (3,034.0)

                                        -------------   ------------  ------------

 Operating profit                        $  4,215.4     $  2,954.0     $   732.1  

                                        -------------   ------------  ------------
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 Gains from disposal of fixed assets           46.3            -             -

 Interest expense                            (119.7)        (124.1)       (142.8)

                                        -------------   ------------  ------------

 Profit before tax                          4,142.0        2,829.9         589.3

                                        -------------   ------------  ------------

 Income tax expense                        (1,656.8)      (1,132.0)       (235.7)

                                        -------------   ------------  ------------

 Profit (or loss) for the year           $  2,485.2     $  1,697.9     $   353.6  

                               DEXTERITY INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

                            CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS

                                       (In millions)

 Year Ended December 31, 2009         2008         2007

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Revenue                                                $ 36,525.9   $ 29,827.6   $ 21,186.8

 Cost of sales                                           (18,545.8)   (15,858.8)   (11,745.5)

                                                        -----------  -----------  ------------

 Gross profit                                             17,980.1     13,968.8      9,441.3  

                                                        -----------  -----------  ------------

 Operating expenses:

   Selling, general and administrative expenses           (4,142.1)    (3,732.3)    (3,498.6)

   Depreciation                                             (602.4)      (584.5)      (562.3)

   Amortization                                             (209.9)      (141.9)      (111.8)

   Impairment loss                                       (17,997.1)         —            —
                                                        -----------  -----------  ------------

 Total operating expenses                                (22,951.8)    (4,458.7)    (4,172.7)

                                                        -----------  -----------  ------------

 Operating profit (or loss)                             $ (4,971.7)  $  9,510.1   $  5,268.6   

                                                        -----------  -----------  ------------

 Interest income                                              25.3         11.7         12.0

 Interest expense                                           (718.9)      (742.9)      (799.1)

                                                        -----------  -----------  ------------

 Profit (or loss) from continuing operations

  before tax, share of profit (or loss) from

  associates and non-controlling interest               $ (5,665.3)  $  8,778.9   $  4,481.5   

                                                        -----------  -----------  ------------

 Income tax expense                                       (1,678.6)    (3,510.5)    (1,789.9)

 Profit (or loss) from associates, net of tax                (20.8)         0.1        (37.3)

 Profit (or loss) from non-controlling interest,

  net of tax                                                  (5.1)        (4.7)        (3.3)

                                                        -----------  -----------  ------------

 Profit (or loss) from continuing operations            $ (7,369.8)  $  5,263.8   $  2,651.0  

                                                        -----------  -----------  ------------
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 Profit (or loss) from discontinued operations,

  net of tax                                              (1,090.3)      (802.4)       164.6

                                                        -----------  -----------  ------------

 Profit (or loss) for the year                          $ (8,460.1)  $  4,461.4   $  2,815.6   

Bottom line
"Bottom line" is the net income that is calculated after subtracting the expenses from revenue. Since this forms the
last line of the income statement, it is informally called "bottom line." It is important to investors as it represents the
profit for the year attributable to the shareholders.
After revision to IAS 1 in 2003, the Standard is now using profit or loss rather than net profit or loss or net income
as the descriptive term for the bottom line of the income statement.

Requirements of IFRS
On 6 September 2007, the International Accounting Standards Board issued a revised IAS 1: Presentation of
Financial Statements, which is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2009.
A business entity adopting IFRS must include:
• a Statement of Comprehensive Income or
• two separate statements comprising:

1. an Income Statement displaying components of profit or loss and
2. a Statement of Comprehensive Income that begins with profit or loss (bottom line of the income statement) and

displays the items of other comprehensive income for the reporting period. (IAS1.81)
All non-owner changes in equity (i.e. comprehensive income ) shall be presented in either in the statement of
comprehensive income (or in a separate income statement and a statement of comprehensive income). Components
of comprehensive income may not be presented in the statement of changes in equity.
Comprehensive income for a period includes profit or loss (net income) for that period and other comprehensive
income recognised in that period.
All items of income and expense recognised in a period must be included in profit or loss unless a Standard or an
Interpretation requires otherwise. (IAS 1.88) Some IFRSs require or permit that some components to be excluded
from profit or loss and instead to be included in other comprehensive income. (IAS 1.89)

Items and disclosures
The statement of comprehensive income should include:[4] (IAS 1.82)
1. Revenue
2. Finance costs (including interest expenses)
3. Share of the profit or loss of associates and joint ventures accounted for using the equity method
4. Tax expense
5. A single amount comprising the total of (1) the post-tax profit or loss of discontinued operations and (2) the

post-tax gain or loss recognised on the disposal of the assets or disposal group(s) constituting the discontinued
operation

6. Profit or loss
7. Each component of other comprehensive income classified by nature
8. Share of the other comprehensive income of associates and joint ventures accounted for using the equity method
9. Total comprehensive income
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The following items must also be disclosed in the statement of comprehensive income as allocations for the period:
(IAS 1.83)
• Profit or loss for the period attributable to non-controlling interests and owners of the parent
• Total comprehensive income attributable to non-controlling interests and owners of the parent
No items may be presented in the statement of comprehensive income (or in the income statement, if separately
presented) or in the notes as extraordinary items.
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Balance sheet
In financial accounting, a balance sheet or statement of financial position is a summary of the financial balances of
a sole proprietorship, a business partnership or a company. Assets, liabilities and ownership equity are listed as of a
specific date, such as the end of its financial year. A balance sheet is often described as a "snapshot of a company's
financial condition".[1] Of the four basic financial statements, the balance sheet is the only statement which applies to
a single point in time of a business' calendar year.
A standard company balance sheet has three parts: assets, liabilities and ownership equity. The main categories of
assets are usually listed first, and typically in order of liquidity.[2] Assets are followed by the liabilities. The
difference between the assets and the liabilities is known as equity or the net assets or the net worth or capital of the
company and according to the accounting equation, net worth must equal assets minus liabilities.[3]

Another way to look at the same equation is that assets equals liabilities plus owner's equity. Looking at the equation
in this way shows how assets were financed: either by borrowing money (liability) or by using the owner's money
(owner's equity). Balance sheets are usually presented with assets in one section and liabilities and net worth in the
other section with the two sections "balancing."
A business operating entirely in cash can measure its profits by withdrawing the entire bank balance at the end of the
period, plus any cash in hand. However, many businesses are not paid immediately; they build up inventories of
goods and they acquire buildings and equipment. In other words: businesses have assets and so they can not, even if
they want to, immediately turn these into cash at the end of each period. Often, these businesses owe money to
suppliers and to tax authorities, and the proprietors do not withdraw all their original capital and profits at the end of
each period. In other words businesses also have liabilities.

Types
A balance sheet summarizes an organization or individual's assets, equity and liabilities at a specific point in time.
Individuals and small businesses tend to have simple balance sheets.[4] Larger businesses tend to have more complex
balance sheets, and these are presented in the organization's annual report.[5] Large businesses also may prepare
balance sheets for segments of their businesses.[6] A balance sheet is often presented alongside one for a different
point in time (typically the previous year) for comparison.[7] [8]

Personal balance sheet
A personal balance sheet lists current assets such as cash in checking accounts and savings accounts, long-term
assets such as common stock and real estate, current liabilities such as loan debt and mortgage debt due, or overdue,
long-term liabilities such as mortgage and other loan debt. Securities and real estate values are listed at market value
rather than at historical cost or cost basis. Personal net worth is the difference between an individual's total assets and
total liabilities.[9]

US small business balance sheet
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Sample Small Business Balance Sheet[10]

Assets Liabilities and Owners' Equity 

Cash $6,600 Liabilities 

Accounts Receivable $6,200 Notes Payable $30,000

Accounts Payable

Total liabilities $30,000

Tools and equipment $25,000 Owners' equity 

Capital Stock $7,000

Retained Earnings $800

Total owners' equity $7,800

Total $37,800 Total $37,800

A really small business balance sheet lists current assets such as cash, accounts receivable, and inventory, fixed
assets such as land, buildings, and equipment, intangible assets such as patents, and liabilities such as accounts
payable, accrued expenses, and long-term debt. Contingent liabilities such as warranties are noted in the footnotes to
the balance sheet. The small business's equity is the difference between total assets and total liabilities.[11]

Public Business Entities balance sheet structure
Guidelines for balance sheets of public business entities are given by the International Accounting Standards
Committee (now International Accounting Standards Board) and numerous country-specific
organizations/companys.
Balance sheet account names and usage depend on the organization's country and the type of organization.
Government organizations do not generally follow standards established for individuals or businesses.[12] [13] [14] [15]

If applicable to the business, summary values for the following items should be included in the balance sheet:[16]

Assets are all the things the business own, this will include property tools, cars, etc.

Assets
Current assets
1. Cash and cash equivalents
2. Inventories
3. Accounts receivable
4. Prepaid expenses for future services that will be used within a year
Non-current assets (Fixed assets)
1. Property, plant and equipment
2. Investment property, such as real estate held for investment purposes
3. Intangible assets
4. Financial assets (excluding investments accounted for using the equity method, accounts receivables, and cash

and cash equivalents)
5. Investments accounted for using the equity method
6. Biological assets, which are living plants or animals. Bearer biological assets are plants or animals which bear

agricultural produce for harvest, such as apple trees grown to produce apples and sheep raised to produce
wool.[17]
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Liabilities
1. Accounts payable
2. Provisions for warranties or court decisions
3. Financial liabilities (excluding provisions and accounts payable), such as promissory notes and corporate bonds
4. Liabilities and assets for current tax
5. Deferred tax liabilities and deferred tax assets
6. Unearned revenue for services paid for by customers but not yet provided

Equity
The net assets shown by the balance sheet equals the third part of the balance sheet, which is known as the
shareholders' equity. It comprises:
1. Issued capital and reserves attributable to equity holders of the parent company (controlling interest)
2. Non-controlling interest in equity
Formally, shareholders' equity is part of the company's liabilities: they are funds "owing" to shareholders (after
payment of all other liabilities); usually, however, "liabilities" is used in the more restrictive sense of liabilities
excluding shareholders' equity. The balance of assets and liabilities (including shareholders' equity) is not a
coincidence. Records of the values of each account in the balance sheet are maintained using a system of accounting
known as double-entry bookkeeping. In this sense, shareholders' equity by construction must equal assets minus
liabilities, and are a residual.
Regarding the items in equity section, the following disclosures are required:
1. Numbers of shares authorized, issued and fully paid, and issued but not fully paid
2. Par value of shares
3. Reconciliation of shares outstanding at the beginning and the end of the period
4. Description of rights, preferences, and restrictions of shares
5. Treasury shares, including shares held by subsidiaries and associates
6. Shares reserved for issuance under options and contracts
7. A description of the nature and purpose of each reserve within owners' equity

Sample balance sheet
The following balance sheet is a very brief example prepared in accordance with IFRS. It does not show all possible
kinds of assets, liabilities and equity, but it shows the most usual ones. Because it shows goodwill, it could be a
consolidated balance sheet. Monetary values are not shown, summary (total) rows are missing as well.

Balance Sheet of XYZ, Ltd.

 As of 31 December 2009

ASSETS

Current Assets

Cash and Cash Equivalents

Accounts Receivable (Debtors)

  Less : Allowances for Doubtful Accounts

Inventories

Prepaid Expenses

Investment Securities (Held for trading)

Other Current Assets

Non-Current Assets (Fixed Assets)
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Property, Plant and Equipment (PPE) 

  Less : Accumulated Depreciation 

Investment Securities (Available for sale/Held-to-maturity)

Investments in Associates

Intangible Assets (Patent, Copyright, Trademark, etc.)

  Less : Accumulated Amortization

Goodwill

Other Non-Current Assets, e.g. Deferred Tax Assets, Lease Receivable

LIABILITIES and SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY

LIABILITIES

Current Liabilities (Creditors: amounts falling due within one year)

Accounts Payable

Current Income Tax Payable

Current portion of Loans Payable

Short-term Provisions

Other Current Liabilities, e.g. Unearned Revenue, Deposits

Non-Current Liabilities (Creditors: amounts falling due after more than one year)

Loans Payable

Issued Debt Securities, e.g. Notes/Bonds Payable

Deferred Tax Liabilities

Provisions, e.g. Pension Obligations

Other Non-Current Liabilities, e.g. Lease Obligations 

SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY

Paid-in Capital

  Share Capital (Ordinary Shares, Preference Shares)

  Share Premium

  Less: Treasury Shares

Retained Earnings

Revaluation Reserve

Accumulated Other Comprehensive Income

Non-Controlling Interest
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Cash flow statement
In financial accounting, a cash flow statement, also known as statement of cash flows or funds flow statement,[1] is
a financial statement that shows how changes in balance sheet accounts and income affect cash and cash equivalents,
and breaks the analysis down to operating, investing, and financing activities. Essentially, the cash flow statement is
concerned with the flow of cash in and cash out of the business. The statement captures both the current operating
results and the accompanying changes in the balance sheet.[1] As an analytical tool, the statement of cash flows is
useful in determining the short-term viability of a company, particularly its ability to pay bills. International
Accounting Standard 7 (IAS 7), is the International Accounting Standard that deals with cash flow statements.
People and groups interested in cash flow statements include:
• Accounting personnel, who need to know whether the organization will be able to cover payroll and other

immediate expenses
• Potential lenders or creditors, who want a clear picture of a company's ability to repay
• Potential investors, who need to judge whether the company is financially sound
• Potential employees or contractors, who need to know whether the company will be able to afford compensation
• Shareholders of the business.

Purpose

Statement of Cash Flow - Simple Example
for the period 01/01/2006 to 12/31/2006

Cash flow from operations Rs.4,000

Cash flow from investing Rs.(1,000)

Cash flow from financing Rs.(2,000)

Net cash flow Rs.1,000

 Parentheses indicate negative values 

The cash flow statement was previously known as the flow of Cash statement.[2] The cash flow statement reflects a
firm's liquidity.
The balance sheet is a snapshot of a firm's financial resources and obligations at a single point in time, and the
income statement summarizes a firm's financial transactions over an interval of time. These two financial statements
reflect the accrual basis accounting used by firms to match revenues with the expenses associated with generating
those revenues. The cash flow statement includes only inflows and outflows of cash and cash equivalents; it excludes
transactions that do not directly affect cash receipts and payments. These non-cash transactions include depreciation
or write-offs on bad debts or credit losses to name a few.[3] The cash flow statement is a cash basis report on three
types of financial activities: operating activities, investing activities, and financing activities. Non-cash activities are
usually reported in footnotes.
The cash flow statement is intended to[4]

1. provide information on a firm's liquidity and solvency and its ability to change cash flows in future circumstances
2. provide additional information for evaluating changes in assets, liabilities and equity
3. improve the comparability of different firms' operating performance by eliminating the effects of different

accounting methods
4. indicate the amount, timing and probability of future cash flows
The cash flow statement has been adopted as a standard financial statement because it eliminates allocations, which
might be derived from different accounting methods, such as various timeframes for depreciating fixed assets.[5]
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History & variations
Cash basis financial statements were very common before accrual basis financial statements. The "flow of funds"
statements of the past were cash flow statements.
In 1863, the Dowlais Iron Company had recovered from a business slump, but had no cash to invest for a new blast
furnace, despite having made a profit. To explain why there were no funds to invest, the manager made a new
financial statement that was called a comparison balance sheet, which showed that the company was holding too
much inventory. This new financial statement was the genesis of Cash Flow Statement that is used today.[6]

In the United States in 1971, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) defined rules that made it
mandatory under Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (US GAAP) to report sources and uses of funds, but the
definition of "funds" was not clear."Net working capital" might be cash or might be the difference between current
assets and current liabilities. From the late 1970 to the mid-1980s, the FASB discussed the usefulness of predicting
future cash flows.[7] In 1987, FASB Statement No. 95 (FAS 95) mandated that firms provide cash flow statements.[8]

In 1992, the International Accounting Standards Board issued International Accounting Standard 7 (IAS 7), Cash
Flow Statements, which became effective in 1994, mandating that firms provide cash flow statements.[9]

US GAAP and IAS 7 rules for cash flow statements are similar, but some of the differences are:
• IAS 7 requires that the cash flow statement include changes in both cash and cash equivalents. US GAAP permits

using cash alone or cash and cash equivalents.[5]

• IAS 7 permits bank borrowings (overdraft) in certain countries to be included in cash equivalents rather than
being considered a part of financing activities.[10]

• IAS 7 allows interest paid to be included in operating activities or financing activities. US GAAP requires that
interest paid be included in operating activities.[11]

• US GAAP (FAS 95) requires that when the direct method is used to present the operating activities of the cash
flow statement, a supplemental schedule must also present a cash flow statement using the indirect method. The
IASC strongly recommends the direct method but allows either method. The IASC considers the indirect method
less clear to users of financial statements. Cash flow statements are most commonly prepared using the indirect
method, which is not especially useful in projecting future cash flows.

Cash flow activities
The cash flow statement is partitioned into three segments, namely: 1)cash flow resulting from operating activities;
2)cash flow resulting from investing activities;and 3)cash flow resulting from financing activities.
The money coming into the business is called cash inflow, and money going out from the business is called cash
outflow.

Operating activities
Operating activities include the production, sales and delivery of the company's product as well as collecting
payment from its customers. This could include purchasing raw materials, building inventory, advertising, and
shipping the product.
Under IAS 7, operating cash flows include:[11]

• Receipts from the sale of goods or services
• Receipts for the sale of loans, debt or equity instruments in a trading portfolio
• Interest received on loans
• Dividends received on equity securities
• Payments to suppliers for goods and services
• Payments to employees or on behalf of employees
• Interest payments (alternatively, this can be reported under financing activities in IAS 7, and US GAAP)
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Items which are added back to [or subtracted from, as appropriate] the net income figure (which is found on the
Income Statement) to arrive at cash flows from operations generally include:
• Depreciation (loss of tangible asset value over time)
• Deferred tax
• Amortization (loss of intangible asset value over time)
• Any gains or losses associated with the sale of a non-current asset, because associated cash flows do not belong in

the operating section.(unrealized gains/losses are also added back from the income statement)

Investing activities
Examples of Investing activities are
• Purchase or Sale of an asset (assets can be land, building, equipment, marketable securities, etc.)
• Loans made to suppliers or received from customers
• Payments related to mergers and acquisitions

Financing activities
Financing activities include the inflow of cash from investors such as banks and shareholders, as well as the outflow
of cash to shareholders as dividends as the company generates income. Other activities which impact the long-term
liabilities and equity of the company are also listed in the financing activities section of the cash flow statement.
Under IAS 7,
• Proceeds from issuing short-term or long-term debt
• Payments of dividends
• Payments for repurchase of company shares
• Repayment of debt principal, including capital leases
• For non-profit organizations, receipts of donor-restricted cash that is limited to long-term purposes
Items under the financing activities section include:
• Dividends paid
• Sale or repurchase of the company's stock
• Net borrowings
• Payment of dividend tax

Disclosure of non-cash activities
Under IAS 7, non-cash investing and financing activities are disclosed in footnotes to the financial statements. Under
US General Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), non-cash activities may be disclosed in a footnote or within
the cash flow statement itself. Non-cash financing activities may include[11]

• Leasing to purchase an asset
• Converting debt to equity
• Exchanging non-cash assets or liabilities for other non-cash assets or liabilities
• Issuing shares in exchange for assets
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Preparation methods
The direct method of preparing a cash flow statement results in a more easily understood report.[12] The indirect
method is almost universally used, because FAS 95 requires a supplementary report similar to the indirect method if
a company chooses to use the direct method.

Direct method
The direct method for creating a cash flow statement reports major classes of gross cash receipts and payments.
Under IAS 7, dividends received may be reported under operating activities or under investing activities. If taxes
paid are directly linked to operating activities, they are reported under operating activities; if the taxes are directly
linked to investing activities or financing activities, they are reported under investing or financing activities.
Sample cash flow statement using the direct method[13]

Cash flows from (used in) operating activities

Cash receipts from customers 9,500

Cash paid to suppliers and employees (2,000)

Cash generated from operations (sum) 7,500

Interest paid (2,000)

Income taxes paid (3,000)

Net cash flows from operating activities 2,500

Cash flows from (used in) investing activities

Proceeds from the sale of equipment 7,500

Dividends received 3,000

Net cash flows from investing activities 10,500

Cash flows from (used in) financing activities

Dividends paid (2,500)

Net cash flows used in financing activities (2,500)

.

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 10,500

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year 1,000

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year $11,500
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Indirect method
The indirect method uses net-income as a starting point, makes adjustments for all transactions for non-cash items,
then adjusts from all cash-based transactions. An increase in an asset account is subtracted from net income, and an
increase in a liability account is added back to net income. This method converts accrual-basis net income (or loss)
into cash flow by using a series of additions and deductions.[14]

Rules (Operating Activities)

*Non-cash expenses must be added back to NI. Such expenses may be represented on the
balance sheet as decreases in long term asset accounts. Thus decreases in fixed assets increase

NI.

To Find Cash Flows
from Operating Activities

using the Balance Sheet and Net Income

For Increases in Net Inc Adj

Current Assets (Non-Cash) Decrease

Current Liabilities Increase

For All Non-Cash...

*Expenses (Decreases in Fixed Assets) Increase

The following rules can be followed to calculate Cash Flows from Operating Activities when given only a two year
comparative balance sheet and the Net Income figure. Cash Flows from Operating Activities can be found by
adjusting Net Income relative to the change in beginning and ending balances of Current Assets, Current Liabilities,
and sometimes Long Term Assets. When comparing the change in long term assets over a year, the accountant must
be certain that these changes were caused entirely by their devaluation rather than purchases or sales (ie they must be
operating items not providing or using cash) or if they are nonoperating items.[15]

• Decrease in non-cash current assets are added to net income
• Increase in non-cash current asset are subtracted from net income
• Increase in current liabilities are added to net income
• Decrease in current liabilities are subtracted from net income
• Expenses with no cash outflows are added back to net income (depreciation and/or amortization expense are the

only operating items that have no effect on cash flows in the period)
• Revenues with no cash inflows are subtracted from net income
• Non operating losses are added back to net income
• Non operating gains are subtracted from net income
The intricacies of this procedure might be seen as,

For example, consider a company that has a net income of Rs.100 this year, and its A/R increased by Rs.25 since the
beginning of the year. If the balances of all other current assets, long term assets and current liabilities did not
change over the year, the cash flows could be determined by the rules above as Rs.100 – Rs.25 = Cash Flows from
Operating Activities = Rs.75. The logic is that, if the company made Rs.100 that year (net income), and they are
using the accrual accounting system (not cash based) then any income they generated that year which has not yet
been paid for in cash should be subtracted from the net income figure in order to find cash flows from operating
activities. And the increase in A/R meant that Rs.25 of sales occurred on credit and have not yet been paid for in
cash.
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In the case of finding Cash Flows when there is a change in a fixed asset account, say the Buildings and Equipment
account decreases, the change is subtracted from Net Income. The reasoning behind this is that because Net Income
is calculated by, Net Income = Rev - Cogs - Depreciation Exp - Other Exp then the Net Income figure will be
decreased by the building's depreciation that year. This depreciation is not associated with an exchange of cash,
therefore the depreciation is added back into net income to remove the non-cash activity.

Rules (Financing Activities)

Finding the Cash Flows from Financing Activities is much more intuitive and needs little explanation. Generally, the
things to account for are financing activities:
• Include as outflows, reductions of long term notes payable (as would represent the cash repayment of debt on the

balance sheet)
• Or as inflows, the issuance of new notes payable
• Include as outflows, all dividends paid by the entity to outside parties
• Or as inflows, dividend payments received from outside parties
• Include as outflows, the purchase of notes stocks or bonds
• Or as inflows, the receipt of payments on such financing vehicles.
In the case of more advanced accounting situations, such as when dealing with subsidiaries, the accountant must
• Exclude intra-company dividend payments.
• Exclude intra-company bond interest.
A traditional equation for this might look something like,

 
Example: cash flow of XYZ:[16] [17] [18]

XYZ co. Ltd. Cash Flow Statement
(all numbers in millions of Rs.)

Period ending 03/31/2010 03/31/2009 03/31/2008

Net income 21,538 24,589 17,046

Operating activities, cash flows provided by or used in:

Depreciation and amortization 2,790 2,592 2,747

Adjustments to net income 4,617 621 2,910

Decrease (increase) in accounts receivable 12,503 17,236 --

Increase (decrease) in liabilities (A/P, taxes payable) 131,622 19,822 37,856

Decrease (increase) in inventories -- -- --

Increase (decrease) in other operating activities (173,057) (33,061) (62,963)

Net cash flow from operating activities 13 31,799 (2,404)

Investing activities, cash flows provided by or used in:

Capital expenditures (4,035) (3,724) (3,011)

Investments (201,777) (71,710) (75,649)

Other cash flows from investing activities 1,606 17,009 (571)

Net cash flows from investing activities (204,206) (58,425) (79,231)

Financing activities, cash flows provided by or used in:

Dividends paid (9,826) (9,188) (8,375)

Sale (repurchase) of stock (5,327) (12,090) 133

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=XYZ
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Increase (decrease) in debt 101,122 26,651 21,204

Other cash flows from financing activities 120,461 27,910 70,349

Net cash flows from financing activities 206,430 33,283 83,311

Effect of exchange rate changes 645 (1,840) 731

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 2,882 4,817 2,407

Notes and references
[1] Helfert, Erich A. (2001). "The Nature of Financial Statements: The Cash Flow Statement". Financial Analysis - Tools and Techniques - A

Guide for Managers. McGraw-Hill. p. 42. doi:10.1036/0071395415.
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Statement of retained earnings
The Statement of Retained Earnings (and similarly the Equity Statement, Statement of Owner's Equity for a single
proprietorship, Statement of Partner's Equity for partnership, and Statement of Retained Earnings and
Stockholders' Equity for corporation)[1] are basic financial statements.
The statements explain the changes in a company's retained earnings over the reporting period. They break down
changes in the owners' interest in the organization, and in the application of retained profit or surplus from one
accounting period to the next. Line items typically include profits or losses from operations, dividends paid, issue or
redemption of stock, and any other items charged or credited to retained earnings.
The statements are expected by Generally Accepted Accounting Principles and explain the owners' equity and
retained earnings shown on the balance sheet, where:

Owners' Equity = Assets − Liabilities

Requirements of the U.S. GAAP
A retained earnings statement is required by the U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (U.S. GAAP)
whenever comparative balance sheets and income statements are presented. It may appear in the balance sheet, in a
combined income statement and changes in retained earnings statement, or as a separate schedule.
Therefore, the statement of retained earnings uses information from the income statement and provides information
to the balance sheet.
Retained earnings are part of the balance sheet (another basic financial statement) under "stockholders equity
(shareholders' equity)" and is mostly affected by net income earned during a period of time by the company less any
dividends paid to the company's owners / stockholders. The retained earnings account on the balance sheet is said to
represent an "accumulation of earnings" since net profits and losses are added/subtracted from the account from
period to period.
Retained Earnings are part of the Statement of Changes in Equity. The general equation can be expressed as
following:

Ending Retained Earnings = Beginning Retained Earnings − Dividends Paid + Net Income
This equation is necessary to use to find the Profit Before Tax to use in the Cash Flow Statement under Operating
Actvities when using the indirect method. This is used whenever a comprehensive income statment is not given but
only the balance sheet is given.

Requirements of IFRS
IAS 1 requires a business entity to present a separate Statement of Changes in Equity (SOCE) as one of the
components of financial statements.
The statement shall show: (IAS1.106)
1. total comprehensive income for the period, showing separately amounts attributable to owners of the parent and

to non-controlling interests
2. the effects of retrospective application, when applicable, for each component
3. reconciliations between the carrying amounts at the beginning and the end of the period for each component of

equity, separately disclosing:
• profit or loss
• each item of other comprehensive income
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• transactions with owners, showing separately contributions by and distributions to owners and changes in
ownership interests in subsidiaries that do not result in a loss of control

However, the amount of dividends recognised as distributions, and the related amount per share, may be presented in
the notes instead of presenting in the statement of changes in equity. (IAS1.107)
For Small and Medium-size Enterprises (SMEs), the Statement of Changes in Equity should show all changes in
equity including:
• total comprehensive income
• owners' investments
• dividends
• owners' withdrawals of capital
• treasury share transactions
They can omit the statement of changes in equity if the entity has no owner investments or withdrawals other than
dividends, and elects to present a combined statement of comprehensive income and retained earnings.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
Notes to the Financial Statements are additional notes and information added to the end of the financial statements
to supplement the reader with more information. Notes to Financial Statements help the computation of specific
items in the financial statements as well as provide a more comprehensive assessment of a company's financial
condition. Notes to Financial Statements can include information on debt, going concern, accounts, contingent
liabilities, or contextual information explaining the financial numbers (e.g. to indicate a lawsuit).
The information contained within the notes not only supplement financial statement information, but they clarify
line-items that are part of the financial statements. For example, if a company lists a loss on a fixed asset impairment
in their income statement, Notes to Financial Statements could serve to corroborate the reason for the impairment by
providing specific information relative to how the asset became impaired. Notes to the Financial Statements are also
used to explain the method of accounting used to prepare the financial statements (all publicly traded companies are
required to use accrual basis accounting for financial reporting purposes as mandated by the SEC), and they provide
valuations for how particular accounts have been represented.
In consolidated financial statements, all subsidiaries should be listed as well as the amount of ownership (controlling
interest) that the parent company has in the subsidiary companies. Any items within the financial statements that are
valuated by estimation should be part of the Notes to Financial Statements if a substantial difference exists between
the amount of the estimate previously reported and the amount of the actual results. Full disclosure of the effects of
the differences between the estimate and the actual results should be in the note.
The notes to financial statements is the foundation to the basic statement information is clear furthermore, the 
complement or explain, at keep the basic statement text, raise the quantity of accountancy"s information, strengthen 
the reliability, accuracy, integrity of the financial report, make the statement user to the financial standing of the 
business enterprise and conduct the result and the cash discharges to acquire the full understanding, do a sound 
judgment. This text tries the angle that publishes the system from the perfect listed company financial statement 
annotation to set out, publishing to carry on the study to The notes to financial statements information. This text 
inspects the committee promulgation with the our country Ministry of Finance, stock certificate of, is a clues 
concerning the financial statement request of annotation establishment and publish, to our country the stock market 
ascends the relevant financial statement annotation of the existing and possible occurrence to publish the problem to 
carry on the study. Publish the existent typical model problem through the analysis current listed company financial 
statement annotation, announce to public the output and deep reason of these problems, then find out the key to 
resolve these problems, end, put forward the suggestion to the accountancy of the future the standard the 
establishment. This text looked back first with the statement annotation publish for relevant cultural heritage of the 
main evaluation contents. Include with ZhuYuabwu for representative of the mode research for the representative"s 
future finance, with the WangGuohai for representative of financial statement annotation publishes the research of 
the present condition and blemish, and the market is out of order and publish the economics theories of the system 
compulsory at should study the application study in the realm. After inducing the research contents and conclusions 
of gather the above-mentioned cultural heritages,I put forward the textual research direction and study the contents. 
The article analyzes the current financial statement annotation of our country to publish the norm system of the 
system, mainly explaining the our country the annotation publishes the frame mode of request currently, ising 
divided into according to its whole structure with the National Peoples Congress promulgate of accountancy"s 
method for the basic foundation request; With State Department release of the business enterprise finance 
accountancy the report regulation for guide the policy; With Ministry of Finance, the stock certificate direct 
committee announcement of the business enterprise accounting system , the business enterprise accountancy"s 
standard and the company information of public issue stock certificate publishes to edit newspaper the rule for the 
annotation of the concrete guidebook publishes the system norm system, become a has the Chinese special features 
of the listed company financial statement the annotation information publish the frame of request. This is the textual
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research foundation, is also a basis that sets up this text frame. This text emphasized the present condition that
publishes to the our country listed company financial statement annotation to carry on the analysis, by publishing the
medium existenttypical model problem to the current stock market upper part cent listed company annotation,
carrying on the thorough and meticulous analysis, announce to public the current annotation of our country to
publish blemish and shortages of the system existence, for example exist" connection trade the non-connection turn"
phenomenon, concrete performance is: ⒈by selling the ownership of a share etc. method relief connection square
relation; ⒉conceal the relation of connection; ⒊seek a leads the bridge company, a connection trades turn to two
non-connections bargain; ⒋the non-currency intercourse turn to currency intercourse. Again for example, change
method to the allowance to the bad debts or withdraw the comparison and change the stock account the price me
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Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and
amortization
EBITDA «ee-bit-dah» is the initialism for earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization. It is a
non-GAAP metric that is measured exactly as stated. All interest, tax, depreciation and amortization entries in the
income statement are reversed out from the bottom-line net income. It purports to measure cash earnings without
accrual accounting, canceling tax-jurisdiction effects, and canceling the effects of different capital structures.
EBITDA differs from the operating cash flow in a cash flow statement primarily by excluding payments for taxes or
interest as well as changes in working capital. EBITDA also differs from free cash flow because it excludes cash
requirements for replacing capital assets (capex).
EBITDA Margin refers to EBITDA divided by total revenue. EBITDA margin measures the extent to which cash
operating expenses use up revenue.
EBITDA An approximate measure of a company's operating cash flow based on data from the company's income
statement. Calculated by looking at earnings before the deduction of interest expenses, taxes, depreciation, and
amortization. This earnings measure is of particular interest in cases where companies have large amounts of fixed
assets which are subject to heavy depreciation charges (such as manufacturing companies) or in the case where a
company has a large amount of acquired intangible assets on its books and is thus subject to large amortization
charges (such as a company that has purchased a brand or a company that has recently made a large acquisition).
Since the distortionary accounting and financing effects on company earnings do not factor into EBITDA, it is a
good way of comparing companies within and across industries. This measure is also of interest to a company's
creditors, since EBITDA is essentially the income that a company has free for interest payments. In general,
EBITDA is a useful measure only for large companies with significant assets, and/or for companies with a
significant amount of debt financing. It is rarely a useful measure for evaluating a small company with no significant
loans. Sometimes also called operational cash flow (although this is an error as operational cash flow is a different
measure linked to cash flow and not accounting earnings; so, for instance, changes in working capital will be
reflected in OCF and not in EBITDA).

Use by debtholders
EBITDA is widely used in loan covenants. The theory is that it measures the cash earnings that can be used to pay
interest and repay the principal. Since interest is paid before income tax is calculated, the debtholder can ignore
taxes. They are not interested in whether the business can replace its assets when they wear out,therefore can ignore
capital amortization and depreciation.
There are two EBITDA metrics used.
1. The measure of a debt's pay-back period is Debt/EBITDA. The longer the payback period, the greater the risk.

The metric presumes that the business has stopped making interest payments (because interest is added back). But
it is argued that once that happens the debtholder is unlikely to wait around (say) three years to recover their
principal while the business continues to operate in default. So does the metric measure anything? There is also
the problem of adding back taxes. This metric ignores all tax expenses even though a good portion are cash
payments, and the government gets paid first. Principal repayments are not tax-deductible.

2. One interest coverage ratio (EBITDA /Interest Expense) is used to determine a firm's ability to pay interest on
outstanding debt. The greater the multiple of cash available for interest payments, the less risk to the lender. The
greater the year-to-year variance in EBITDA, the greater the risk. Because interest is tax-deductible it is
appropriate to back out the tax effects of the interest, but this metric ignores all taxes.
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The ratios can be customized by reducing Debt by any cash on the balance sheet or by deducting maintenance CapEx
from EBITDA to form a measure closer to free cash flow.

Use by shareholders
Public investors' use of EBITDA arose from their perception that accountants' measure of profits, using accrual
accounting was manipulated, that a measure of cash earnings would be more reliable.
It is true that PE can use this metric. And it is true the professional analysts using detailed discounted cash flow
models should replace non-cash expenses with projected time-weighted payments. But none of that applies to retail
investors' reality.
EBITDA does NOT measure cash earnings because it omits all the tax expenses even though a good portion are cash
payments. It also fails to correct for other non-cash expenses, e.g. warranty expense, bad debt allowance, inventory
write-down, stock options granted.
It does not include the cash flows from changes in working capital. Suppose a business sells all its opening inventory
in a year and replaces the same number of units but at a higher price because of inflation. The profits of a company
using FIFO inventory valuation will not include that extra cash cost. Suppose the business is expanding and need to
stock a larger number of units. That additional cash cost is not in anyone's EBITDA measure.
When using this metric to replace accountant's earnings it presumes to measure an economic profit. But any
economic profit must include the cost of capital and the degradation of long-life assets. This metric simply ignores
both. Warren Buffett famously asked, "Does management think the tooth fairy pays for capital expenditures?"
Depreciation may not be exact but it is the most practical method available. It succeeds in equating the positions of
companies using three different ways to finance long-life assets. It can be interpreted as:
1. the allocation of the original cost, at a later date, when the asset was used to generate revenue. The time value of

money (same argument used above) means that depreciation may understate the cost.
2. the amount of cash required to be retained in order to finance the eventual replacement asset. Since inflation is

the basis for time-value-of-money, the amounts set aside today must be invested and grow in value in order to pay
the inflated price in the future.

3. the decrease in value of the balance sheet asset since the last reporting period. Assets wear out with use, and will
eventually have to be replaced.

Non-profitable businesses
When comparing businesses with non profits, their potential to make profit is more important than their Net Loss.
Since taxes on losses will be misleading in this context, taxes can be ignored. Capital expenditures and their related
debt result in fixed costs. These are of less importance than the variable costs that can be expected to grow with
increasing sales volume, in order to cover the fixed costs. So depreciation and interest costs are of less importance. It
is likely that an unprofitable business is burning cash (has a negative cash flow), so investors are most concerned
with "how long the cash will last before the business must get more financing" (resulting in debt or equity dilution).
EBITDA is not used as a valuation metric in these circumstances. It is a starting point on which future growth is
applied and future profitability discounted back to the present. Equity owners only benefit from net profits, after all
the expenses are paid.
During the dot com bubble companies promoted their stock by emphasising either EBITDA or pro forma earnings in
their financial reports, and explaining away the (often poor) "income" number. This would involve ignoring one-time
write-offs, asset impairments and other costs deemed to be non-recurring. Because EBITDA (and its variations) are
not measures generally accepted under U.S. GAAP, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission requires that
companies registering securities with it (and when filing its periodic reports) reconcile EBITDA to net income in
order to avoid misleading investors.
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Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation,
Amortization, and Restructuring or Rent Costs
Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, Amortization, and Restructuring or Rent Costs (EBITDAR) is
a non-GAAP metric that can be used to evaluate a company's financial Performance.

EBITDAR = Revenue - Expenses (excluding tax, interest, depreciation, amortization and restructuring
or rent costs)

Depending on the company and the goal of the user, the indicator can include either restructuring costs or rent costs,
but usually not both. The EBITDAR indicator expands on EBITDA by adding an additional excluded item to give a
better indication of the company's financial performance.
EBITDAR, when evaluating the impact of rent expense is often used by retail businesses and airlines. Typically, in
such an analysis the rent expense will be capitalized and added to the net debt of the company in order to better
understand the leverage levels in the company's capital structure.
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EV/EBITDA
EV/EBITDA is an important valuation multiple that is often used in parallel with, or as an alternative to, the P/E
ratio. An advantage of this multiple is that it is capital structure-neutral.[1] Therefore, this multiple can be used for
direct cross-companies application.
EV/EBITDA multiple requires prudent use for companies with low profit margins; i.e. for an EBITDA estimate to be
reasonably accurate, the company under evaluation must have legitimate profitability.[2]

Often, an industry average EV/EBITDA multiple is calculated on a sample of listed companies to benchmark
against. An index now exists providing an average EV/EBITDA multiple on a wide sample of transactions on private
companies in the Eurozone.[3]

The reciprocate multiple EBITDA/EV is used as a cash return on investment.
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Free cash flow
In corporate finance, free cash flow (FCF) is cash flow available for distribution among all the securities holders of
an organization. They include equity holders, debt holders, preferred stock holders, convertible security holders, and
so on.

 Element  Data Source 

EBIT x (1-Tax rate) Current Income Statement

+ Depreciation/Amortization Current Income Statement

- Changes in Working Capital Prior & Current Balance Sheets: Current Assets and Liability accounts

- Capital expenditure Prior & Current Balance Sheets: Property, Plant and Equipment accounts

= Free Cash Flow

Note that the first three lines above are calculated for you on the standard Statement of Cash Flows.
You can also calculate it by taking: Net profit+Interest Exp+D&A-CAPEX-Net Change in WC - Tax Shield on
interest expense (Net interest expense by effective tax rate)

 Element  Data Source 

Earning Before Interest and Tax x (1-Tax) Current Income Statement

+ Depreciation/Amortization Current Income Statement

- Changes in Working Capital Prior & Current Balance Sheets: Current Assets and Liability accounts

= Cash Flows from Operations same as Statement of Cash Flows: section 1, from Operations

Therefore,

 Element  Data Source 

Cash Flows from Operations Statement of Cash Flows: section 1, from Operations

- Capital Expenditure Statement of Cash Flows: section 2, from Investment

= Free Cash Flow

There are two differences between Net Income and Free Cash Flow that should be noted. The first is the accounting
for the consumption of capital goods. The Net Income measure uses depreciation, while the Free Cash Flow measure
uses last period's net capital purchases.

 Measurement
Type 

 Component  Advantage  Disadvantage 

Free Cash Flow Prior period net
investment
spending

Spending is in current
dollars

Capital investments are at the discretion of management, so spending may be
sporadic.

Net Income Depreciation
charge

Charges are smoothed,
related to cumulative
prior purchases

Allowing for typical 2% inflation per year, equipment purchased 10 years ago for
$100 would now cost about $122. With 10 year straight line depreciation the old
machine would have an annual depreciation of $10, but the new, identical machine
would have depreciation of $12.2, or 22% more.

The second difference is that the Free Cash Flow measurement deducts increases in net working capital, where the
net income approach does not. Typically, in a growing company with a 30 day collection period for receivables, a 30
day payment period for purchases, and a weekly payroll, it will require more and more working capital to finance the
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labor and profit components embedded in the growing receivables balance. The net income measure essentially says,
"You can take that cash home" because you would still have the same productive capacity as you started with. The
Free Cash Flow measurement however would say, "You can't take that home" because you would cramp the
enterprise from operating itself forward from there.
Likewise when a company has negative sales growth it's likely to diminish its capital spending dramatically.
Receivables, provided they are being timely collected, will also ratchet down. All this "deceleration" will show up as
additions to Free Cash Flow. However, over the longer term, decelerating sales trends will eventually catch up.
Net Free Cash Flow definition should also allow for cash available to pay off the company's short term debt. It
should also take into account any dividends that the company means to pay.
Net Free Cash Flow = Operation Cash flow – Capital Expenses to keep current level of operation – dividends –
Current Portion of long term debt – Depreciation

Here Capex Definition should not include additional investment on new equipment. However maintenance cost can
be added.
Dividends - This will be base dividend that the company intends to distribute to its share holders.
Current portion of LTD - This will be minimum Debt that the company needs to pay in order to not create defaults.
Depreciation - This should be taken out since this will account for future investment for replacing the current PPE.
If the Net Income category includes the income from Discontinued operation and extraordinary income make sure it
is not be part of Free Cash Flow.
Net of all the above give Free Cash available to be reinvested on operation without having to take more debt.

Alternative Mathematical formula
FCF measures
• operating cash flow (OCF)
• less expenditures necessary to maintain assets (capital expenditures or "capex")but this does not include increase

in working capital.
• less interest charges
In symbols:

where
• OCBt is the firm's net operating profit after taxes (Also known as NOPAT)during period t
• It is the firm's investment during period t including variation of working capital
Investment is simply the net increase (decrease) in the firm's capital, from the end of one period to the end of the
next period:

where Kt represents the firm's invested capital at the end of period t. Increases in non-cash current assets may, or may
not be deducted, depending on whether they are considered to be maintaining the status quo, or to be investments for
growth.
Unlevered Free Cash Flow (i.e., cash flows before interest payments) is defined as EBITDA - capex - changes in net
working capital - taxes. This is the generally accepted definition. If there are mandatory repayments of debt, then
some analysts utilize levered free cash flow, which is the same formula above, but less interest and mandatory
principal repayments.
Investment bankers compute Free Cash Flow using the following formula:
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FCFF = After tax operating income + Noncash charges (such as D&A) - Capex - Working capital expenditures =
Free Cash Flows to the Firm (FCFF)
FCFE = Net income + Noncash charges (such as D&A) - Capex - Working capital expenditures = Free Cash Flows
to the equity (FCFE)
Or simply:
FCFE = FCFF + Net borrowing - Net debt repayment

Uses of the metric
Free cash flow measures the ease with which businesses can grow and pay dividends to shareholders. Even
profitable businesses may have negative cash flows. Their requirement for increased financing will result in
increased financing cost reducing future income.
According to the discounted cash flow valuation model, the intrinsic value of a company is the present value of all
future free cash flows, plus the cash proceeds from its eventual sale. The presumption is that the cash flows are used
to pay dividends to the shareholders. Bear in mind the lumpiness discussed below.
Some investors prefer using free cash flow instead of net income to measure a company's financial performance,
because free cash flow is more difficult to manipulate than net income. The problems with this presumption are
itemized at cash flow and return of capital.
The payout ratio is a metric used to evaluate the sustainability of distributions from REITs, Oil and Gas Royalty
Trusts, and Income Trust. The distributions are divided by the free cash flow. Distributions may include any of
income, flowed-through capital gains or return of capital.

Problems with capital expenditures
The expenditures for maintenances of assets is only part of the capex reported on the Statement of Cash Flows. It
must be separated from the expenditures for growth purposes. This split is not a requirement under GAAP, and is not
audited. Management is free to disclose maintenance capex or not. Therefore this input to the calculation of free cash
flow may be subject to manipulation, or require estimation. Since it may be a large number, maintenance capex's
uncertainty is the basis for some people's dismissal of 'free cash flow'.
A second problem with the maintenance capex measurement is its intrinsic 'lumpiness'. By their nature, expenditures
for capital assets that will last decades may be infrequent, but costly when they occur. 'Free cash flow', in turn, will
be very different from year to year. No particular year will be a 'norm' that can be expected to be repeated. For
companies that have stable capital expenditures, free cash flow will (over the long term) be roughly equal to earnings

Agency costs of free cash flow
In a 1986 paper in the American Economic Review, Michael Jensen noted that free cash flows allowed firms'
managers to finance projects earning low returns which therefore might not be funded by the equity or bond markets.
Examining the US oil industry, which had earned substantial free cash flows in the 1970s and the early 1980s, he
wrote that

[the] 1984 cash flows of the ten largest oil companies were $48.5 billion, 28 percent of the total cash
flows of the top 200 firms in Dun's Business Month survey. Consistent with the agency costs of free
cash flow, management did not pay out the excess resources to shareholders. Instead, the industry
continued to spend heavily on [exploration and development] activity even though average returns were
below the cost of capital.

Jensen also noted a negative correlation between exploration announcements and the market valuation of these firms
- the opposite effect to research announcements in other industries.
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Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) is a term used to refer to the standard framework of
guidelines for financial accounting used in any given jurisdiction; generally known as Accounting Standards.
GAAP includes the standards, conventions, and rules accountants follow in recording and summarizing transactions,
and in the preparation of financial statements.

Overview
The term "GAAP" is an abbreviation for Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP). GAAP is a
codification of how CPA firms and corporations prepare and present their business income and expense, assets and
liabilities on their financial statements. GAAP is not a single accounting rule, but rather the aggregate of many rules
on how to account for various transactions. The basic principles underlying GAAP accounting are set forth below.
When preparing financial statements using GAAP, most American corporations and other business entities use the
many rules of how to report business transactions based upon the various GAAP rules. This provides for consistency
in the reporting of companies and businesses so that financial analysts, Banks, Shareholders and the SEC can have
all reporting companies preparing their financial statements using the same rules and reporting procedures. This
allows for an "Apple to Apple" comparison of any corporation or business entity with another. Thus, if Company A
reports $1,000,000 of net income, using GAAP, then the public and other users of financial statements can compare
that net income to another company that is reporting $500,000 of net income, using GAAP.
The rules and procedures for reporting under GAAP are complex and have developed over a long period of time.
Currently there are more than 150 "pronouncements" as to how to account for different types of transactions, ranging
from how to report regular income from the sale of goods, and its related inventory values, to accounting for
incentive stock option distributions. By using consistent principles, all companies reporting under GAAP report
these transactions on their financial statements in a consistent manner.
The various rules and pronouncements come from the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) which is a
non-profit organization that the accounting profession has created to promulgate the rules of GAAP reporting and to
amend the rules of GAAP reporting as occasion requires. The more recent pronouncements come as Statements of
the Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS). Changes in the GAAP rules can carry tremendous impact upon
American business. For example, when FASB stopped requiring banks to mark their assets (loans) to the lower of
cost or market (i.e. value of a foreclosed home loan), the effect on a bank's "net worth" as defined by GAAP can
change dramatically. While generally neutral, there is some pressure on the FASB to yield to industry or political
pressure when it makes its rules.
Nonetheless, since all companies report using the same set of rules, knowing the rules of GAAP reporting can tell the
user of financial statements a great deal. The study of accounting, in large part, entails learning the many rules and
promulgations set forth by FASB and how to apply those rules to actual business events.
GAAP is slowly being phased out in favor of the International Accounting Standards as the global business becomes
more pervasive. GAAP applies only to United States financial reporting and thus an American company reporting
under GAAP might show different results if it was compared to a British company that uses the International
Standards. While there is tremendous similarity between GAAP and the International Rules, the differences can lead
a financial statement user to incorrectly believe that company A made more money than company B simply because
they report using different rules. The move towards International Standards seeks to eliminate this kind of disparity.
Financial Accounting is information that must be assembled and reported objectively. Third-parties who must rely
on such information have a right to be assured that the data are free from bias and inconsistency, whether deliberate
or not. For this reason, financial accounting relies on certain standards or guides that are called "Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles" (GAAP).
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Principles derive from tradition, such as the concept of matching. In any report of financial statements (audit,
compilation, review, etc.), the preparer/auditor must indicate to the reader whether or not the information contained
within the statements complies with GAAP.
• Principle of regularity: Regularity can be defined as conformity to enforced rules and laws.
• Principle of consistency: This principle states that when a business has once fixed a method for the accounting

treatment of an item, it will enter all similar items that follow in exactly the same way.
• Principle of sincerity: According to this principle, the accounting unit should reflect in good faith the reality of

the company's financial status.
• Principle of the permanence of methods: This principle aims at allowing the coherence and comparison of the

financial information published by the company.
• Principle of non-compensation: One should show the full details of the financial information and not seek to

compensate a debt with an asset, revenue with an expense, etc. (see convention of conservatism)
• Principle of prudence: This principle aims at showing the reality "as is": one should not try to make things look

prettier than they are. Typically, revenue should be recorded only when it is certain and a provision should be
entered for an expense which is probable.

• Principle of continuity: When stating financial information, one should assume that the business will not be
interrupted. This principle mitigates the principle of prudence: assets do not have to be accounted at their
disposable value, but it is accepted that they are at their historical value (see depreciation and going concern).

• Principle of periodicity: Each accounting entry should be allocated to a given period, and split accordingly if it
covers several periods. If a client pre-pays a subscription (or lease, etc.), the given revenue should be split to the
entire time-span and not counted for entirely on the date of the transaction.

• Principle of Full Disclosure/Materiality: All information and values pertaining to the financial position of a
business must be disclosed in the records.

• Principle of Utmost Good Faith: All the information regarding to the firm should be disclosed to the insurer
before the insurance policy is taken.

International Accounting Standards and Rules
Many countries use or are converging on the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), established and
maintained by the International Accounting Standards Board. In some countries, local accounting principles are
applied for regular companies but listed or large companies must conform to IFRS, so statutory reporting is
comparable internationally, across jurisdictions.

External links
• Accounting Standards Guide [1]
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Goodwill (accounting)
Goodwill is an accounting concept meaning the value of an entity over and above the value of its assets. The term
was originally used in accounting to express the intangible but quantifiable "prudent value" of an ongoing business
beyond its assets, resulting perhaps from the reputation the firm enjoyed with its clients.

Modern meaning
Goodwill in financial statements arises when a company is purchased for more than the fair value of the identifiable
assets of the company. The difference between the purchase price and the sum of the fair value of the net assets is by
definition the value of the "goodwill" of the purchased company. The acquiring company must recognize goodwill as
an asset in its financial statements and present it as a separate line item on the balance sheet, according to the current
purchase accounting method. In this sense, goodwill serves as the balancing sum that allows one firm to provide
accounting information regarding its purchase of another firm for a price substantially different from its book value.
Goodwill can be negative, arising where the net assets at the date of acquisition, fairly valued, exceed the cost of
acquisition.[1] Negative goodwill is recognized as a gain to the extent that it exceeds allocations to certain assets.
Under current accounting standards, it is no longer recognized as an extraordinary item. For example, a software
company may have net assets (consisting primarily of miscellaneous equipment, and assuming no debt) valued at $1
million, but the company's overall value (including brand, customers, intellectual capital) is valued at $10 million.
Anybody buying that company would book $10 million in total assets acquired, comprising $1 million physical
assets, and $9 million in goodwill. In a private company, goodwill has no predetermined value prior to the
acquisition; its magnitude depends on the two other variables by definition. A publicly traded company, by contrast,
is subject to a constant process of market valuation, so goodwill will always be apparent.
There is a distinction between two types of goodwill depending upon the type of business enterprise: institutional
goodwill and professional practice goodwill. Furthermore, goodwill in a professional practice entity may be
attributed to the practice itself and to the professional practitioner.[2]

It should also be noted that while goodwill is technically an intangible asset, goodwill and intangible assets are
usually listed as separate items on a company's balance sheet.[3] [4]

US practice

History and purchase vs. pooling-of-interests
Previously, companies could structure many acquisition transactions to determine the choice between two
accounting methods to record a business combination: purchase accounting or pooling-of-interests accounting.
Pooling-of-interests method combined the book value of assets and liabilities of the two companies to create the new
balance sheet of the combined companies. It therefore did not distinguish between who is buying whom. It also did
not record the price the acquiring company had to pay for the acquisition. U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles (FAS 141) no longer allows pooling-of-interests method.
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Amortization and adjustments to carrying value
Goodwill is no longer amortized under U.S. GAAP (FAS 142)[5] . FAS 142 was issued in June 2001. Companies
objected to the removal of the option to use pooling-of-interests, so amortization was removed by Financial
Accounting Standards Board as a concession. As of 2005-01-01, it is also forbidden under International Financial
Reporting Standards. Goodwill can now only be impaired under these GAAP standards.[6]

Instead of deducting the value of goodwill annually over a period of maximal 40 years, companies are now required
to determine the fair value of the reporting units, using present value of future cash flow, and compare it to their
carrying value (book value of assets plus goodwill minus liabilities.) If the fair value is less than carrying value
(impaired), the goodwill value needs to be reduced so the fair value is equal to carrying value. The impairment loss
is reported as a separate line item on the income statement, and new adjusted value of goodwill is reported in the
balance sheet.[7]

When the business is threatened with insolvency, investors will deduct the goodwill from any calculation of residual
equity because it will likely have no resale value.
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Gross margin
Gross margin, gross profit margin or gross profit rate is the difference between the production costs excluding
overhead, payroll, taxation, and interest payments and sales revenue. Gross margin can be defined as the amount of
contribution to the business enterprise, after paying for direct-fixed and direct-variable unit costs, required to cover
overheads (fixed commitments) and provide a buffer for unknown items. It expresses the relationship between gross
profit and cost of goods sold(COGS). It is a measure of how well each dollar of a company's input cost is utilized to
cover the operational & Overhead expenses.[1]

Investopedia defines Gross margin as:
Gross margin = (Revenue - Cost of goods sold) / Revenue[2]

It can be expressed in absolute terms:
Gross margin = net sales - cost of goods sold + annual sales return
or as the ratio of gross profit to cost of goods sold, usually in the form of a percentage:

Cost of sales (also known as cost of goods sold (CoGs)) includes variable costs and fixed costs directly linked to the
sale, such as material costs, labor, supplier profit, shipping costs, etc. It does not include indirect fixed costs like
office expenses, rent, administrative costs, etc.
Higher gross margins for a manufacturer reflect greater efficiency in turning raw materials into income. For a retailer
it will be their markup over wholesale. Larger gross margins are generally considered ideal for most companies, with
the exception of discount retailers who instead rely on operational efficiency and strategic financing to remain
competitive with lower margins.

How gross margin is used in sales
Retailers can measure their profit by using two basic methods, markup and margin, both of which give a description
of the gross profit. The markup expresses profit as a percentage of the retailer's cost for the product. The margin
expresses profit as a percentage of the retailer's sales price for the product. These two methods give different
percentages as results, but both percentages are valid descriptions of the retailer's profit. It is important to specify
which method you are using when you refer to a retailer's profit as a percentage.
Some retailers use margins because you can easily calculate profits from a sales total. If your margin is 30%, then
30% of your sales total is profit. If your markup is 30%, the percentage of your daily sales that are profit will not be
the same percentage.
Some retailers use markups because it is easier to calculate a sales price from a cost using markups. If your markup
is 40%, then your sales price will be 40% above the item cost. If your margin is 40%, your sales price will not be
equal to 40% over cost (indeed it will be 60% above the item cost).
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Markup
The equation for calculating the monetary value of gross margin is: gross margin = sales - cost of goods sold
A simple way to keep markup and gross margin factors straight is to remember that:
1. Percent of markup is 100 times the price difference divided by the cost.
2. Percent of gross margin is 100 times the price difference divided by the selling price.

Gross margin (as a percentage of Revenue)
Most people find it easier to work with gross margin because it directly tells you how many of the sales revenue, or
price, is profit. In reference to the two examples above:
The $200 price that includes a 100% markup represents a 50% gross margin. Gross margin is just the percentage of
the selling price that is profit. In this case 50% of the price is profit, or $100.

In the more complex example of selling price $339, a mark up of 66% represents approximately a 40% gross margin.
This means that 40% of the $339 is profit. Again, gross margin is just the direct percentage of profit in the sale price.
In accounting, the gross margin refers to sales minus cost of goods sold. It is not necessarily profit as other expenses
such as sales, administrative, and financial must be deducted.And it means companies are reducing their cost of
production or passing their cost to customers. The higher the ratio, the better.

Converting between gross margin and markup (Gross Profit)
The formula to convert a markup to gross margin is:

Examples:
• Markup = 100%; GM = [1 / (1 + 1)] = 0.5 = 50%
• Markup = 66%; GM = [0.66 / (1 + 0.66)] = 0.39759036 = 39.759036%
The formula to convert a gross margin to markup is:

Examples:
• Gross margin = 0.5 = 50%; markup = [0.5 / (1 - 0.5)] = 1 = 100%
• Gross margin = 0.39759036 = 39.759036%; markup = [0.39759036 / (1 - 0.39759036)] = 0.659999996 = 66%

Using gross margin to calculate selling price
Given the cost of an item, one can compute the selling price required to achieve a specific gross margin. For
example, if your product costs $100 and the required gross margin is 40%, then
Selling price = $100 / (1 - 40%) = $100 / 0.60 = $166.67

Differences between industries
In some industries, like clothing for example, profit margins are expected to be near the 40% mark, as the goods
need to be bought from suppliers at a certain rate before they are resold. In other industries such as software product
development, since the cost of duplication is negligible, the gross profit margin can be higher than 80% in many
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cases.
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Gross profit
In accounting, gross profit or sales profit is the difference between revenue and the cost of making a product or
providing a service, before deducting overhead, payroll, taxation, and interest payments. Note that this is different
from operating profit (earnings before interest and taxes).
Net sales are calculated:

Net sales = Gross sales – Sales of returns and allowances.
Gross profit is found by deducting the cost of goods sold:

Gross profit = Net sales – Cost of goods sold.
Gross profit should not be confused with net income:

Net income = Gross profit – Total operating expenses – taxes – interest.
Cost of goods sold is calculated differently for merchandising business than for a manufacturer.
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P/E ratio

Robert Shiller's plot of the S&P Composite Real Price-Earnings Ratio and Interest Rates
(1871–2008), from Irrational Exuberance, 2d ed.[1] In the preface to this edition, Shiller
warns that "[t]he stock market has not come down to historical levels: the price-earnings

ratio as I define it in this book is still, at this writing [2005], in the mid-20s, far higher
than the historical average. ... People still place too much confidence in the markets and
have too strong a belief that paying attention to the gyrations in their investments will

someday make them rich, and so they do not make conservative preparations for possible
bad outcomes."

The P/E ratio (price-to-earnings
ratio) of a stock (also called its "P/E",
or simply "multiple") is a measure of
the price paid for a share relative to the
annual net income or profit earned by
the firm per share.[2] The P/E ratio can
therefore alternatively be calculated by
dividing the company's market
capitalization by its total annual
earnings.

Unlike the EV/EBITDA multiple, the
price-to-earnings ratio reflects the
capital structure of the company in
question. The price-to-earnings ratio is
a financial ratio used for valuation: a
higher P/E ratio means that investors
are paying more for each unit of net
income, so the stock is more expensive
compared to one with a lower P/E
ratio. The P/E ratio can be seen as
being expressed in years, units [3] in the sense that it shows the number of years of earnings which would be required
to pay back purchase price", ignoring inflation. The P/E ratio also shows current investor demand for a company
share. The reciprocal of the P/E ratio is known as the earnings yield.[4] The earnings yield is an estimate of the
expected return from holding the stock if we accept certain restrictive assumptions (a discussion of these
assumptions can be found here).

Definition

The P/E ratio is defined as:

However, the definition of its components may vary.
The price per share in the numerator is the market price of a single share of the stock. The earnings per share in the
denominator depends on the type of P/E:
• "Trailing P/E" or "P/E ttm": Here earnings per share is the net income of the company for the most recent 12

month period, divided by the number of shares issued. This is the most common meaning of "P/E" if no other
qualifier is specified. Monthly earning data for individual companies are not available, so the previous four
quarterly earnings reports are used and earnings per share are updated quarterly. Note, each companies chooses its
own financial year so the timing of updates will vary from one to another.

• "Trailing P/E from continued operations": Instead of net income, this uses operating earnings, which exclude
earnings from discontinued operations, extraordinary items (e.g. one-off windfalls and write-downs), or
accounting changes. Note, longer-term P/E data, such as Shiller's, use net earnings.
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• "Forward P/E", "P/Ef", or "estimated P/E": Instead of net income, this uses estimated net earnings over next 12
months. Estimates are typically derived as the mean of a select group of analysts (note, selection criteria is rarely
cited). In times of rapid economic dislocation, such estimates become less relevant as the situation changes (e.g.
new economic data is published, and/or the basis of forecasts becomes obsolete) more quickly than analysts adjust
their forecasts.

For example, if stock A is trading at $24 and the earnings per share for the most recent 12 month period is $3, then
stock A has a P/E ratio of 24/3 or 8. Put another way, the purchaser of the stock is paying $8 for every dollar of
earnings. Companies with losses (negative earnings) or no profit have an undefined P/E ratio (usually shown as Not
applicable or "N/A"); sometimes, however, a negative P/E ratio may be shown.
By comparing price and earnings per share for a company, one can analyze the market's stock valuation of a
company and its shares relative to the income the company is actually generating. Stocks with higher (and/or more
certain) forecast earnings growth will usually have a higher P/E, and those expected to have lower (and/or riskier)
earnings growth will usually have a lower P/E. Investors can use the P/E ratio to compare the value of stocks: if one
stock has a P/E twice that of another stock, all things being equal (especially the earnings growth rate), it is a less
attractive investment. Companies are rarely equal, however, and comparisons between industries, companies, and
time periods may be misleading.
Since 1900, the average P/E ratio for the S&P 500 index has ranged from 4.78 in Dec 1920 to 44.20 in Dec 1999,[5]

with an average around 15.</ref>[6] The average P/E of the market varies in relation with, among other factors,
expected growth of earnings, expected stability of earnings, expected inflation, and yields of competing investments.
For example, when US treasury bonds yield high returns, investors pay less for a given earnings per share and P/E's
fall.
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Price-Earnings ratios as a predictor of twenty-year returns based upon the plot by Robert
Shiller (Figure 10.1,[1] source [7]). The horizontal axis shows the real price-earnings ratio
of the S&P Composite Stock Price Index as computed in Irrational Exuberance (inflation

adjusted price divided by the prior ten-year mean of inflation-adjusted earnings). The
vertical axis shows the geometric average real annual return on investing in the S&P

Composite Stock Price Index, reinvesting dividends, and selling twenty years later. Data
from different twenty year periods is color-coded as shown in the key. See also ten-year
returns. Shiller stated in 2005 that this plot "confirms that long-term investors—investors

who commit their money to an investment for ten full years—did do well when prices
were low relative to earnings at the beginning of the ten years. Long-term investors would
be well advised, individually, to lower their exposure to the stock market when it is high,

as it has been recently, and get into the market when it is low."[1]

Determining share prices

Share prices in a publicly traded
company are determined by market
supply and demand, and thus depend
upon the expectations of buyers and
sellers. Among these are:

• The company's future and recent
performance, including potential
growth;

• Perceived risk, including risk due to
high leverage;

• Prospects for companies of this
type, the market sector.

By dividing the price of one share in a
company by the profits earned by the
company per share, you arrive at the
P/E ratio. If earnings per share move
proportionally with share prices the
ratio stays the same. But if stock prices
gain in value and earnings remain the
same or go down, the P/E rises.
The earnings figure used is the most
recently available, although this figure
may be out of date and may not
necessarily reflect the current position
of the company. This is often referred to as a 'trailing P/E', because it involves taking earnings from the last four
quarters.

Other related measures

The forward P/E uses the estimated earnings going forward twelve months.
P/E10 uses average earnings for the past 10 years. There is a view that the average earnings for a 20 year period
remains largely constant,[8] thus using P/E10 will reduce the noise in the data.

The P/E ratio relates to the equity value. A similar measure can be defined for real estate, see Case-Shiller index.
PEG ratio is obtained by dividing the P/E ratio by the annual earnings growth rate. It is considered a form of
normalization because higher growth rate should cause higher P/E.

The similar ratio on the enterprise value level is EV/EBITDA Enterprise value divided by the EBITDA.
Present Value of Growth Opportunities (PVGO) is another alternative method for stock valuation. Present value
of growth opportunities is calculated by finding the difference between price of equity with constant growth and
price of equity with no growth.

PVGO = P(Growth) - P(No growth) = [D1/(r-g)] - E/r
where

D1 = Dividend for next period
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r = Cost of Capital or the capitalization rate of the company
E = Earning on equity
g = The growth rate of the company.

Since the Price/Earnings (P/E) Multiple is 'Price per share / Earnings per share' it can be written as
P0 / E1 = 1/r [ 1+ (PVGO/(E1/r))].

Thus, as PVGO rises, the P/E ratio rises.

Earnings yield
The reverse (or reciprocal) of the P/E is the E/P, also known as the earnings yield. The earnings yield is quoted as a
percentage, and is useful in comparing a stock, sector, or the market's valuation relative to bonds.
The earnings yield is also the cost to a publicly traded company of raising expansion capital through the issuance of
stock. Its computed as (EARNINGS PER SHARE/MARKET PRICE PER SHARE)

Price/dividend ratio
Publicly traded companies often make periodic quarterly or yearly cash payments to their owners, the shareholders,
in direct proportion to the number of shares held. According to US law, such payments can only be made out of
current earnings or out of reserves (earnings retained from previous years). The company decides on the total
payment and this is divided by the number of shares. The resulting dividend is an amount of cash per share.
Just as P/E is the ratio of price to earnings, the Price/Dividend ratio is the ratio of price to dividend.

Dividend yield
The dividend yield is the dividend paid in the last accounting year divided by the current share price: it is the
reciprocal of the Price/Dividend ratio.
If a stock paid out $5 per share in cash dividends to its shareholders last year, and its price is currently $50, then it
has a dividend yield of 10%.
Historically, stocks with very high P/E ratios pay little if any dividends. Theoretically speaking, if the dividend
exceeds the earnings, the company may be seen as returning capital to its investors, a situation that can not persist
indefinitely.

Relationship between measures
Several of these measures are related to each other: given price, earnings, and dividend, there are 6 possible ratios,
which come in reciprocal pairs:
• P/E ratio and earnings yield are reciprocals;
• P/D ratio and dividend yield are reciprocals;
• Dividend payout ratio (DPR) = Dividend/EPS, while the reciprocal is dividend cover (DC) = EPS/Dividend.
They are related by the following equations:
• P/E = P/D * DPR and P/D = P/E * DC;
• taking reciprocals, earnings yield = dividend yield * DC and dividend yield = earnings yield * DPR.
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Interpretation
The average U.S. equity P/E ratio from 1900 to 2005 is 14 (or 16, depending on whether the geometric mean or the
arithmetic mean, respectively, is used to average).
Normally, stocks with high earning growth are traded at higher P/E values. From the previous example, stock A,
trading at $24 per share, may be expected to earn $6 per share the next year. Then the forward P/E ratio is $24/6 = 4.
So, you are paying $4 for every one dollar of earnings, which makes the stock more attractive than it was the
previous year.
The P/E ratio implicitly incorporates the perceived risk of a given company's future earnings. For a stock purchaser,
this risk includes the possibility of bankruptcy. For companies with high leverage (that is, high levels of debt), the
risk of bankruptcy will be higher than for other companies. Assuming the effect of leverage is positive, the earnings
for a highly-leveraged company will also be higher. In principle, the P/E ratio incorporates this information, and
different P/E ratios may reflect the structure of the balance sheet.
Variations on the standard trailing and forward P/E ratios are common. Generally, alternative P/E measures
substitute different measures of earnings, such as rolling averages over longer periods of time (to "smooth" volatile
earnings, for example),[9] or "corrected" earnings figures that exclude certain extraordinary events or one-off gains or
losses. The definitions may not be standardized.
Various interpretations of a particular P/E ratio are possible, and the historical table below is just indicative and
cannot be a guide, as current P/E ratios should be compared to current real interest rates (see Fed model):

   N/A   A company with no earnings has an undefined P/E ratio. By convention, companies with losses (negative earnings) are usually treated as
having an undefined P/E ratio, even though a negative P/E ratio can be mathematically determined.

0–10 Either the stock is undervalued or the company's earnings are thought to be in decline. Alternatively, current earnings may be substantially
above historic trends or the company may have profited from selling assets.

10–17 For many companies a P/E ratio in this range may be considered fair value.

17–25 Either the stock is overvalued or the company's earnings have increased since the last earnings figure was published. The stock may also
be a growth stock with earnings expected to increase substantially in future.

 25+ A company whose shares have a very high P/E may have high expected future growth in earnings or the stock may be the subject of a
speculative bubble.

It is usually not enough to look at the P/E ratio of one company and determine its status. Usually, an analyst will
look at a company's P/E ratio compared to the industry the company is in, the sector the company is in, as well as the
overall market (for example the S&P 500 if it is listed in a US exchange). Sites such as Reuters offer these
comparisons in one table. Example of SPY [10] Often, comparisons will also be made between quarterly and annual
data. Only after a comparison with the industry, sector, and market can an analyst determine whether a P/E ratio is
high or low with the above mentioned distinctions (i.e., undervaluation, over valuation, fair valuation, etc).
Using Discounted cash flow analysis, the impact of earnings growth and inflation can be evaluated. The on-line
calculator at Moneychimp[11] allows one to evaluate the "fair P/E ratio". Using constant historical earnings growth
rate of 3.8 and post-war S&P 500 returns of 11% (including 4% inflation) as the discount rate, the fair P/E is
obtained as 14.42. A stock growing at 10% for next 5 years would have a fair P/E of 18.65.

The market P/E
To calculate the P/E ratio of a market index such as the S&P 500, it is not accurate to take the "simple average" of 
the P/Es of all stock constituents. The preferred and accurate method is to calculate the weighted average. In this 
case, each stock's underlying market cap (price multiplied by number of shares in issue) is summed to give the total 
value in terms of market capitalization for the whole market index. The same method is computed for each stock's 
underlying net earnings (earnings per share multiplied by number of shares in issue). In this case, the total of all net
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earnings is computed and this gives the total earnings for the whole market index. The final stage is to divide the
total market capitalization by the total earnings to give the market P/E ratio. The reason for using the weighted
average method rather than 'simple' average can best be described by the fact that the smaller constituents have less
of an impact on the overall market index. For example, if a market index is composed of companies X and Y, both of
which have the same P/E ratio (which causes the market index to have the same ratio as well) but X has a 9 times
greater market cap than Y, then a percentage drop in earnings per share in Y should yield a much smaller effect in
the market index than the same percentage drop in earnings per share in X. One easy way of looking up a market
index P/E ratio is to look up the P/E ratio of an ETF that tracks the index. For example SPY [10] tracks the S&P 500
Index, while VTI [12] tracks the Wilshire 5000 index.
A variation that is often used is to exclude companies with negative earnings from the sample - especially when
looking at sub-indices with a lower number of stocks where companies with negative earnings will distort the
figures.
In Stocks for the Long Run, Jeremy Siegel argues that the earnings yield is a good indicator of the market
performance on the long run. The average P/E for the past 130 years has been 12.1 (i.e. earnings yield 8.3 percent).

Inputs

Accuracy and context
In practice, decisions must be made as to how to exactly specify the inputs used in the calculations.
• Does the current market price accurately value the organization?
• How is income to be calculated and for what periods? How do we calculate total capitalization?
• Can these values be trusted?
• What are the revenue and earnings growth prospects over the time frame one is investing in?
• Were there special one-time charges which artificially lowered (or artificially raised) the earnings used in the

calculation, and did those charges cause a drop in stock price or were they ignored?
• Were these charges truly one-time, or is the company trying to manipulate us into thinking so?
• What kind of P/E ratios is the market giving to similar companies, and also the P/E ratio of the entire market?
• Are P/E ratios an accurate measure?

Historical vs. Projected Earnings
A distinction has to be made between the fundamental (or intrinsic) P/E and the way we actually compute P/Es. The
fundamental or intrinsic P/E examines earnings forecasts. That is what was done in the analogy above. In reality, we
actually compute P/Es using the latest 12 month corporate earnings. Using past earnings introduces a temporal
mismatch, but it is felt that having this mismatch is better than using future earnings, since future earnings estimates
are notoriously inaccurate and susceptible to deliberate manipulation.
On the other hand, just because a stock is trading at a low fundamental P/E is not an indicator that the stock is
undervalued. A stock may be trading at a low P/E because the investors are less optimistic about the future earnings
from the stock. Thus, one way to get a fair comparison between stocks is to use their primary P/E. This primary P/E
is based on the earnings projections made for the next years to which a discount calculation is applied.
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The P/E ratio in business culture
The P/E ratio of a company is a significant focus for management in many companies and industries. This is because
management is primarily paid with their company's stock (a form of payment that is supposed to align the interests of
management with the interests of other stock holders), in order to increase the stock price. The stock price can
increase in one of two ways: either through improved earnings or through an improved multiple that the market
assigns to those earnings. As mentioned earlier, a higher P/E ratio is the result of a sustainable advantage that allows
a company to grow earnings over time (i.e., investors are paying for their peace of mind). Efforts by management to
convince investors that their companies do have a sustainable advantage have had profound effects on business:
• The primary motivation for building conglomerates is to diversify earnings so that they go up steadily over time.
• The choice of businesses which are enhanced or closed down or sold within these conglomerates is often made

based on their perceived volatility, regardless of the absolute level of profits or profit margins.
• One of the main genres of financial fraud, "slush fund accounting" (hiding excess earnings in good years to cover

for losses in lean years), is designed to create the image that the company always slowly but steadily increases
profits, with the goal to increase the P/E ratio.

These and many other actions used by companies to structure themselves to be perceived as commanding a higher
P/E ratio can seem counterintuitive to some, because while they may decrease the absolute level of profits they are
designed to increase the stock price. Thus, in this situation, maximizing the stock price acts as a perverse incentive.

Recent historic values
There is no theoretically ideal P/E ratio for a company. For instance, the Alternative Investment Market in London
comprises mining companies like Talvivaara with P/E ratio exceeding 99000 in late November 2008.
Here are the recent year end values of the S&P 500 index and the associated P/E as reported.[13] For a list of recent
contractions (recessions) and expansions see US Business Cycle Expansions and Contractions [14].
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 Date  Index  P/E  EPS growth %  Comment 

2009-06-30 919.32 122.41 --

2009-03-31 797.87 116.31 --

2008-12-31 903.25 60.70 --

2007-12-31 1468.36 22.19 1.4

2006-12-31 1418.30 17.40 14.7

2005-12-31 1248.29 17.85 13.0

2004-12-31 1211.92 20.70 23.8

2003-12-31 1111.92 22.81 18.8

2002-12-31 879.82 31.89 18.5

2001-12-31 1148.08 46.50 -30.8 2001 contraction resulting in P/E Peak

2000-12-31 1320.28 26.41 8.6 Dot-com bubble burst: March 10, 2000

1999-12-31 1469.25 30.50 16.7

1998-12-31 1229.23 32.60 0.6

1997-12-31 970.43 24.43 8.3

1996-12-31 740.74 19.13 7.3

1995-12-31 615.93 18.14 18.7

1994-12-31 459.27 15.01 18.0 Low P/E due to high recent earnings growth.

1993-12-31 466.45 21.31 28.9

1992-12-31 435.71 22.82 8.1

1991-12-31 417.09 26.12 -14.8

1990-12-31 330.22 15.47 -6.9 July 1990-March 1991 contraction.

1989-12-31 353.40 15.45 .

1988-12-31 277.72 11.69 . Bottom (Black Monday was Oct 19, 1987)

Note that at the height of the Dot-com bubble P/E had risen to 32. The collapse in earnings caused P/E to rise to
46.50 in 2001. It has declined to a more sustainable region of 17. Its decline in recent years has been due to higher
earnings growth.
During 1920-1990, the P/E ratio was mostly between 10 and 20, except for some brief periods.[15] Jeremy Siegel has
suggested that the average P/E ratio of about 15 (or earnings yield of about 6.6%) arises due to the long term returns
for stocks of about 6.8%.
Jeremy Siegel in Stocks for the Long Run, (2002 edition) had argued that with the favorable developments like the
lower capital gains tax rates and transaction costs, P/E ratio in "low twenties" is sustainable, although higher than the
historic average.[16]
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Notes
[1] Shiller, Robert (2005). Irrational Exuberance (2d ed.). Princeton University Press. ISBN 0-691-12335-7.
[2] "Price-Earnings Ratio (P/E Ratio)" (http:/ / www. investopedia. com/ terms/ p/ price-earningsratio. asp). Investopedia. . Retrieved

2007-12-31.
[3] Price is in currency or currency/share, while earnings are in currency/year, or currency/share/year.
[4] Stocks for the Long Run, by Jeremy J. Siegel, McGraw-Hill Companies; 2nd edition (March 1, 1998) (Old edition) New edition is Siegel,

Jeremy J. (2007). Stocks for the Long Run, 4th Edition. New York: McGraw-Hill. unknown pages for citation. ISBN 978-0071494700.
[5] "Seeking Alpha blog comment..." (http:/ / seekingalpha. com/ article/ 124295-s-p-p-e-ratio-is-low-but-has-been-lower). .
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Revenue recognition
The Revenue recognition principle is a cornerstone of accrual accounting together with matching principle. They
both determine the accounting period, in which revenues and expenses are recognized. According to the principle,
revenues are recognized when they are (1) realised or realisable, and are (2) earned (usually when goods are
transferred or services rendered), no matter when cash is received. In cash accounting - in contrast - revenues are
recognized when cash is received no matter when goods or services are sold.
Cash can be received in an earlier or later period than obligations are met (when goods or services are delivered) and
related revenues are recognized that results in the following two types of accounts:
• Accrued revenue: Revenue is recognized before cash is received.
• Deferred revenue: Revenue is recognized after cash is received.

General rule
Received advances are not recognized as revenues, but as liabilities (deferred income), until the conditions (1) and
(2) are met.
(1) Revenues are realized when cash or claims to cash (receivable) are received in exchange for goods or services.
Revenues are realizable when assets received in such exchange are readily convertible to cash or claim to cash.
(2) Revenues are earned when such goods/services are transferred/rendered. Both, such payment assurance and final
delivery completion (with a provision for returns, warranty claims, etc.), are required for revenue recognition.
Recognition of revenue from four types of transactions:
1. Revenues from selling inventory are recognized at the date of sale often interpreted as the date of delivery.
2. Revenues from rendering services are recognized when services are completed and billed.
3. Revenue from permission to use company’s assets (e.g. interests for using money, rent for using fixed assets, and

royalties for using intangible assets) is recognized as time passes or as assets are used.
4. Revenue from selling an asset other than inventory is recognized at the point of sale, when it takes place.
In practice, this means that revenue is recognized when an invoice has been sent.

Revenue vs. cash timing
Accrued revenue (or accrued assets) is an asset such as proceeds from a delivery of goods or services, at which
such income item is earned and the related revenue item is recognized, while cash for them is to be received in a
latter accounting period, when its amount is deducted from accrued revenues. It shares characteristics with deferred
expense (or prepaid expense, or prepayment) with the difference that an asset to be covered latter is cash paid out TO
a counterpart for goods or services to be received in a latter period when the obligation to pay is actually incurred,
the related expense item is recognized, and the same amount is deducted from prepayments

Deferred revenue (or deferred income) is a liability, such as cash received FROM a counterpart for goods or
services are to be delivered in a later accounting period, when such income item is earned, the related revenue item is
recognized, and the deferred revenue is reduced. It shares characteristics with accrued expense with the difference
that a liability to be covered later is an obligation to pay for goods or services received FROM a counterpart, while
cash for them is to be paid out in a later period when its amount is deducted from accrued expenses.
For example, a company receives an annual software license fee paid out by a customer upfront on the January 1.
However the company's fiscal year ends on May 31. So, the company using accrual accounting adds only five
months worth (5/12) of the fee to its revenues in profit and loss for the fiscal year the fee was received. The rest is
added to deferred income (liability) on the balance sheet for that year.
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Advances
Advances are not considered to be a sufficient evidence of sale, thus no revenue is recorded until the sale is
completed. Advances are considered a deferred income and are recorded as liabilities until the whole price is paid
and the delivery made (i.e. matching obligations are incurred).

Exceptions

Revenues not recognized at sale
The general rule says that revenue from selling inventory is recognized at the point of sale, but there are several
exceptions.
• Buyback agreements: buyback agreement means that a company sells a product and agrees to buy it back after

some time. If buyback price covers all costs of the inventory plus related holding costs, the inventory remains on
the seller’s books. In plain: there was no sale.

• Returns: companies which cannot reasonably estimate the amount of future returns and/or have extremely high
rates of returns should recognize revenues only when the right to return expires. Those companies which can
estimate the number of future returns and have a relatively small return rate can recognize revenues at the point of
sale, but must deduct estimated future returns.

Revenues recognized before Sale

Long-term contracts

This exception primarily deals with long-term contracts such as constructions (buildings, stadiums, bridges,
highways, etc.), development of aircraft, weapons, and space exploration hardware. Such contracts must allow the
builder (seller) to bill the purchaser at various parts of the project (e.g. every 10 miles of road built).
• Percentage-of-completion method says that if (1) the contract clearly specifies the price and payment options

with transfer of ownership, (2) the buyer is expected to pay the whole amount and (3) the seller is expected to
complete the project, then revenues, costs, and gross profit can be recognized each period based upon the progress
of construction (that is, percentage of completion). For example, if during the year, 25% of the building was
completed, the builder can recognize 25% of the expected total profit on the contract. This method is preferred.
However, expected loss should be recognized fully and immediately due to conservatism constraint.

• Completed contract method should be used only if percentage-of-completion is not applicable or the contract
involves extremely high risks. Under this method, revenues, costs, and gross profit are recognized only after the
project is fully completed. Thus, if a company is working only on one project, its income statement will show $0
revenues and $0 construction-related costs until the final year. However, expected loss should be recognized fully
and immediately due to conservatism constraint.

Completion of production basis

This method allows recognizing revenues even if no sale was made. This applies to agricultural products and
minerals because (1) there is a ready market for these products with reasonably assured prices, (2) the units are
interchangeable, and (3) selling and distributing does not involve significant costs.

Revenues recognized after Sale
Sometimes, the collection of receivables involves a high level of risk. If there is a high degree of uncertainty
regarding collectibility then a company must defer the recognition of revenue. There are three methods which deal
with this situation:
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• Installment Sales Method allows recognizing income after the sale is made, and proportionately to the product
of gross profit percentage and cash collected calculated. The unearned income is deferred and then recognized to
income when cash is collected.[1] For example, if a company collected 45% of total product price, it can recognize
45% of total profit on that product.

• Cost Recovery Method is used when there is an extremely high probability of uncollectble payments. Under this
method no profit is recognized until cash collections exceed the seller’s cost of the merchandise sold. For
example, if a company sold a machine worth $10,000 for $15,000, it can start recording profit only when the
buyer pays more than $10,000. In other words, for each dollar collected greater than $10,000 goes towards your
anticipated gross profit of $5,000.

• Deposit Method is used when the company receives cash before sufficient transfer of ownership occurs. Revenue
is not recognized because the risks and rewards of ownership have not transferred to the buyer.[2]
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SG&A
SG&A (a.k.a. SGA) is an initialism used in accounting to refer to Selling, General and Administrative Expenses,
which is a major non-production costs presented in the Income statement.
SGA expenses consist of the combined costs of operating the company, which breaks down to:
• Selling: Cost of Sales, which includes salaries, advertising expenses, cost of manufacturing, rent, and all expenses

and taxes directly related to producing and selling product
• General: General operating expenses and taxes that are directly related to the general operation of the company,

but don't relate to the other two categories.
• Administration: Executive salaries and general support and all associated taxes related to the overall

administration of the company
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Working capital

Domestic credit to private sector in 2005

Working capital (abbreviated WC) is a financial metric which
represents operating liquidity available to a business, organization, or
other entity, including governmental entity. Along with fixed assets
such as plant and equipment, working capital is considered a part of
operating capital. Net working capital is calculated as current assets
minus current liabilities. It is a derivation of working capital, that is
commonly used in valuation techniques such as DCFs (Discounted
cash flows). If current assets are less than current liabilities, an entity has a working capital deficiency, also called a
working capital deficit.

A company can be endowed with assets and profitability but short of liquidity if its assets cannot readily be
converted into cash. Positive working capital is required to ensure that a firm is able to continue its operations and
that it has sufficient funds to satisfy both maturing short-term debt and upcoming operational expenses. The
management of working capital involves managing inventories, accounts receivable and payable, and cash.

Calculation
Current assets and current liabilities include three accounts which are of special importance. These accounts
represent the areas of the business where managers have the most direct impact:
• accounts receivable (current asset)
• inventory (current assets), and
• accounts payable (current liability)
The current portion of debt (payable within 12 months) is critical, because it represents a short-term claim to current
assets and is often secured by long term assets. Common types of short-term debt are bank loans and lines of credit.
An increase in working capital indicates that the business has either increased current assets (that is has increased its
receivables, or other current assets) or has decreased current liabilities, for example has paid off some short-term
creditors.
Implications on M&A: The common commercial definition of working capital for the purpose of a working capital
adjustment in an M&A transaction (i.e. for a working capital adjustment mechanism in a sale and purchase
agreement) is equal to:
Current Assets – Current Liabilities excluding deferred tax assets/liabilities, excess cash, surplus assets and/or
deposit balances.

Cash balance items often attract a one-for-one purchase price adjustment.
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Working capital management
Decisions relating to working capital and short term financing are referred to as working capital management. These
involve managing the relationship between a firm's short-term assets and its short-term liabilities. The goal of
working capital management is to ensure that the firm is able to continue its operations and that it has sufficient cash
flow to satisfy both maturing short-term debt and upcoming operational expenses.

Decision criteria
By definition, working capital management entails short term decisions - generally, relating to the next one year
period - which are "reversible". These decisions are therefore not taken on the same basis as Capital Investment
Decisions (NPV or related, as above) rather they will be based on cash flows and / or profitability.
• One measure of cash flow is provided by the cash conversion cycle - the net number of days from the outlay of

cash for raw material to receiving payment from the customer. As a management tool, this metric makes explicit
the inter-relatedness of decisions relating to inventories, accounts receivable and payable, and cash. Because this
number effectively corresponds to the time that the firm's cash is tied up in operations and unavailable for other
activities, management generally aims at a low net count.

• In this context, the most useful measure of profitability is Return on capital (ROC). The result is shown as a
percentage, determined by dividing relevant income for the 12 months by capital employed; Return on equity
(ROE) shows this result for the firm's shareholders. Firm value is enhanced when, and if, the return on capital,
which results from working capital management, exceeds the cost of capital, which results from capital
investment decisions as above. ROC measures are therefore useful as a management tool, in that they link
short-term policy with long-term decision making. See Economic value added (EVA).

• Credit policy of the firm: Another factor affecting working capital management is credit policy of the firm. It
includes buying of raw material and selling of finished goods either in cash or on credit. This affects the cash
conversion cycle.

Management of working capital
Guided by the above criteria, management will use a combination of policies and techniques for the management of
working capital. These policies aim at managing the current assets (generally cash and cash equivalents, inventories
and debtors) and the short term financing, such that cash flows and returns are acceptable.
• Cash management. Identify the cash balance which allows for the business to meet day to day expenses, but

reduces cash holding costs.
• Inventory management. Identify the level of inventory which allows for uninterrupted production but reduces

the investment in raw materials - and minimizes reordering costs - and hence increases cash flow. Besides this,
the lead times in production should be lowered to reduce Work in Progress (WIP) and similarly, the Finished
Goods should be kept on as low level as possible to avoid over production - see Supply chain management; Just
In Time (JIT); Economic order quantity (EOQ); Economic quantity

• Debtors management. Identify the appropriate credit policy, i.e. credit terms which will attract customers, such
that any impact on cash flows and the cash conversion cycle will be offset by increased revenue and hence Return
on Capital (or vice versa); see Discounts and allowances.

• Short term financing. Identify the appropriate source of financing, given the cash conversion cycle: the
inventory is ideally financed by credit granted by the supplier; however, it may be necessary to utilize a bank loan
(or overdraft), or to "convert debtors to cash" through "factoring".
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Fund accounting

NC State Treasurer's office, 1890

Fund accounting is an accounting system emphasizing accountability
rather than profitability, used by non-profit organizations and
governments. In this system, a fund is a self-balancing set of accounts,
segregated for specific purposes in accordance with laws and
regulations or special restrictions and limitations.[1]

The label, fund accounting, has also been applied to investment
accounting, portfolio accounting or securities accounting – all
synonyms describing the process of accounting for a portfolio of
investments such as securities, commodities and/or real estate held in
an investment fund such as a mutual fund or hedge fund.[2] [3]

Investment accounting, however, is a different system, unrelated to
government and nonprofit fund accounting.

Overview
Nonprofit organizations and government agencies have special requirements to show, in financial statements and
reports, how money is spent, rather than how much profit was earned. Unlike profit oriented businesses, which use a
single set of self-balancing accounts (or general ledger), nonprofits can have more than one general ledger (or fund),
depending on their financial reporting requirements.[4] An accountant for such an entity must be able to produce
reports detailing the expenditures and revenues for each of the organization's individual funds, and reports that
summarize the organization's financial activities across all of its funds.[5] [6]

A school system, for example, receives a grant from the state to support a new special education initiative, another
grant from the federal government for a school lunch program, and an annuity to award teachers working on research
projects. At periodic intervals, the school system issues a report to the state about the special education program, a
report to a federal agency about the school lunch program, and a report to another authority about the research
program. Each of these programs has its own unique reporting requirements, so the school system needs a method to
separately identify the related revenues and expenditures. This is done by establishing separate funds, each with its
own chart of accounts.

State and local government funds
State and local governments use three broad categories of funds: governmental funds, proprietary funds and
fiduciary funds.[1] [6]

Governmental funds include the following.[7] [8]

• General fund. This fund is used to account for general operations and activities not requiring the use of other
funds.

• Special revenue funds are required to account for the use of revenue earmarked by law for a particular purpose.
State and federal fuel tax revenues require special revenue funds, because federal and state laws restrict these
taxes to transportation uses.

• Capital projects funds are used to account for the construction or acquisition of fixed assets[9] , such as buildings,
equipment and roads. Depending on its use, a fixed asset may instead be financed by a special revenue fund or a
proprietary fund. A capital project fund exists only until completion of the project.[10] Fixed assets acquired and
long-term debts incurred by a capital project are assigned to the government's General Fixed Assets and
Long-Term Debits.
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• Debt service funds are used to account for money that will be used to pay the interest and principal of long-term
debts. Bonds used by a government to finance major construction projects, to be paid by tax levies over a period
of years, require a debt service fund to account for their repayment. The debts of special assessment and
proprietary funds are serviced within those funds, rather than by a separate debt service fund.[11]

• Special assessment funds account for public infrastructure improvements financed by special levies against
property holders. Sidewalk and alley repairs often rely on special assessments.

Proprietary funds include the following.[7]

• Internal service funds are used for operations serving other funds or departments within a government on a
cost-reimbursement basis. A printing shop, which takes orders for booklets and forms from other offices and is
reimbursed for the cost of each order, would be a suitable application for an internal service fund.[12]

• Enterprise funds are used for services provided to the public on a user charge basis, similar to the operation of a
commercial enterprise.[13] Water and sewage utilities are common examples of government enterprises.[14]

Fiduciary funds are used to account for assets held in trust by the government for the benefit of individuals or other
entities.[15] The employee pension fund, created by the State of Maryland to provide retirment benefits for its
employees, is an example of a fiduciary fund.[13] Financial statements may further distinguish fiduciary funds as
either trust or agency funds; a trust fund generally exists for a longer period of time than an agency fund.[16]

Fixed assets and long-term debts
State and local governments have two other groups of self-balancing accounts which are not considered funds:
general fixed assets and general long-term debts. These assets and liabilities belong to the government entity as a
whole, rather than any specific fund.[17] Although general fixed assets would be part of government-wide financial
statements (reporting the entity as a whole), they are not reported in governmental fund statements.[18] Fixed assets
and long-term liabilities assigned to a specific enterprise fund are referred to as fund fixed assets and fund long-term
liabilities.[19]

Basis of accounting
The accrual basis of accounting used by most businesses requires revenue to be recognized when it is earned and
expenses to be recognized when the related benefit is received. Revenues may actually be received during a later
period, while expenses may be paid during an earlier or later period. (Cash basis accounting, used by some small
businesses, recognizes revenue when received and expenses when paid.)
Governmental funds, which are not concerned about profitability, usually rely on a modified accrual basis. This
involves recognizing revenue when it becomes both available and measurable, rather than when it is earned.
Expenditures, a term preferred over expenses for modified accrual accounting, are recognized when the related
liability is incurred.[20] [21]

Proprietary funds, used for business-like activities, usually operate on an accrual basis.[22] Governmental accountants
sometimes refer to the accrual basis as "full accrual" to distinguish it from modified accrual basis accounting.[23]

The accounting basis applied to fiduciary funds depends upon the needs of a specific fund. If the trust involves a
business-like operation, accrual basis accounting would be appropriate to show the fund's profitability. Accrual basis
is also be appropriate for trust funds using interest and dividends from invested principle amounts to pay for
supported programs, because the profitability of those investments would be important.[24]
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Financial reporting
State and local governments report the results of their annual operations in a comprehensive annual financial report
(CAFR), the equivalent of a business's financial statements. A CAFR includes a single set of government-wide
statements, for the government entity as a whole, and individual fund statements. The Governmental Accounting
Standards Board establishes standards for CAFR preparation.[6]

Governments do not use the terms profit and loss to describe the net results of their operations. The difference
between revenues and expenditures during a year is either a surplus or a deficit. Since making a profit is not the
purpose of a government, a significant surplus generally means a choice between tax cuts or spending increases. A
significant deficit will result in spending cuts or borrowing. Ideally, surpluses and deficits should be small.[25] [26] [6]

Federal government funds
Federal government accounting uses two broad groups of funds: the federal funds group and the trust funds
group.[27]

Federal funds group
• General fund. Technically, there is just one general fund, under the control of the Treasury Department. However,

each federal agency maintains its own self-balancing set of accounts. The general fund is used to account for
receipts and payments that do not belong to another fund.[28]

• Special funds are similar to the special revenue funds used by state and local governments, earmarked for a
specific purpose (other than business-like activities).[29]

• Revolving funds are similar to the Proprietary funds used by state and local governments for business-like
activities. The term, revolving, means that it conducts a continuing cycle of activity. There are two types of
revolving funds in the Federal Funds Group: public enterprise funds and intragovernmental revolving funds.[30]

• Public enterprise funds are similar to the enterprise funds used by state and local governments for
business-like activities conducted primarily with the public.[29] The Postal Service Fund is an example of a
public enterprise fund.[31]

• Intragovernmental revolving funds are similar to the internal service funds used by state and local
governments for business-like activities conducted within the federal government.[29]

Trust funds group
• Trust funds are earmarked for specific programs and purposes in accordance with a statute that designates the

fund as a trust. Its statutory designation distinguishes the fund as a trust rather than a special fund. The Highway
Trust Fund is an example of trust funds.[32]

• Trust Revolving Funds are business-like activities, designated by statute as trust funds. They are, otherwise,
identical to public enterprise revolving funds.[32]

• Deposit funds are similar to the agency funds used by state and local governments for assets belonging to
individuals and other entities, held temporarily by the government. State income taxes withheld from a federal
government employee's pay, not yet paid to the state, are an example of deposit funds.[33]
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Accounting basis and financial reporting
The United States government uses accrual basis accounting for all of its funds. Its consolidated annual financial
report uses two indicators to measure financial health: unified budget deficit and net operating (cost)/revenue.[34]

The unified budget deficit, a cash-basis measurement, is the equivalent of a checkbook balance. This indicator does
not consider long-term consequences, but has historically been the focus of budget reporting by the media. Except
for the unified budget deficit, the federal government's financial statements rely on accrual basis accounting.[34]

Net operating (cost)/revenue, an accrual basis measurement, is calculated in the "Statements of Operations and
Changes in Net Position" by comparing revenues with costs.[35] The federal government's net operating
(cost)/revenue is comparable with the net income/(loss) reported on an income statement by a business, or the
surplus/(deficit) reported by state and local governments.

Nonprofit organizations
Nonprofit organizations generally use the following five categories of funds.[36]

• Current fund – unrestricted. This fund is used to account for current assets that can be used at the discretion of
the organization's governing board.

• Current funds – restricted use current assets subject to restrictions assigned by donors or grantors.
• Land, building and equipment fund. Cash and investments reserved specifically to acquire these assets, and

related liabilities, should also be recorded in this fund.
• Endowment funds are used to account for the principal amount of gifts the organization is required, by agreement

with the donor, to maintain intact in perpetuity or until a specific future date or event.
• Custodian funds are held and disbursed according to the donor's instructions.

Basis of accounting and financial reporting
The Report of Consolidated Financial Statements, used for annual financial reporting by nonprofit organizations, is
similar to the CAFR used by state and local governments. However, nonprofit organizations use accrual basis
accounting for their funds.[37] A nonprofit's financial statements generally include the following.
• Statement of financial position or balance sheet. Similar to the balance sheet of a business, this statement lists the

value of assets held and debts owed by the organization at the end of the reporting period.[38]

• Statement of activities or statement of support, revenue and expenses. This statement resembles the income
statement of a business, but uses the terms excess or deficit rather than profit or loss. It shows the net results, by
each fund, of the organization's activities during the fiscal year reported. The excess or deficit is applied as a
change in fund balances, rather than an increase or decrease in owner's equity.[39]

• Statement of functional expenses distributes each expense of the organization into amounts related to the
organization's various functions. These functions are segregated into two broad categories: program services and
supporting services. Program services are the mission-related activities performed by the organization.
Non-program supporting services include the costs of fund-raising events, management and general
administration.[40]

• Statement of Cash Flows identifies the sources cash flowing into the organization and the uses of cash flowing out
during the reported fiscal year.[41]

Standards for nonprofit financial statements are set by the Financial Accounting Standards Board.
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Fund accounting fiscal cycle (fictitious example)
The following is a simplified example of the fiscal cycle for the general fund of the City of Tuscany, a fictitious city
government.

Opening entries
The fiscal cycle begins with the approval of a budget[42] by the mayor and city council of the City of Tuscany. For
Fiscal Year 2009, which began on July 1, 2008, the Mayor's Office estimated general fund revenues of $35 million
from property taxes, state grants, parking fines and other sources. The estimate was recorded in the fund's general
ledger with a debit to Estimated Revenues and a credit to Fund Balance.[43]

Ledger Account Debit Credit 

 1 Estimated revenues $35,000,000

Fund balance $35,000,000

An appropriation was approved by the city council, authorizing the city to spend $34 million from the general fund.
The appropriation was recorded in fund's general ledger with a debit to Fund Balance and a credit to
Appropriations.[43]

Ledger Account Debit Credit 

 2 Fund balance $34,000,000

Appropriations $34,000,000

In subsidiary ledgers, the appropriation would be divided into smaller amounts authorized for various departments
and programs,[44] such as:

Fire department $5,000,000

Police department $5,000,000

Schools $10,000,000

Public works $6,000,000

Transportation $4,000,000

Mayor's office $4,000,000

The complexity of an appropriation depends upon city council's preferences; real-world appropriations can list
hundreds of line item amounts. An appropriation is the legal authority for spending[45] given by the city council to
the various agencies of the city government. In the example above, the city can spend as much as $34 million, but
smaller appropriation limits have also been established for individual programs and departments.
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Recording revenues
During Fiscal Year 2009, the city assessed property owners a total of $37 million for property taxes. However, the
Mayor's Office expects $1 million of this assessment to be difficult or impossible to collect. Revenues of $36 million
were recognized, because this portion of the assessment was available and measurable[20] [21] within the current
period.

Ledger Account Debit Credit 

 3 Taxes receivable $37,000,000

Estimated uncollectible taxes $1,000,000

Revenues $36,000,000

Payroll expenditures
The city spent a total of $30 million on its employee payroll, including various taxes, benefits and employee
withholding. A portion of the payroll taxes will be paid in the next fiscal period, but modified accrual accounting
requires the expenditure to be recorded during the period the liability was incurred.[20] [21]

Ledger Account Debit Credit 

 4 Expenditures $30,000,000

Wages payable $20,000,000

Taxes payable $5,000,000

Benefits payable $5,000,000

Other expenditures
The Public Works Department spent $1 million on supplies and services for maintaining city streets.[46]

Ledger Account Debit Credit 

 5 Expenditures $1,000,000

Vouchers payable $1,000,000

Closing entries
At the end of the fiscal year, the actual revenues of $36 million were compared with the estimate of $35 million. The
$1 million difference was recorded as a credit to the fund balance.[47]

Ledger Account Debit Credit 

 6 Revenues $36,000,000

Estimated revenues $35,000,000

Fund balance $1,000,000

The city spent $31 million of its $34 million appropriation. A credit of $3 million was applied to the fund balance for
the unspent amount.[47]

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Voucher%23Accounts_payable
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Ledger Account Debit Credit 

 7 Appropriations $34,000,000

Expenditures $31,000,000

Fund balance $3,000,000

When the current fiscal period ended, its appropriation expired. The balance remaining in the general fund at that
time is considered unexpended. City government agencies are not allowed to spend the unexpended balance, even if
their expenditures during the now-ended fiscal period were less than their share of the expired appropriation. A new
appropriation is necessary to authorize spending in the next fiscal period. (Liabilities incurred at the end of the fiscal
period for goods and services ordered, but not yet received, are usually considered expended, allowing payment at a
later date under the current appropriation. Some jurisdictions, however, require the amounts to be included in the
following period's budget.)[48]

Instead of re-applying the unspent balance from the general fund to the same programs, the city council may choose
to spend the money on other programs. Alternatively, they may use the balance to cut taxes or pay off a long-term
debt. With a large surplus, reducing the tax burden will normally be the preferred choice.[6]
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Red Cross for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2009.
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Hollywood accounting
Hollywood accounting (also known as Hollywood bookkeeping)[1] refers to the opaque accounting methods used
by Hollywood to budget and record profits for film projects. Expenditures can be inflated to reduce or eliminate the
profit of the project thereby reducing the amount which the corporation must pay in royalties or other profit-sharing
agreements based on the net profit.

Creative accountants
Hollywood accounting gets its name from its prevalence in the entertainment industry — that is, in the movie studios
of Hollywood. Those affected can range from the writers[2] to the actors.[3] (Note: the Buchwald case being
referenced here was not a "creative accounting" case but rather a copyright infringement and breach of contract
action. Nonetheless it led to a re-structuring of Art Buchwald's contract for the film Coming to America.)
John D. MacDonald's novel Free Fall in Crimson (1981) references Hollywood accounting in its dialogue:

"Darling! This is the Industry! The really creative people are the accountants. A big studio got over half
the profit, after setting breakeven at about three times the cost, taking twenty-five percent of income as
an overhead charge, and taking thirty percent of income as a distribution charge, plus rental fees, and
prime interest on what they advanced."[4]

How it works
Hollywood accounting can take several forms. In one form, a subsidiary is formed to perform a given activity and
the parent entity will extract money out of the subsidiary not in terms of profits but in the form of charges for certain
"services". The specific schemes can range from the simple and obvious to the extremely complex.
Three main factors in Hollywood accounting reduce the reported profit of a movie, and all have to do with the
calculation of overhead:
• Production overhead – Studios, on average, calculate production overhead by using a figure around 15% of total

production costs.
• Distribution overhead – Film distributors typically keep 30% of what they receive from movie theaters ("gross

rentals").
• Marketing overhead – To determine this number, studios usually choose about 10% of all advertising costs.
All of the above means of calculating overhead are highly controversial, even within the accounting profession.
Namely, these percentages are assigned without much regard to how, in reality, these estimates relate to actual
overhead costs. In short, this method does not, by any rational standard, attempt to adequately trace overhead costs.
Due to Hollywood accounting, it has been estimated that only about 5% of movies officially show a net profit, and
the "losers" include such blockbuster films as Rain Man, Forrest Gump, Who Framed Roger Rabbit, and Batman,
which all took in huge amounts in box office and video sales.
Because of this, net points are sometimes referred to as "monkey points," a term attributed to Eddie Murphy, who is
said to have also stated that only a fool would accept net points in his or her contract.[5] [6]

All of this shows why so many big-name actors insist on "gross points" (a percentage of some definition of gross
revenue) rather than net profit participation. This practice reduces the likelihood of a project showing a profit, as a
production company will claim a portion of the reported box-office revenue was diverted directly to gross point
participants.
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Examples
Winston Groom's price for the screenplay rights to his novel Forrest Gump included a share of the profits; however,
due to Hollywood accounting, the film's commercial success was converted into a net loss, and Groom received
nothing.[7] That being so, he has refused to sell the screenplay rights to the novel's sequel, stating that he "cannot in
good conscience allow money to be wasted on a failure".
Stan Lee filed and won a lawsuit after the producers of the movie Spider-Man did not give him a portion of the gross
revenue.[8]

The estate of Jim Garrison sued Warner Bros. for their share of the profits from the movie JFK, which was based on
Garrison's book On the Trail of the Assassins.[9]

Art Buchwald received a settlement after his lawsuit Buchwald v. Paramount over Paramount's use of Hollywood
accounting. The court found Paramount's actions "unconscionable", noting that it was impossible to believe that a
movie (1988's Eddie Murphy comedy Coming to America) which grossed US$350 million failed to make a profit,
especially since the actual production costs were less than a tenth of that. Paramount settled for an undisclosed sum,
rather than have its accounting methods closely scrutinized.
The film My Big Fat Greek Wedding was considered hugely successful for an independent film, yet according to the
studio, the film lost money. Accordingly, the cast (with the exception of Nia Vardalos who had a separate deal) sued
the studio for their part of the profits. The original producers of the film have sued Gold Circle Films due to
Hollywood accounting practices because the studio has claimed the film lost $20 million.[10]

According to his publisher's website,[11] fantasy novelist Peter S. Beagle is owed a substantial amount of money by
Granada Media International, the current owner of the animated movie based on Beagle's book The Last Unicorn.
Beagle's contract entitles him to 5% of the net profits in the animated property, and 5% of the gross revenues from
any film-related merchandising. Granada apparently claims the movie cost more to make than it took in, that it
earned no money between 1986 and their acquisition of it in 1999, and the compounded interest on the loss adds up
to several times what it cost to make. Beagle is currently attempting to raise sufficient funds to challenge Granada in
court.
Hollywood accounting is not limited to movies. An example is the Warner Bros. television series Babylon 5 created
by J. Michael Straczynski. Straczynski, who wrote 90% of the episodes in addition to producing the show, would
receive a generous cut of profits if not for Hollywood accounting. The series, which was profitable in each of its five
seasons from 1993–1998, has garnered more than US$1 billion for Warner Bros., most recently US$500 million in
DVD sales alone. But in the last profit statement given to Straczynski, Warner Bros. claimed the property was $80
million in debt. "Basically", says Straczynski, "by the terms of my contract, if a set on a WB movie burns down in
Botswana, they can charge it against B5's profits."[12]

Peter Jackson, director of The Lord of the Rings, and his studio Wingnut Films, brought a lawsuit against New Line
Cinema after "an audit... on part of the income of The Fellowship of the Ring." Jackson stated this is regarding
"certain accounting practices," which may be a reference to Hollywood accounting. In response, New Line stated
that their rights to a film of The Hobbit were time-limited, and since Jackson would not work with them again until
the suit was settled, he would not be asked to direct The Hobbit, as had been anticipated.[13] Fifteen actors are suing
New Line Cinema, claiming that they have never received their 5% of revenue from merchandise sold in relation to
the movie, which contains their likeness.[14] Similarly, the Tolkien estate has sued New Line, claiming that while
their contract entitled them to 7.5% of the gross receipts, the film studio has refused to pay them any share of the $6
billion hit.[15]

A WB receipt was leaked online, showing that the hugely successful movie Harry Potter and the Order of the
Phoenix ended up with a $167 million loss on paper.[16]

Michael Moore is suing Bob and Harvey Weinstein for creative accounting to deprive him of his share of profits for
the film Fahrenheit 9/11. [17]
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Production accounting
Production accounting is a filmmaking term, used especially in Hollywood, referring to the project accounting of
the cost of a film project. As with construction accounting, salient issues are the accurate allocation of workers' time
to specific projects (usually requiring each worker to fill out a weekly timesheet), and the correct assessment of
indirect costs such as employee benefits.
Specialized software to support production accounting has been developed.
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Project accounting
Project accounting (sometimes referred to as job cost accounting) is the practice of creating financial reports
specifically designed to track the financial progress of projects, which can then be used by managers to aid project
management.
Standard accounting is primarily aimed at monitoring financial progress of organizational elements (geographical or
functional departments, divisions and the enterprise as a whole) over defined time periods (typically weeks, months,
quarters and years).
Projects differ in that they frequently cross organizational boundaries, may last for anything from a few days or
weeks to a number of years, during which time budgets may also be revised many times. They may also be one of a
number of projects that make up a larger overall project or program.
Consequently, in a project management environment costs (both direct and overhead) and revenues are also allocated
to projects, which may be subdivided into a work breakdown structure, and grouped together into project hierarchies.
Project accounting permits reporting at any such level that has been defined, and often allows comparison with
historical as well as current budgets.
Project accounting is commonly use at government contractors, where the ability to account for costs by contract
(and sometimes contract line item, or CLIN) is usually a requirement for interim payments.
Percentage-of-completion is frequently independently assessed by a project manager. Funding advances and
actual-to-budget cost variances are calculated using the project budget adjusted to percent-of-completion.
Where labor costs are a significant portion of overall project cost, it is usually necessary for employees to fill out a
timesheet in order to generate the data to allocate project costs.
The capital budget processes of corporations and governments are chiefly concerned with major investment projects
that typically have upfront costs and longer term benefits. Investment go / no-go decisions are largely based on net
present value assessments. Project accounting of the costs and benefits can provide crucially important feedback on
the quality of these important decisions.
An interesting specialized form of project accounting is production accounting, which tracks the costs of individual
movie and television episode film production costs. A movie studio will employ production accounting to track the
costs of its many separate projects.
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